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A NEED TO GIVE CREDIT: 

 

A 

TWO JEWISH ANTI-ZIONISTS, ONE IN THE UK, ONE IN THE USA, WHO HAVE BEEN IN 

CONTACT WITH ME (ONE FOR MORE THAN THREE YEARS) OVER A GROWING 

DISCOMFORT AT THE LEVELS OF ANTISEMITISM THEY HAVE BEEN WITNESSING. I 

CANNOT SAY MORE WITHOUT PLACING THEIR IDENTITIES AT RISK.  

 

B 

EMMA FELTHAM. WITHOUT EMMA, THE FIRST PALESTINE LIVE REPORT WOULD 

NEVER HAVE BEEN PUBLISHED AND I WOULD HAVE FAR LESS MATERIAL TO WORK 

WITH NOW. EMMA IS A BRAVE FIGHTER AGAINST RISING ANTISEMITISM. 

 

C 

JONATHAN HOFFMAN. HANDING SOMEONE A 200+ PAGE DOCUMENT AND 

EXPECTING THEM TO FIND GRAMMATICAL ERRORS *AS A FAVOUR* IS NO SMALL 

ASK. WITHOUT JONATHAN’S PATIENCE, CONSTRUCTIVE CRITICISM AND EYE FOR 

DETAIL NONE OF THESE REPORTS WOULD BE LEGIBLE.  

 

D 

JUDITH AND GED ORNSTEIN. THE TIRELESS CREATORS OF THE WHITEWASHED 

DOCUMENTARY (THAT LOOKED AT ANTISEMITISM IN THE BRITISH LABOUR PARTY). 

OVER THE LAST FEW DAYS JUDITH AND GED PLACED A FINAL CRITICAL EYE OVER 

THE REPORT BEFORE PUBLICATION. 

 

I OWE THANKS TO THEM ALL 
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Support This Research: 

 

This research is fully independent. I am not affiliated with any political group or communal 

organisation. I believe this independence is important and adds to the integrity of the work.   

I have been researching the Israel /Arab conflict since 1990 and fighting the delegitimisation 

campaign since 2000. For several years I have also been combatting rising antisemitism both 

on the far-right and far-left.  

This work can and does make a difference. I was recently named by the Algemeiner as one 

of their ‘J100’, a list of the top 100 Jews worldwide, ‘positively influencing Jewish life’.1 The 

findings of my research have been covered in media across the globe.  

The support I receive from those who understand the importance of the work, makes much 

of what I do possible. I simply could not do it without their kind and generous assistance.   

The delegitimisation campaign against Israel and the rise of antisemitism are linked. I firmly 

believe we have no choice but to face it down. We *HAVE TO* be there to witness, report, 

expose and fight it. I believe we are fighting for the life of the diaspora.  

A report such as this takes months to put together. If you can, please consider donating 

towards the ongoing research. Either a single donation, or if you can, a monthly 

contribution. Every amount is greatly appreciated. Research such as this is intensive, and at 

times expensive. We must shine a light into the shadows.  

Support can be given via the donation button on my website:2  

I have also opened a Patreon page for those who can contribute a few $/£ on a monthly 

basis.3  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
1 2017 Algemeiner J100. Available online https://www.algemeiner.com/the-top-100-people-positively-
influencing-jewish-life-2017/ 
2 http://david-collier.com/you-can-help/ 
3 https://www.patreon.com/davidcollier 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

This report is part of a wider intensive effort to investigate antisemitism within anti-Israel 

activism. Arguments over what is antisemitism are being publicly played out in media and 

political circles. This work sets the bar for antisemitism very high by completely discounting 

Israel-based antisemitism. If discourse over the Israeli / Arab conflict is removed from the 

equation, is antisemitism still present? If so, is it possible to quantify?  Previous research 

found a clear correlation between levels of anti-Israel activity and levels of antisemitism. All 

the research to date has focused on the UK. A Facebook group containing many high-profile 

activists from the US, including group participation at a public demonstration, provided an 

environment with which to test this correlation across international boundaries.  

The research draws several important conclusions: 

➢ There are differences between the US and UK environments, but the high level of 

antisemitism within anti-Israel activity remains almost constant in both.   

➢ Antisemitism is a key motivating factor in anti-Zionist activity, and it spreads like a 

virus within it. 

➢ The concentration levels of (non-Jewish, non-Palestinian) anti-Zionists who share 

hard-core antisemitic ideologies registered at 63%. Almost half of these share white-

supremacist or neo-Nazi material. 

➢ Behind the closed doors of a hidden Facebook Group, politicians, leaders of self-

titled ‘peace groups’, NGOs and those who run think-tanks, engage with hard-core 

antisemites, even while in public making emphatic denials that this racism exists. 

➢ The network is large and effective.  

➢ A small, but highly vocal group of Jewish anti-Zionist activists is engaged in using 

Jewish identity as ‘a weapon’ to deflect accusations of antisemitism. 

➢ These Jewish anti-Zionists appear unable to identify hard-core Antisemitism. Jewish 

anti-Zionists blindly work alongside those who share white-supremacist material and 

rather than challenge the antisemitism, deny or belittle its existence. 

➢ Public demonstrations that are described as ‘left-wing’ or ‘in support of human 

rights’ contains three main groups. Anti-Zionist Jews, Palestinians and antisemites. 

Half of the antisemites promote neo-Nazi, white-supremacist material.  

➢ There is an industry of denial. Key Jewish anti-Zionist activists spend considerable 

effort in suggesting antisemitism allegations are a hoax. Media outlets churn out 

propaganda stating the same. Yet these people either know they are being deceptive 

or are unable to identify antisemitism, even in its most blatant forms. 

➢ In anti-Zionism, ‘far-right’ and ‘far-left’ are obsolete terms that mislead.   

Although the report discounts Israel-based antisemitism, it reaffirms the indivisibility of anti-

Zionism and antisemitism. Antisemitism in all its guises must be called out. It has no place in 

public discourse. 
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A DEFINITION OF ANTISEMITISM 

 

My research sets the bar for antisemitism unnaturally high. Tolerance levels are raised to 

avoid deflective arguments over ‘criticism of Israel’. This approach is identical to the position 

taken in similar research into the English PSC and Scottish PSC in 2017 and the original 

reports into Palestine Live.4  

Had the definition included comparing Israel to the ‘Nazi’ state, almost every person looked 

at would fail. In more direct language, according to the definition of Antisemitism published 

by the International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance (the IHRA definition), almost every 

group member that was identified displayed blatantly antisemitic views5.  

This research is therefore disassociated from the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. Almost any 

reference to Israel’s treatment of the Palestinians, however antisemitic, is ignored. The 

research ignored talk of Israel committing genocide, of being as bad or worse than the Nazis 

and all manner of other distortions. 

Another element that was not counted was the racist application of individual acts to label 

the actions of the state. So rather than the state being the vehicle through which people are 

enabled through their freedom, the state of Israel becomes vilified through the actions of its 

most extreme citizens. England, placed into a similar test tube, would become a nation that 

rapes and kills women because of Peter Sutcliffe.6 

What has been considered ‘antisemitism’ in this research consists of three central elements: 

➢ Holocaust denial/revisionism 

➢ The mutation of Israel into a controlling global Jew (conspiracy theory) 

➢ Neo-Nazi, white supremacist ideology. Fixation on Jews, classic antisemitic tropes 

 

As the Scottish Sunday Times pointed out following the release of my report into the SPSC in 

July 2017, 'you would need to work hard at it’ to be included in the research7.  

                                                           
4 Collier, David. ‘Antisemitism inside the Palestine Solidarity Campaign’. 22/2/2017. Available online 
http://david-collier.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/02/170222_palestine_solidarity_campaign_report.pdf and 
Collier, David ‘Jew Hate and Holocaust Denial in Scotland’. Published by Jewish Human Rights Watch. 
30/7/2017. Available online 
https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/953855_faecb29a6e7d4dc6b07d80da1a9bb812.pdf 
Collier, David. ‘Antisemitism inside Palestine Live’. 08/3/2017. Available online http://david-collier.com/wp-
content/uploads/2018/03/180305_livereport_part1_FINAL.pdf (part one) http://david-collier.com/wp-
content/uploads/2018/03/180305_livereport_part2_FINAL.pdf (part two) 
5 See International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance (IHRA) definition. Available online 
https://www.holocaustremembrance.com/sites/default/files/press_release_document_antisemitism.pdf 
(Adopted by UK government, 2017)  
6 Peter Sutcliffe was a serial killer in the UK dubbed ‘the Yorkshire Ripper’ see 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peter_Sutcliffe 
7 ‘Dangerous liaisons can legitimise hate’. Alex Massie, The Scottish Sunday Times, July 30, 2017 
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ANTISEMITISM INSIDE ANTI-ISRAEL ACTIVITY 

 

Whether anti-Zionism is the same as antisemitism is a pointless discussion often used to 

deflect attention from antisemites. What matters is actuality. Wherever the Palestinian flag 

is flown, high levels of antisemitism are present. Research conducted into the English 

Palestine Solidarity Campaign suggested that the level of hard-core antisemitism amongst 

participants at a public anti-Israel protest was approximately 40%.8  

Further research into a similar group in Scotland, that investigated levels in both a public 

protest and a speaking event, suggested the level was between 40 and 50%.9 

Since then, *every* event that has been analysed, from street stalls, to spontaneous 

protests and large-scale events, returns the same results. Over 40% of anti-Israel activity is 

driven by those who promote hard-core antisemitic ideology. It seems difficult to escape the 

conclusion that standing with anti-Zionism is to align with a gang of hard-core antisemites.10  

Two notable and consistent findings from the previous research. The first is that 

antisemitism is a motivating factor. Activity levels amongst hard-core antisemites are higher 

than amongst those who do not seem to be afflicted with the virus. 

The second finding is that anti-Zionist Jews offset the high level of antisemitism. When 

Jewish people are removed from the equation, hard-core antisemites pass 60-65% of the 

participants. An analysis of online activity suggested that 73% of all activity within a group 

setting came from non-Jewish members who share antisemitic material.11 

This suggests that on a cold wet winter’s day, almost everyone who turns up to wave a 

Palestinian flag is either a hard-core antisemite or an anti-Zionist Jew. 

There is a gulf between someone who protests some actions of the State of Israel, and 

movements like BDS that seek Israel’s destruction.12 

The intention of groups like Jewish Voice for Peace (JVP) and Jewish Voice for Labour (JVL) is 

to blur those lines.13 This research helps to expose and address this relationship. It is 

important that people who are enticed by those who speak of ‘human rights’ are shown the 

true nature of those promoting BDS and opposing the State of Israel. 

                                                           
8 http://david-collier.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/02/170222_palestine_solidarity_campaign_report.pdf 
9 https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/953855_faecb29a6e7d4dc6b07d80da1a9bb812.pdf 
10 See blog www.david-collier.com. For example - at a spontaneous BDS protest against Radiohead’s 
appearance in Israel, six amongst the small group shared websites that promote Holocaust Denial http://david-
collier.com/antisemites-protest-radiohead/   
11 This figure was taken from the Palestine Live group. A more detailed explanation is given in the Palestine 
Live Quantification section. 
12 http://david-collier.com/fighting-bds-boycott-divestment-sanctions/ 
13 JVL are a group set up to protect Jeremy Corbyn of the UK Labour Party. In JVL’s opening statements, they 
explicitly suggest the creation is to counter the allegations of antisemitism. http://david-collier.com/jewish-
voice-labour-yevsektsiya/ 
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INTRODUCTION 

I have been fighting the encroachment of antisemitism into mainstream British politics for 

several years. I watched it advance. I have seen how difficult it is to fight and most 

importantly I have seen how it defends itself. Recently I have witnessed signs of this move 

to mainstream in the United States.  

Antisemitism defends itself by attacking Jews and creating schisms in society. To do this 

effectively today they needs to deploy anti-Zionist Jews. A fringe group of unrepresentative 

Jews who are reminiscent of the Russian Yevsektsiya.14  

Anti-Jewish racists align with anti-Zionist Jews and together they attack the Jewish state.  

This history of this research was simple. I had begun to write a report but was moved to 

change direction after an incident in the US.15 It resonated and I recognised that the Jewish 

community in the US is under attack, just as we in the UK have been.  

I am not a psychologist and do not intend to attempt to explain why some Jews do not see 

what is directly in front of their eyes in flashing neon lights, nor what makes a Jew an ‘anti-

Zionist’. I am not someone who uses terms such as self-hater and I believe the underlying 

causes of Jewish anti-Zionism are manifold. The why is a question for someone else. 

What is of interest to the research is the blindness or disregard of antisemitism; the clear 

alliance between antisemites and anti-Zionist Jewry; and finally, the deploying of a Jewish 

identity which defends and legitimises the racists who attack Israel.  

This research was conducted to highlight that this relationship exists and to provide enough 

examples of such total blindness as to make its denial impossible. 

This research should also act as a guiding light to liberal Jews, especially in the US. There is a 

huge gulf between disagreeing with some Israeli policies and joining forces with those who 

hate us. It is vital that we all see what is behind the mask of anti-Zionist activism.  

Antisemites and neo-Nazis are not our friends, whatever clothes they are wearing. It does 

not matter what flag they wave or how they describe themselves. Behind closed doors there 

is a truly sickening alliance taking place. Maintain your criticism of Israel if that is where you 

political align, but do not cross that divide. BDS, anti-Israel activism, these people walk with 

the Nazis. Any alliance with these groups makes them stronger and Jews weaker. 

This is not guilt by association. Guilt by association is suggesting someone is guilty just 

because they know someone who is. I am not accusing these anti-Zionist Jews of being 

antisemitic. I am suggesting there is a conspiracy of denial surrounding antisemitism and 

this report exposes the ideology of some of the people leading it.  

                                                           
14 http://david-collier.com/jewish-voice-labour-yevsektsiya/ 
15 An article about the ‘Boston Workmen’s Circle’ provided the motivation to aim the report at those who are 
being fooled into aligning with our enemies. See https://www.jns.org/boston-jcrc-moves-towards-ouster-of-
workmens-circle-over-bds-support/  

https://www.jns.org/boston-jcrc-moves-towards-ouster-of-workmens-circle-over-bds-support/
https://www.jns.org/boston-jcrc-moves-towards-ouster-of-workmens-circle-over-bds-support/
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PALESTINE LIVE- a recap 

 

Anti-Zionist Jewish activist Roland Rance had this to say about Palestine Live: 

“Anyone who actively participated in it… should have been able to see what an antisemitic 

cesspit it was”.16 

Palestine Live is a Facebook group with (as at 31/1/2019) 3000 members. That is a drop of 

almost 10% since the original Palestine Live report was published:17  

 

 

Anti-Israel activist Elleanne Green created the group on 2 August 2013: 

 

 

 

The group is listed as ‘secret’. This means you cannot find it by using the Facebook search 

function and to become a member you must be invited or added by someone inside the 

group who has permissions to add new members: 

 

 

 

                                                           
16 Taken from comment made by Rance in a Facebook group shortly after the Palestine Live report was 
published, March 2018. 
17 On the day Palestine Live report was published, the group had 3288 members 
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It changed from ‘Closed’ to ‘Secret’ in early November 2014: 

 

 

Elleanne Green is an admin of the group, and the most prolific contributor. She is well-linked 

with other activists across the globe. Possessing an impressive networking skillset, Elleanne 

Green turned Palestine Live into one of the largest, and best-connected of the anti-Israel 

groups. Palestine Live contains high-placed representatives from almost every anti-Israel 

activist organisation.  

The aim of the group: 

‘Created not so much for long and detailed discussion of words used and semantics 

but to gather together a group of good friends all of whom wholeheartedly support 

the people of Palestine in their struggle’18 

The description also contains the usual deflective comments about not being ‘anti-Jewish’ 

but being against ‘racism and intolerance’. 

Within days of the group’s creation, there were dozens of members, most of whom were 

carefully hand-picked by Elleanne Green.  

Secrecy and privacy were central elements of the group. Note Jacqueline Walker’s comment 

and Elleanne Green’s response:19 

 

 

                                                           
18 Facebook Group ‘Palestine Live’ (group number 578281488880847) description. Accessed 13/2/2018 
19 Jacqueline walker is a high-profile member of the UK Labour Party who was suspended twice over 
comments she made. https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2016/sep/30/labour-suspends-jackie-walker-
over-holocaust-comments 
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One of the first members was Pam Arnold (Pam Hardyment). These are two images from 

Arnold’s Facebook timeline (not the group). There are dozens, if not hundreds of such 

posts20: 

 

Seymour Alexander was added on the first day21: 

 

 

So was Alison Weir22 

 

                                                           
20 The article on the left links to the website of Nahida Izzat. See 
https://nahidaexiledpalestinian.wordpress.com/articles/ Nahida was rejected by the local Palestine groups in 
Liverpool over antisemitism. See support from Gilad Atzmon http://www.gilad.co.uk/writings/nahida-izzat-did-
the-age-of-enlightenment-never-occur.html The article on the right is a Gilad Atzmon article, but the 
introductory words are from Pam see http://www.gilad.co.uk/writings/2016/12/7/stop-everything-you-do-
and-listen-to-this-rabbi 
21 Seymour Alexander has long been connected to Kingston and Richmond PSC. See page 31 of the February 
2017 PSC report, for examples of problematic posts http://david-collier.com/wp-
content/uploads/2017/02/170222_palestine_solidarity_campaign_report.pdf 
22 Alison runs the website ‘If Americans Knew’ see http://ifamericaknew.org/ it has a distinct ‘support Israel at 
America’s peril’ attitude. 2013 Anti-Defamation League report here 
https://www.adl.org/education/resources/profiles/alison-weir   

https://nahidaexiledpalestinian.wordpress.com/articles/
http://www.gilad.co.uk/writings/nahida-izzat-did-the-age-of-enlightenment-never-occur.html
http://www.gilad.co.uk/writings/nahida-izzat-did-the-age-of-enlightenment-never-occur.html
http://ifamericaknew.org/
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Within days, there were shares with links to antisemitic sites such as Rense.com. Within five 

days, someone had uploaded a copy of the notorious antisemitic forgery, Protocols of the 

Learned Elders of Zion.23 

 

 

Many of the initial members were problematic. The issue seems to have been that the 

central figure of the group, Elleanne Green, is not best placed to decide what or who is 

antisemitic. These are her comments on Gilad Atzmon: 

 

 

Note from the response in the first image, that Gilad Atzmon was a member of the group24.  

The early days defined the future of the group. There was an exchange between Gilad 

Atzmon, and Mick Napier, based on an Atzmon article posted on 16th October 2013 that 

centred on antisemitism. Napier is Secretary of the Scottish Palestine Solidarity Campaign25. 

                                                           
23 https://www.britannica.com/topic/Protocols-of-the-Elders-of-Zion 
24 Atzmon was born in Israel, lives in the UK, and has a long history of antagonising the Jewish community. See 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gilad_Atzmon#Reception for accusations of antisemitism. He has been rejected 
by almost all anti-Israel activist groups as an antisemite. 
25 The SPSC (see my report), is itself embroiled in difficulty with antisemitism. See also 
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2017/09/30/jeremy-corbyn-backed-groups-activists-hounded-jewish-
business/ This makes Palestine Live too toxic even for groups knee deep in antisemitism themselves. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gilad_Atzmon#Reception
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2017/09/30/jeremy-corbyn-backed-groups-activists-hounded-jewish-business/
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2017/09/30/jeremy-corbyn-backed-groups-activists-hounded-jewish-business/
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Napier was almost evicted from the group at the time. The group sided with Atzmon. From 

this moment, it was clear that rabid conspiratorial white supremacist websites were 

welcome, and their supporters were underpinning the group. 

 

There are scores of posts of Elleanne either sharing Gilad’s work, or complimenting him. The 

intent of this part of the research is not to identify people, but to highlight that the Palestine 

Live group was toxic from the beginning. Examples therefore become necessary. Another 

early member was Andy Hopkins: 

 

These are some of his posts (from his own timeline)26: 

 

                                                           
26 YouTube video by David Duke. ‘A Holocaust Enquiry’. See https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sc6qJ0TRp0M 
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A more recent one:27 

 

 

When on the 14 August 2013, Khaleel Mohammed, professor of Religion at San Diego State 

University shared views in a post that were contrary to ‘Greater Palestine’, Elleanne Green 

became immediately offensive, calling him an ‘'Agent Provocateur'. When Pam Arnold 

attacked the professor and then threatened to leave the group, this is how Elleanne 

responded28: 

 

 

This sense of seeing value within the views of those like Gilad Atzmon or Pam Arnold over 

more diverse or moderate voices, shaped the group. The Palestine Live group did not 

become corrupted through an increase of size, or over time. It was corrupted from the very 

beginning by the blind-to-anti-Jewish-racism attitude of its founder.  

                                                           
27 A Holocaust Denial site to ‘refute the greatest lie ever told’. See 
https://holocaustdeprogrammingcourse.com/ 
28 Original post by Khaleel Mohammed on 14 August 2013, sought to suggest Islam recognised rights of Jews. 
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PALESTINE LIVE – QUANTIFICATION 

In early 2018, research was conducted to analyse the number of Palestine Live members 

who share antisemitic ideology with their friends online. Strict criteria were laid out. The 

content had to reflect hard-core antisemitic ideology (such as Holocaust denial or Rothschild 

conspiracy). The person must also have shared at least three separate antisemitic posts (the 

antisemitic posts did not have to have been shared within the Palestine Live group) 

A two-week period was analysed. 794 posts were logged involving 86 different members. 

The results showed just how much of an antisemitic cesspit, Palestine Live was: 

 

 

Of the 794 posts, 64% were shared by those who also share hard-core antisemitic ideology 

with their friends. When the Jewish contingent was removed the level jumped to 73%. 
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Over half of all the people who were active within the group (53%), shared hard-core 

antisemitic material with their friends. When Jewish posters were removed from the 

calculation, this jumped to 64%. 

This creates an image of distinct groups of people. The antisemite, the Jewish person who 

legitimises the antisemitism and a third minority group, of naïve people who have been 

fooled by an endless stream of anti-Israel propaganda. 

The union between groups of hard-core haters and Jewish people is not accidental. This is a 

post by anti-Zionist Deborah Fink taken from inside Palestine Live:29 

 

 

An acknowledgement of the value of the anti-Zionist Jew as a political weapon.  

Inside the group there was even evidence of collusion. Here is a post where a clearly 

antisemitic remark was met not with opposition, but with instructions about how to make it 

more palatable for a wider-audience. Deborah Fink creates a good Jew / bad Jew formula. 

This is a Jewish person teaching an antisemite how to cover up his antisemitism:30  

 

 

                                                           
29 Post made 8th November 2014 
30 Post made 19th June 2015 
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The person in the middle of that exchange is Debbie Kennedy. Kennedy hopes that Tim 

Welsh is right when he says it is ‘all over for the JewNazi’.  

Hardly a surprise then, that Kennedy was outside AIPAC in 2017 demonstrating alongside 

‘Ifnotnow’ and ‘Codepink’.  

 

 

But there will be much more on that in the section on AIPAC. 
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ELLEANNE GREEN 

On the next few pages are examples of posts by founder and admin, Elleanne Green.  

 

There is no need to go through the content of every post, but Israel is linked here to 9/11 

and the terror attacks in Paris. Of note is the image on the top left, from ‘Rehmat.com’. 

Rehmat is a blatantly antisemitic site and this post is clearly directed towards Jews and not 

Israel or Zionists. The article contains a video by ‘Brother Nathanael’ titled ‘Satan at the 

Wailing Wall’.31 

 

                                                           
31 Brother Nathanael is a well-known antisemite, who is dealt with suspicion by white supremacists only 
because he is a ‘biological Jew’. See https://rationalwiki.org/wiki/Nathanael_Kapner. The video discusses 
modern Judaism as a satanic ritual. It should be seen by any of those that suggest this is anti-Zionism and not 
antisemitism. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=94rcOVJBMYQ 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=94rcOVJBMYQ
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Elleanne often shares stories from sites that are outlets for Holocaust Denial 

 

Veterans Today, was often shared on Palestine Live. The founder editor is James Fetzer ‘an 

all-round conspiracy theorist’ who promotes Holocaust Denial32. The site often treats the 

Holocaust as a complete hoax33. 

 

 

‘The Ugly Truth’ is a WordPress site that uses the tag-line ‘intelligent antisemitism for 

thinking gentiles’. It places the word ‘antisemitism’ in single quotes34. It is overladen with 

antisemitic images, Holocaust Denial and ‘Jews as the problem’ articles35.  

 

 

                                                           
32 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/James_H._Fetzer 
33 See article ‘Secrets of the Holohoax and Zionist fantasies’ 
https://www.veteranstoday.com/2016/08/03/secrets-of-the-holohoax-and-zionist-fantasies/ 
34 https://theuglytruth.wordpress.com/ 
35 See ‘Holohoax deprogramming course’ https://theuglytruth.wordpress.com/2014/08/23/holohoax-
deprogramming-course-free-yourself-from-a-lifetime-of-brainwashing/ 
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Globalresearch.ca is a geopolitical conspiracist website36. If something goes wrong, then the 

‘Jews’ did it37. It is the type of site groups like ‘Palestine Live’ adore, because it wraps up 

antisemitism inside genuine humanitarian issues. The link is to a review of a compilation of 

essays by conspiracy theorists about the ‘false flag attacks’38. The link on the right is to Tony 

Greenstein’s blog. Greenstein has recently been expelled by the Labour Party39.  

 

                                                           
36 See https://mediabiasfactcheck.com/global-research/ 
37 See description on https://rationalwiki.org/wiki/Globalresearch 
38 On the site, the people I have described as ‘conspiracy theorists’, like Ken O’Keefe, are called ‘prominent 
public intellectuals’. http://www.globalresearch.ca/war-and-peace-another-french-false-flag-bloody-tracks-
from-paris-to-san-bernardino/5509416 
39 https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/politics/labour-party-activist-expelled-thatcher-12048349 
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This is another example of Mossad - 9/11 linkage. On the right is a direct link to a video by 

‘Brother Nathanael’. It takes seven seconds for the video to reference the ‘Jewish owned 

press’. The video suggests that Mossad is behind ISIS and the Paris terror attacks40.  

Both posts link ISIS to Mossad, with the one on the right suggesting ISIS leader Al Baghdadi 

was trained by Mossad.  

                                                           
40 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JTcidJRv7kQ 
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The website ‘politicalvelcraft’, is described by Rational Wiki as ‘ragingly racist and promotes 

bigotry of all kinds, including homophobia, Islamophobia and anti-Semitism’41. 

The article is a historical retelling of the Rothschild Conspiracy, in which to create the ‘New 

World Order’, Rothschild becomes the evil villain behind every major conflict of the last 150 

years42.  Here is an example quote from the article: 

 

‘1913 – SOCIAL DICTUM – Jacob Schiff sets up Rothschild’s Anti-Defamation League 

(ADL) [Anti-Semitism] in the United States to Hide Behind: This was way before Hitler 

Was Killing Catholics & Jews In The Ovens Of Rothschild’s Second Attempt At NWO 

Called WWII. 

This organization is formed to slander anyone who questions or challenges the 

Rothschild global conspiracy as, “antisemitic.” Rothschild is not a practicing Jew by 

Judaism or By Blood Line. He is a common Khazarian thug, but he likes to hide behind 

the word Jew as the coward he is when absconding people’s wealth.’ 

 

                                                           
41 See https://rationalwiki.org/wiki/Political_Vel_Craft 
42 Link to article https://politicalvelcraft.org/2014/08/05/rothschilds-state-of-israel-the-midnight-cowboy/ 
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Some more examples of either false flag linkage or sharing views of antisemites: 
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It is beyond scope and necessity to list all the global Jewish conspiracy posts Elleanne 

shared. Here are a few examples of her comments and likes: 

 

The next two are both from the same thread. Following a post regarding Jewish concerns 

over Jeremy Corbyn’s appointment: 
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There is this: 

 

 

 

This from about six days before she started the Palestine Live group: 
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Link to the video below with Ken O’Keefe43: 

 

                                                           
43 O’Keefe appears in a video on the ‘Crane Report’, a conspiracy show run by conspiracy theorist Ian R Crane. 
See from 35th minute https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fPUoLFpQomg O’Keefe is popular in conspiracy 
websites. When you listen to O’Keefe, Israel is generally at fault for everything. Many of the ‘Palestine Live’ 
crowd like him and he is a member of the group. See wiki: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kenneth_O%27Keefe  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fPUoLFpQomg
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The Palestine Live site contains many examples of Holocaust denial, but not as many as 

might be expected given the quantity of Holocaust Deniers / Revisionists who are (or were) 

members.  

 

Elleanne’s response: 

  

She did comment several times on this. Note how the opposition is never to the subject, 

but to its presence in the group.  

 

 

 

 

Because of her importance to the group, and her centrality to several issues, there will be 

more examples of Elleanne’s comments, shares and likes, throughout this report.  
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PALESTINE LIVE – AFTER THE REPORT 

 

Following the publication of the original Palestine Live report, about two hundred members 

removed themselves from the group. Two of the three admin changed, Tony Gratrex and 

Carol Foster were replaced by two Jewish members, Howard Cohen and Peter Cohen. 

British / Israeli Howard Cohen was a member at the time. Cohen, incredibly, wrote a long 

letter in support of the group and alongside Elleanne Green, spent serious effort trying to 

have it published in the media: 
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Howard Cohen was born in the UK, lived for a long time in Israel and now seems to reside in 

France.44 Cohen has written for Mondoweiss.45   

In January and February 2018, Cohen posted only once in the group. In April, one month 

after publication, he posted fifty-three times. Who sees all that antisemitism and chooses to 

protect those that shared the hate sites? Here is Howard Cohen with Elleanne Green: 

 

The fact he was willing to take on the role, having seen Elleanne Green’s activity is bad 

enough, but there are many examples of total blindness or indifference to antisemitism. 

This is Cohen discussing the arrival of Jewish Voice for Labour on the scene: 

 

In that image Cohen responds to Cheyne, without criticism. So even though ‘they know’ who 

owns the MSM (mainstream media), the voice ‘will pierce’. Who is Howard Cohen plotting 

against Jewish Zionists with? Who is Cheyne? Here is another of Cheyne’s comments: 

                                                           
44 https://www.facebook.com/howard.cohen.505 
45 See https://mondoweiss.net/author/howard-cohen/ although why it describes Cohen as living in Israel is 
unclear. Mondoweiss is an online anti-Israel news outlet that has been described as a ‘hate site’ 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/volokh-conspiracy/wp/2015/05/04/mondoweiss-is-a-hate-site/ 
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Here is Cheyne sharing Rense.com:46 

 

Cheyne has also shared numerous Rothschild Conspiracy articles from Globalresearch.ca 

and yournewswire.com.  

Here is another post, this time from Elleanne Green: 

`  

                                                           
46 Rense.com is run by Jeff Rense, a rabid antisemite https://rationalwiki.org/wiki/Jeff_Rense The article can be 
seen here https://rense.com/general80/surv.htm? A visit to the homepage will soon show links to various 
white supremacist websites. 

https://rationalwiki.org/wiki/Jeff_Rense
https://rense.com/general80/surv.htm
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We see Howard Cohen once more in a thread, where comments are made about those who 

‘own’ banks, politicians and ‘thus’ the world. Yet he carries on as normal. There is no need 

to post any more of Elleanne’s posts. The ‘owning the banks’ comment was made by 

Rosemary Henke. Here are some of the posts she shares with her friends:47  

 

 

Another:48 

 

 

 

                                                           
47 See https://holocaustdeprogrammingcourse.com 
48 The comments by Henke are clearly antisemitism, see article at 
https://mx22.wordpress.com/2009/12/03/25000-ukrainian-children-organs-havested-in-israel/ 
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This antisemitic ‘poem’ deserves special mention: 

 

In Late 2017, Ami Magazine ran a story about my undercover research. Elleanne posted a 

link to the article in Palestine Live.49 

 

                                                           
49 See http://www.amimagazine.org/2017/08/30/bds-undercover/ 
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Howard Cohen commented on the thread: 

 

As could be predicted the comments were far from complimentary. I want to pay attention 

to the absurd comment by Howard Cohen, that I have not provided ‘any concrete examples 

of antisemitism’. For Howard’s benefit, the person above him in the comment stream, has 

shared this post with his friends:50 

 

                                                           
50 Renegade Tribune is a white nationalist website. The article is here 
http://www.renegadetribune.com/international-red-cross-report-confirms-holocaust-six-million-jews-hoax/ 
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Aside from Segui, Cohen and Elleanne Green, the other person visible in the comment 

stream is Ashleigh Shaw:  

 

Shaw has 42k followers on Facebook. She produces videos where she draws on antisemitic 

conspiracies about Israel:51 I checked dozens of threads in which Howard Cohen posted. I 

did not find one in which people who share hard-core antisemitic material were not 

present. This is the final example I will use in this report: 

 

Besides Cohen and Green, three people are present, Jo Anne Van Datta, Jonathan Adams 

and David Elkins. 

                                                           
51 See video for Israel is ISIS https://www.facebook.com/ashlieigh/videos/10206374054729791/ 
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Jo Anne Van Datta’s Facebook profile is behind tight privacy settings, so a search is 

restricted. Gilad Atzmon does tag her though and she responds to his posts. Nahida Izzat 

also tags Van Datta.52 

Both Jonathan Adams and David Elkins dabble in conspiracy theory. Adams has scores of 

posts:53 

 

Here are two of Elkins Mossad as ISIS, and Mossad behind 9/11 posts:54  

 

                                                           
52 For Atzmon see https://www.facebook.com/gilad.atzmon/posts/2242764435743778 For Izzat see 
https://www.facebook.com/nahida.exiled/posts/2445583815470697 Atzmon is widely regarded as an 
antisemite see https://www.thejc.com/news/uk-news/antisemite-gilad-atzmon-banned-from-performing-
islington-council-1.474094 Izzat runs a blog Nahida Exiled – here is one of her posts on the Talmud and 
Paedophilia https://nahidaexiledpalestinian.wordpress.com/2015/01/07/talmud-where-paedophilia-is-the-
law/?wref=tp  
53 RadicalPress.com was a racist website run by Arthur Topham. Topham was found guilty of wilfully promoting 
hatred against Jewish people 
https://www.bnaibrith.ca/topham_s_sentence_is_a_reminder_that_there_is_work_to_be_done The video on 
the right is by Holocaust Denier Eustace Mullins see https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e2_oVexQk7I&fbclid  
or https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eustace_Mullins The Mossad article just blames Mossad for everything 
https://www.dailycrusader.com/2018/12/mossad-run-false-flag-shooting-in-france-uncovered 
54 For al -Baghdadi see https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W36mtjhSOCU for 9/11 see 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LbkQddEDPs0 

https://www.facebook.com/gilad.atzmon/posts/2242764435743778
https://www.facebook.com/nahida.exiled/posts/2445583815470697
https://www.thejc.com/news/uk-news/antisemite-gilad-atzmon-banned-from-performing-islington-council-1.474094
https://www.thejc.com/news/uk-news/antisemite-gilad-atzmon-banned-from-performing-islington-council-1.474094
https://www.bnaibrith.ca/topham_s_sentence_is_a_reminder_that_there_is_work_to_be_done
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W36mtjhSOCU
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These two are both more sinister that they look at first sight. The image on the left is not a 

deliberate antisemitic share, but is a reminder of a common theme, in which Holocaust 

images are used and misrepresented by anti-Israel activists.55 The image on the right is a 

video of a talk by conspiracy theorist Ken O’Keefe. The event took place at ‘the London 

Forum’, a neo-Nazi, white supremacist group in London.56 

 

Here is another common scene. The anti-Zionist Jew using the antisemitic swamp to dogpile 

artists who have decided to perform in Israel. Other requests can be to sign a petition or 

write a letter of complaint. In this post Cohen is mobilising Jew-hate to attack the Jewish 

state: 

 

                                                           
55 The image is actually from the liberation of the Nazi concentration camp at Nordhausen – see 
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/7/7c/Corpses_in_the_courtyard_of_Nordhausen_concentr
ation_camp.jpg for story about manipulation of image see https://www.jns.org/pa-holocaust-abuse-photo-of-
concentration-camp-victims-misrepresented-as-arab-victims-of-jews/ If you image search ‘Deir Yassin’ you will 
see how common this is. 
56 The video link Elkins used is no longer available but is still accessible elsewhere. The video is full of talk of 
Jewish power. See https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i7aB5-vMG_k  A Mail article on the London Forum can 
be seen here https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3045115/Nazi-invasion-London-EXPOSED-World-s-
Holocaust-deniers-filmed-secret-race-hate-Jews-referred-enemy.html 

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/7/7c/Corpses_in_the_courtyard_of_Nordhausen_concentration_camp.jpg
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/7/7c/Corpses_in_the_courtyard_of_Nordhausen_concentration_camp.jpg
https://www.jns.org/pa-holocaust-abuse-photo-of-concentration-camp-victims-misrepresented-as-arab-victims-of-jews/
https://www.jns.org/pa-holocaust-abuse-photo-of-concentration-camp-victims-misrepresented-as-arab-victims-of-jews/
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This welcome message was directed towards Howard in the very first thread he entered, 

when he joined the group: 

 

Yet Janis has a fixation with non-Zionist Jews and has ‘known for decades’ about the Jews of 

North London, ‘protected’ by the ‘evil’ Board of Deputies, who work for Mossad.57  

 

                                                           
57 The report can be seen here https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/ultra-orthodox-rabbis-
ban-women-from-going-to-university-in-case-they-get-dangerous-secular-a7204171.html - this has nothing to 
do with Zionism at all.  

https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/ultra-orthodox-rabbis-ban-women-from-going-to-university-in-case-they-get-dangerous-secular-a7204171.html
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/ultra-orthodox-rabbis-ban-women-from-going-to-university-in-case-they-get-dangerous-secular-a7204171.html
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It would be possible to post hundreds of examples involving Howard Cohen in the presence 

of antisemites in a group he chose to defend. Strangely, although Howard Cohen is always 

surrounded by antisemitism in the group or those that share it, he almost never sees any of 

it.  

The other new admin, American Peter Cohen, had originally helped form the group with 

Elleanne but had returned to ‘help’ at the difficult time.  

 

The same question arises. Look at the original Palestine Live report. What type of Jewish 

person would look at the report, see evidence of hundreds of people who share hard-core 

antisemitism material and ‘want to join the group’? 

This is the first article I could find, that Peter Cohen had responded to in the group. 3rd 

August 2013, within hours of the group’s birth: 

 

 

A discussion over the boycott. Cohen giving advice to Freeman and Green about how best to 

end US support for Israel. 
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This is one of Freeman’s posts: Talking about Palestinians as the true ‘Semites’ and Israelis 

as ‘fake Jews’. 

 

As a point of note. Lindsay Freeman appears to be a sitting councillor of the Lib-Dem Party 

for Seaford South.58 Lindsay is a long-time believer that Israel ‘controls the world’.59 

 

Which means that in that thread Peter Cohen is advising two people who clearly share 

antisemitic ideology how best to strategise. Another thread from 2013, from his first stint in 

the group. These are not selective, it is possible to take almost any thread from the group 

given the members.  

 

                                                           
58 https://twitter.com/lindsayfreeman7 and https://www.seafordtowncouncil.gov.uk/news/Elms-for-
Armistice-Project-.aspx and https://www.leweslibdems.org.uk/town_councillors 
5959 I released these images before the publication of this report. Since the publication, Lindsay Freeman was 
suspended by the Lib-Dem. https://www.theargus.co.uk/news/17476254.lindsay-freeman-suspended-from-
lib-dem-party-after-online-comments/ 

https://twitter.com/lindsayfreeman7
https://www.seafordtowncouncil.gov.uk/news/Elms-for-Armistice-Project-.aspx
https://www.seafordtowncouncil.gov.uk/news/Elms-for-Armistice-Project-.aspx
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Three members are visible, with Peter Cohen joking alongside Elleanne Green and Ibti Smile. 

 

 

 

This is Ibti Smile sharing Rense and Politcalvelcraft.60 Two websites known for neo-Nazi 

messaging.  

                                                           
60 The article on the left is taken from Rense.com https://rense.com//general79/zin.htm and is an article by 
Hesham Tilawi – see ADL 
https://web.archive.org/web/20060529144707/http://www.adl.org/learn/ext_us/hesham_tillawi.asp The 
Politicalvelcraft article blaming Jews for JFK is no longer available- the website, like Rense, is a hive of racist 
material. https://rationalwiki.org/wiki/Political_Vel_Craft  

https://rense.com/general79/zin.htm
https://web.archive.org/web/20060529144707/http:/www.adl.org/learn/ext_us/hesham_tillawi.asp
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Peter Cohen started a petition for Jews to ‘return’ their right of return. In October 2018 he 

posted the petition inside Palestine Live. This is the thread:61 

 

The people who applauded Cohen’s action in the thread are Elleanne Greene, Tarin 

Schendler, Zoe Foster, Sandy Cheyne, Debbie Kennedy, Miren Edurne and Carmen Lopez-

Martin. 

                                                           
61 See https://www.change.org/p/do-the-right-thing-return-your-right-of-return 
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We’ve been introduced to Elleanne Green. Here is Tarin Schendler:62 

 

 

Zoe Foster:63 

 

                                                           
62 We see a constant trend of links to hard-core racist websites. The Rothschild article is here 
https://politicalvelcraft.org/2014/10/14/rothschild-czar-bill-gates-to-face-trial-in-india-millions-of-children-
poisoned-by-vaccine/ Remember, these websites promote Holocaust denial. The posted ‘false-flag’ comment 
is following the November 2015 Paris attacks, Tarin also ‘liked’ several other posts suggesting ISIS attacks in 
Europe were Israeli false flag attacks.  
63 There were scores of qualifying Zoe Foster posts. She also appears to run two accounts, with the other 
visibly worse than this one. A firm believer in global ‘Zionist’ power and the drive for the ‘Greater Israel’ 
project.  
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Sandy Cheyne:64 

 

Debbie Kennedy:65 

 

                                                           
64 ‘Jewish greed at its finest’ needs no explanation. The ‘Humansarefree’ article is part of the Rothschild New 
World Order conspiracy, SEE http://humansarefree.com/2013/11/complete-list-of-banks-
ownedcontrolled.html The website promotes the idea the Jews are a Satanic tribe and are responsible for 
everything bad that has happened in the world – see http://humansarefree.com/2011/09/history-of-house-of-
rothschild-complete.html 
65 Israel did 9/11 video – see PRESS TV https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zxJm9z8UwFc The Other 9/11 
article is no longer available (junk articles are often soon removed) Anyone who still links to Gilad Atzmon is 
neither of the ‘left’ nor do they care about antisemitism. This is Atzmon’s article 
https://www.gilad.co.uk/writings/2017/12/6/war-is-peace see Haaretz on Atzmon 
https://www.haaretz.com/opinion/why-are-leftists-promoting-an-anti-semitic-holocaust-denier-1.5461152  

http://humansarefree.com/2013/11/complete-list-of-banks-ownedcontrolled.html
http://humansarefree.com/2013/11/complete-list-of-banks-ownedcontrolled.html
https://www.gilad.co.uk/writings/2017/12/6/war-is-peace
https://www.haaretz.com/opinion/why-are-leftists-promoting-an-anti-semitic-holocaust-denier-1.5461152%20The%20other%209/11
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Miren Erdune: Edurne shares ‘9/11 truth’ articles and has also shared hundreds of posts 

inside a group called ‘Truthers against Zionist Lobbies’:66

 

Carmen Lopez-Martin:67 

 

                                                           
66 Globalresearch.ca is an anti-western website that when something goes wrong, likes to suggest ‘the Jews did 
it’ – see https://rationalwiki.org/wiki/Globalresearch – the Charlie Hebdo conspiracy article is here 
https://www.globalresearch.ca/the-attacks-on-charlie-hebdo-and-the-kosher-grocery-store-israels-mossad-to-
the-rescue/5423715 
67 The 9/11 did you know, is classic conspiracy. Take a tragedy, add a Jewish name to it, and suggest they made 
a profit from the attack. This also occurs with the Bataclan attack and stories about a change of ownership. The 
Khazarian map is Rothschild conspiracy that blames the Holocaust on the Jews. See 
https://www.facebook.com/Visiondepalestina/photos/a.420625724742358/502408486564081 
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Which means that everyone in that thread, in which Peter Cohen was asking for support, 

promote antisemitism.  

It would be possible to use dozens of examples, filling hundreds of pages to highlight how 

Peter Cohen swims with antisemites. Just to press home the argument, I will provide one 

more. In both these images, Peter Cohen responds to a post by Tony Gratrex: 

 

 

Gratrex has a ‘9/11 truth’ profile picture and was an admin of Palestine Live until the report 

was published and exposed the antisemitism in the group. Gratrex likes his conspiracy 

stories: 
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Tony is also fixated on the notion of ‘Jewish power’.68 

 

 

A fixation on Jewish power and a thirst for conspiracy stories – never a good mix. Both these 

websites promote Holocaust Denial.69 

 

                                                           
68 Tony’s first post links to a Philip Giraldi article – see http://www.unz.com/pgiraldi/understanding-jewish-
power/ The second post links to a Gilad Atzmon article – see 
https://www.gilad.co.uk/writings/2018/8/5/antisemitsm-and-the-suppression-of-truth? 
69 More shares of racist websites. Politicalvelcraft article – see 
https://politicalvelcraft.org/2016/01/07/switzerland-declares-war-against-rothschild/ for inspiretochange 
article see http://www.inspiretochangeworld.com/2015/09/isis-is-working-on-mossadcia-plan-to-create-
greater-israel  

http://www.unz.com/pgiraldi/understanding-jewish-power/
http://www.unz.com/pgiraldi/understanding-jewish-power/
https://politicalvelcraft.org/2016/01/07/switzerland-declares-war-against-rothschild/
http://www.inspiretochangeworld.com/2015/09/isis-is-working-on-mossadcia-plan-to-create-greater-israel
http://www.inspiretochangeworld.com/2015/09/isis-is-working-on-mossadcia-plan-to-create-greater-israel
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This issue of a small fringe group of Jewish people swimming with antisemites is an 

important one. It confuses ‘outsiders’ and blurs lines when Jewish people like Peter Cohen 

stand with Holocaust Deniers and Rothchild Conspiracy theorists. Here is Peter Cohen, 

coming down on the side of the antisemites, in the argument over antisemitism in the 

Labour Party.70   

 

Both of those visible names above who ‘liked the post’, Elleanne Green and Anna Elliott, 

have shared material from hard-core racist websites that even promote Holocaust Denial. 

No wonder they applaud him. 

The only other change inside Palestine Live that took place ‘post-report’ was that Elleanne 

Green began to publish a welcome message to anyone new she invited into the group. A 

message to welcome the newcomers to the ‘non-racist’ group. Cosmetic lipstick on an 

antisemitic pig. Here is Elleanne welcoming Norma Frye: 

 

Norma Frye is just more of the same:71 

 
                                                           
70 For background into Labour antisemitism see https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-politics-45030552 and 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Antisemitism_in_the_UK_Labour_Party#History – for definitive guide see 
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Lefts-Jewish-Problem-Jeremy-Anti-Semitism/dp/1785901206 
71 The Holocaust denying website Frye links to no longer exists. A quick look at the site and article as it 
appeared in November 2015, leaves little room for doubt 
https://web.archive.org/web/20151130223740/http://www.localterror.com/hello-my-name-is-tarkhan-
batirashvili-my-fake-muslim-name-abu-omar-al-shishani  

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-politics-45030552
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Antisemitism_in_the_UK_Labour_Party#History
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Another example from Fry:72 

 

Welcome to ‘non-racist’ Dee Goulding: 

 

 

                                                           
72 Theuglytruth is a rabid antisemitic website. The article can be seen here 
https://theuglytruth.wordpress.com/2015/11/14/jewish-owners-recently-sold-pariss-bataclan-theater-where-
i-s-is-killed-dozens/ 
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Here is Goulding a couple of years earlier, sharing Holocaust denial from the ‘endzog’ 

website:73 

 

Welcome to ‘non-racist’ Sonja van den Ende:74 

 

 

 

                                                           
73 Thankfully, the neo-Nazi website has now gone. This is what it looked like in April 2016 (prepare yourselves) 
https://web.archive.org/web/20160407075253/https://endzog.wordpress.com/ 
74 Sonja mainly uses Dutch websites, so a thorough search is more difficult. Her posts are clearly problematic,  
and she often posts about a person, explicitly pointing out they are Jewish, before talking about the news. The 
Website Sonja most frequently used - stopdebezetting.com (end the occupation) seems to have been closed. 
The website ran into trouble when The Center for Information and Documentation Israel (CIDI) and the 
Dispatch Center for Internet Discrimination (MDI) filed a complaint against the foundation for antisemitic 
articles 
https://translate.google.com/translate?hl=en&sl=nl&u=https://nl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stop_de_Bezetting&prev
=search that article was shared by Sonja and is on the following page. 

https://translate.google.com/translate?hl=en&sl=nl&u=https://nl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stop_de_Bezetting&prev=search
https://translate.google.com/translate?hl=en&sl=nl&u=https://nl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stop_de_Bezetting&prev=search
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Welcome to ‘non-racist’ Wendy Joseph.75 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
75 Mossad 9/11 video on left – see https://www.facebook.com/sultan.abdallah70/posts/1235226143293619 
The Rothschild conspiracy video on right pushes blatant Holocaust denial, suggesting only 250-300k Jews died 
in concentration camps with the ‘Rothschild controlled media inflating the figures from .25 million to 6 million 
– the Holocaust denial element is at 1hr but the entire video is about Jewish control  – see 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2qlGVkHaeFc 

https://www.facebook.com/sultan.abdallah70/posts/1235226143293619
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Welcome to ‘non-racist’ Maureen Anne Fitzsimmons.76 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
76 There were dozens of examples to choose from. I went with the link to the Henry Makow website (right 
hand article). Makow is a rabid antisemite and anti-feminist who seems to believe Jews are part of a satanic 
world order. The article blames Charlie Hebdo (and everything else) on the Jews. See 
https://www.henrymakow.com/2015/01/warning-to-nations.html The ISIS video is here 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7OF5Gr086kw&feature=share 
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Welcome to ‘non-racist’ Dan Frank: 

 

This unbelievable post has no link but was shared 112 times. ‘Zionists’ controlled the slave 

trade. With what, with their Tardis?  

 

I stop because the point has been proven. There is no need to go through every addition to 

the Palestine Live group. These people were all accepted into the group within weeks of the 

Palestine Live report being published. All welcomed with a message opposing racism. 

Nothing changed in Palestine Live. Two Jewish admin were added, both blind to 

antisemitism and willing to happily swim with hard-core antisemites. Those two admin knew 

about the report but still chose to add legitimacy to the group by giving it the ‘Jewish’ 

defence. And Elleanne Green welcoming racists with a meaningless cosmetic message. 

Palestine Live is as much a swamp for antisemites as it was before. 
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METHOD 

The primary source for the research was the membership of the Facebook group Palestine 

Live. The group is toxic; has a high concentration level of antisemites; is off-grid; and secret. 

It is a contained group so there are no casual visitors; everyone inside has been invited to 

the party. This creates a test-tube environment.  

The research looked at the activity of high-profile anti-Zionists. Many of them are Jewish. It 

recorded the alliances that were clearly exhibited and then proceeded to identify how many 

of the non-Jewish participants actively share antisemitic material, with extra attention paid 

to those sharing neo-Nazi or white-supremacist websites.  

Not all the shares referred to took place inside Palestine Live. The research is not trying to 

suggest every share of white supremacist material took place inside Palestine Live. However 

every website referred to at one time or another has been shared within the group. 

Participants in the conversation inside Palestine Live had their wider Facebook activity 

checked and examples of antisemitic shares that were found have been presented. 

Apart from the high-profile activists, there was no attempt to identify people outside of the 

virtual world. Antisemites for the purpose of this research are a concentration level or 

statistic. Their real-life identity has no relevance. 

To maintain integrity and accuracy there was almost no attempt to cross platforms. For this 

reason, it should be assumed the research provides a conservative estimate of the 

concentration levels of people who share antisemitic ideologies and neo-Nazi material. 

Some Facebook profiles are not accessible, and there are those who are active on Twitter 

but keep their personal FB page relatively clean.  

The description ‘neo-Nazi’ or ‘white-supremacist’ was taken from websites that monitor 

such behaviour, such as Mediabias/Factcheck, RationalWiki or Wiki itself.77  

The designations ‘right-wing’ and ‘left-wing’ have been dropped completely. The researcher 

no longer accepts these as reliable measures or a workable distinction. Whether or not they 

ever had historical relevance, they are redundant in today’s political environment and 

entirely distort the image of the societal forces at work. 

Holocaust Denial is defined as the denial of a systematic industrial genocide of the Jews.78 

Historical revision - the result of serious scholars analysing historical material and making 

new findings - is a legitimate academic exercise. The type of post anti-Zionist activists share 

is clearly denial and viciously antisemitic. 

Dormant members, that is people who are members of Palestine Live but have not posted 

inside it - are either excluded entirely from the research, or if mentioned, their inactivity is 

explicitly highlighted. 

                                                           
77 See https://mediabiasfactcheck.com/ or https://rationalwiki.org/wiki/Main_Page 
78 https://www.ushmm.org/confront-antisemitism/holocaust-denial-and-distortion 

https://mediabiasfactcheck.com/
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CODEPINK 

In May 2011, Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu's speech to the Joint Session of Congress 

on Tuesday was disrupted by a protester calling to stop the Israeli occupation in Palestine.79 

The heckler was identified as Rae Abileah. from an organization called ‘CODEPINK’. 

Abileah is a member of Palestine Live: 

 

It is Abileah’s second time in the group. Rae was active as a member in 2013. Codepink were 

founded in 2002. They are an activist group that engage in high-visibility actions'.80 Many of 

their key activists are Jewish and this element is often given as a defence for their far-too-

frequent and disproportionate activity against Israel.81 

Another Codepink member, Sergei Kostin.82 

 

The Codepink website lists three co-founders.83 Two of them, Medea Benjamin and Jodie 

Evans are members of Palestine Live.  

 

                                                           
79 https://www.haaretz.com/1.5016080 
80 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Code_Pink 
81 https://www.israellycool.com/tag/code-pink/ 
82 Kostin may or may not be a current member of the group. His FB account appears deactivated 
83 https://www.codepink.org/founders_staff 
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The site also lists five staff. Three of those, Paki Wieland, Ariel Gold and Ann Wright are 

also members of Palestine Live: 

 

 

 

On the next 50 pages, we set out evidence of Codepink activists in contact with sharers of 

hard-core antisemitism; Codepink activists aligning with antisemites to attack Israel. We 

begin with Jodie Evans because in her profile picture she has cynically deployed the 

#togetheragainstantisemitism hashtag: 

 

This is a rare image inside a group in which '9/11 truth' profiles rule the day. This means 

Evans would see antisemitism and be able to identify who the antisemites are - right? As you 

will see in the following thread, such an assumption would be wrong. 
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Here is Jodie Evans responding to a tag from Elleanne Green: 

 

Green’s antisemitism is well documented. Inside the comment stream are also Derek Dunbar 

and Maxwell Ryder. Derek's profile is under tight privacy conditions, so access to his posting 

history is limited.  

 

http://david-collier.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/je1.jpg
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He does however have clear issues with Jews: 

 

Here is another: 

 

Maxwell Ryder is not so shy: 

 

Rehmat1 is a rabidly antisemitic website.84 In the ‘about section’, the author proudly boasts 

of his articles being shared on websites such as ‘rense.com’, ‘veteranstoday’ and 

mycatbirdseat (now defunct).85 Here is Ryder sharing Brother Nathaniel.86 

 

                                                           
84 See article at https://rehmat1.com/2015/02/19/david-cole-holocaust-is-based-on-fakes-frauds-and-
forgeries/  
85 https://rehmat1.com/about/ for Rense see https://mediabiasfactcheck.com/rense/  for veteranstoday see 
https://mediabiasfactcheck.com/veterans-today/ 
86 See https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4bG3Q3bkH 

https://rehmat1.com/2015/02/19/david-cole-holocaust-is-based-on-fakes-frauds-and-forgeries/
https://rehmat1.com/2015/02/19/david-cole-holocaust-is-based-on-fakes-frauds-and-forgeries/
https://rehmat1.com/about/
https://mediabiasfactcheck.com/rense/
http://david-collier.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/rehmat1.jpg
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Jodie Evans might use a hashtag that suggests she is ‘together against antisemitism’ but given 

the associations here, perhaps ‘together with antisemitism’ would be more appropriate.  

Medea Benjamin co-founded Codepink. Here is a message from Medea to Jackie Walker, 

who is currently under suspension from the British Labour Party over allegations of 

antisemitism. Walker has been suspended twice and faces an expulsion hearing in March 

2019:87 

 

This is Medea posting her ‘love’ to Greta Berlin: 

 

Here is one of Greta’s posts: 

 

                                                           
87 See https://www.thejc.com/news/uk-news/jackie-walker-long-suspended-labour-member-to-face-
expulsion-hearing-in-march-1.479601 here are several background stories https://order-
order.com/people/jackie-walker/ 

https://www.thejc.com/news/uk-news/jackie-walker-long-suspended-labour-member-to-face-expulsion-hearing-in-march-1.479601
https://www.thejc.com/news/uk-news/jackie-walker-long-suspended-labour-member-to-face-expulsion-hearing-in-march-1.479601
http://david-collier.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/medatojackie.jpg
http://david-collier.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/medeatogreta-1.jpg
http://david-collier.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/aa11.jpg
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Greta shared Darkmoon. Darkmoon is a rabidly racist, ‘white-supremacy’ website. The most 

recent article on the Darkmoon website was about 'Refugees from all over the world' and 

asked 'What can we do to stop this invasion of our homelands?'.88 ‘Darkmoon’ also writes for 

the white separatist, holocaust denying, Renegade Tribune89 

And of course, Medea and Elleanne are friends: 

 

Medea can be seen responding to dozens of Elleanne Green posts. Here is one comment, 

when Green announces Jeremy Corbyn has won the 2016 leadership election.90 

 

Here they are together again in London.91 

 

                                                           
88 https://www.darkmoon.me/2019/the-migrant-invasion-of-europe-and-the-dawn-of-a-new-multicultural-
dystopia/ 
89 See Renegade website for author details http://www.renegadetribune.com/author/darkmoon/ and Wiki 
listing for the website.  
90 It would take an entire report to detail the antisemitism allegations surrounding Corbyn. Here is a timeline 
from October 2018 https://www.algemeiner.com/2018/10/10/timeline-of-uk-labour-leader-jeremy-corbyns-
antisemitism-scandals/ 
91 The photo is taken at a ‘PalExpo’ event in London on 8 July 2017. The author of this report and his family 
were evicted from the event http://david-collier.com/evicted-qeii-conference-centre/ 

http://www.renegadetribune.com/author/darkmoon/
http://david-collier.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/media1.jpg
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A reminder of some of Elleanne Green’s other activity. This time comments and likes rather 

than shares:92 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
92 Kathleen Wells has her own show on a local radio station – see 
https://am870theanswer.com/radioshow/4888 - In these images, Elleanne responds to Kathleen’s comments 
about Jewish betrayal with absolute agreement, likes both posts about Jews having too much power and 
finally likes a comment about a Mossad ‘false flag’ hit on Charlie Hebdo. 

https://am870theanswer.com/radioshow/4888
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This is Medea Benjamin on Anna Elliott's timeline: 

 

http://david-collier.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/mediatoanna.jpg
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These are some Anna Elliott shares: 

 

The post above is from 'Whiteresister.com', a blatant ‘neo-Nazi’ website.93 Just so this cannot 

be put down to 'a serious error', here is another:94 

 

Let's not underestimate this relationship between hard-core antisemitism, those who have 

shared white supremacist material and Codepink. 

                                                           
93 https://rationalwiki.org/wiki/RationalWiki:Webshites/Racialism#W to see the article 
https://dailyarchives.org/index.php/stories/789-jewish-fraudster-gets-8-year-prison-sentence-for-57m-
holocaust-hoax-scheme 
94 The original article seems to have been moved, the link redirects 
https://dailyarchives.org/index.php/archive/1758-king-edward-viii-wanted-to-ally-with-hitler-and-blamed-
jews-and-reds-for-wwii 

https://rationalwiki.org/wiki/RationalWiki:Webshites/Racialism#W
http://david-collier.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/anne-elliott.jpg
http://david-collier.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/ae2.jpg
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Here is Medea commenting on the page of another FB friend, Bill Perry: 

 

And these are some of the articles that Bill Perry has shared:95 

 

 

                                                           
95 Rense.com article https://rense.com/general74/holl.htm? The Forbidden knowledge website is no longer 
available but the vile post is available via the archive 
https://web.archive.org/web/20111102201223/http://www.theforbiddenknowledge.com/hardtruth/hitler_w
as_a_rothschild.htm 

https://rense.com/general74/holl.htm
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There are dozens of similar examples. Here is Medea responding to Maha Abu-Zaineh: 

 

And some of Maha’s posts:96 

 

 

                                                           
96 Both of the videos were Rothchild conspiracy videos and both have been removed from YouTube. It is likely 
given the description and the date, that the top post was a link to one much like three-part Rothschild 
conspiracy video released in 2011. See https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=La7RhWt3KhE 
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Remember this image of Elleanne and Medea taken whilst Benjamin was in London? 

 

Well these are the comments underneath: 

 

So Elleanne and Medea are two of Ariel Gold's 'favourite people'. A reminder of an Elleanne 

Green comment. Just one of hundreds: 

 

http://david-collier.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/eg4-1.jpg
http://david-collier.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/eg6.jpg
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Here is Green under a David Duke post. The article was in Dailystormer, another American 

neo-Nazi, white supremacist, website shared inside Palestine Live:97 

 

It is time to look at Gold's activity in the antisemitic swamp with members of Palestine Live. 

Ariel Gold turns to the antisemites of Palestine Live looking for support: 

 

Gold is another one who disgracefully virtue signals with a 'together against antisemitism' 

profile picture at the same time as she hangs out with antisemites to demonise Israel: 

 

                                                           
97 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Daily_Stormer for article see https://dailystormer.name/81855/ for 
David Duke see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/David_Duke 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Daily_Stormer
https://dailystormer.name/81855/
http://david-collier.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/ag4.jpg
http://david-collier.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/ag2.jpg
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This cannot be said often enough. Not one of the Codepink activists in this report was 

seen identifying or hitting back against antisemitism even once inside Palestine Live. A 

group that is overrun with hard-core antisemitism. They didn't see it? They chose to ignore it? 

Which of these excuses is acceptable? 

So how does Ariel Gold act around allegations of antisemitism? Look at this thread: 

 

 

This is a discussion of ‘racism’ and ‘antisemitism’. Four people are visible in this thread. 

Ariyana Love, De-Sykes, Green and Douglas. Let’s look at who Ariel Gold is playing with. 
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Ariyana Love suggests she has been called an antisemite ‘a few times’, this is some of what 

she has posted: 

Holocaust Denial.98 

 

She also shared the same post inside a group called ‘Exposing the Rothschilds’. This is part of 

the exchange that followed:99 

 

Blatant Holocaust Denial. The Red Cross myth of 300,000 victims. 

                                                           
98 See article http://www.middleeastrising.com/international-red-cross-report-confirms-holocaust-six-million-
jews-hoax/ Holocaust discussion where professional historians engage in debate over specific details is 
legitimate and can be called ‘revision’. Rewriting history, blaming Jews for the Holocaust, creating a conspiracy 
around the events of WW2 or suggesting only a small number of Jewish people died – that is denial.   
99 The Facebook group is found at https://www.facebook.com/groups/1461478934108274/ the post was 
made on 27 October 2016 

http://www.middleeastrising.com/international-red-cross-report-confirms-holocaust-six-million-jews-hoax/
http://www.middleeastrising.com/international-red-cross-report-confirms-holocaust-six-million-jews-hoax/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1461478934108274/
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Rothschild Conspiracy.100  

 

Not sure what antisemitic category to put this one:101 

 

And another Holocaust denial post:102 

 

 

                                                           
100 See article from Middle East Rising http://www.middleeastrising.com/brief-summary-rothschild-crime-
syndicates-activities-middle-east-elsewhere/ 
101 See http://northerntruthseeker.blogspot.com/2013/06/the-fraud-of-jewish-race-new-genome.html 
102 See original article https://theuglytruth.wordpress.com/2013/12/23/i-dont-deny-any-holocaust-do-you/ 
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Next in the thread with Ariel is Stephanie De-Sykes. This is some of what she shares. We 

start with the Charlie Hebdo conspiracy: 

 

And a little further down the comment section: 

 

Or in this one. Conspiracy theorist Tony Gratrex shares an article written by Alan Hart 

published on the website ‘redressonline’. It’s a triple whammy. Stephanie’s comment to 

such an antisemitic environment is simply to congratulate Tony for positing the article and 

to say, ‘spot on’.103 

 

                                                           
103 http://www.redressonline.com/2015/01/how-western-policy-assists-the-transformation-of-anti-israelism-
into-anti-semitism/? Also see on Alan Hart, ADL report page nine 
https://www.adl.org/sites/default/files/documents/assets/pdf/anti-semitism/united-states/911-conspiracy-
theories-2011-8-30.pdf and an example of the leaning of the redressonline site, an article by Gilad Atzmon 
defending Holocaust denier Alison Chabloz. https://www.redressonline.com/2018/06/the-zionist-lobbys-
erosion-of-freedom-of-speech-in-uk-the-case-of-alison-chabloz/ 

http://www.redressonline.com/2015/01/how-western-policy-assists-the-transformation-of-anti-israelism-into-anti-semitism/
http://www.redressonline.com/2015/01/how-western-policy-assists-the-transformation-of-anti-israelism-into-anti-semitism/
https://www.adl.org/sites/default/files/documents/assets/pdf/anti-semitism/united-states/911-conspiracy-theories-2011-8-30.pdf
https://www.adl.org/sites/default/files/documents/assets/pdf/anti-semitism/united-states/911-conspiracy-theories-2011-8-30.pdf
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The next comment is on a 9/11 ‘all roads lead to Israel’ video.104 

 

After Ariel comments in the thread, Elleanne Green does. There is no need to reproduce 

dozens of examples from Elleanne’s portfolio. I’ll just repost one:105  

 

An article that blames the Holocaust (and every other major event) on the Jews. Far-right 

conspiracy. An extract: 

“1913 – SOCIAL DICTUM – Jacob Schiff sets up Rothschild’s Anti-Defamation League (ADL) 

[Anti-Semitism] in the United States to Hide Behind: This was way before Hitler Was Killing 

Catholics & Jews In The Ovens Of Rothschild’s Second Attempt At NWO Called WWII. This 

organization is formed to slander anyone who questions or challenges the Rothschild global 

conspiracy as, “antisemitic.” Rothschild is not a practicing Jew by Judaism or By Blood Line. 

He is a common Khazarian thug, but he likes to hide behind the word Jew as the coward he is 

when absconding people’s wealth.” 

                                                           
104 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oU769fPCWSo 
105 See https://politicalvelcraft.org/2014/08/05/rothschilds-state-of-israel-the-midnight-cowboy/#more-
100239 
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And yet Green is one of Gold’s ‘favourites’. Here they are together again in another thread 

as Gold uses the haters of Palestine Live to generate support for boycotting Israeli products.  

 

Every time you see an action against Israel, how much of the support is coming from people 

who share hard-core antisemitic ideology?106 Green is telling everyone to support the 

GreenStar boycott, by using the image provided and sharing on your wall. Jews and 

antisemites working together to attack the Jewish state. 

                                                           
106 See report on Ithaca boycott. https://legalinsurrection.com/2015/05/huge-bds-loss-greenstar-food-coop-
rejects-israel-boycott/  
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Here is the type of support for that GreenStar boycott that posts in Palestine Live bring - 

antisemites following orders. Anna Alayyan shares the image in solidarity: 

 

And here is Anna Alayyan sharing Holocaust denial, Khazar myth and endless antisemitism: 
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Josie Lenwell is another Codepink activist and another Palestine Live member:107 

 

Here is Lenwell on an Elleanne Green post: 

 

Aside from Josie Lenwell playing ‘best buds’ with Elleanne. We see two other Palestine Live 

members in this thread. Anthony Pearsons and Lynn Faulkner. We can see from their activity 

that they share antisemitic ideologies. 

                                                           
107 http://womenoftaos.org/women/profiles-caregivers?/item/115/Josie-Lenwell-Psychotherapist-
Photographer-and-Pea 

http://david-collier.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/eg7.jpg
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Faulkner pushes Rothschild conspiracy: 

 

Here's Faulkner liking a Holocaust Denial post: 

 

 

Birkett the author of the post on Holocaust Denial, suggests he is a fundraiser for Amnesty 

UK (more on Amnesty later). 

http://david-collier.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/faulk1.jpg
http://david-collier.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/faulkner-holocaust-denial.jpg
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The other person in the thread with Codepink’s Lenwell was Anthony Pearson. Another one 

who pushes conspiracy theory and who relies on websites like ‘globalreasearch.ca’ and 

‘yournewswire.com for news:108 

 

The above ISIS is Israel post was a popular one amongst antisemitic conspiracy theorists. The 

one below turns the MH17 attack into a Mossad false flag operation:109 

 

Charlie Hebdo conspiracy:110 

 

                                                           
108 See https://rationalwiki.org/wiki/Globalresearch and https://rationalwiki.org/wiki/YourNewsWire 
109 https://www.globalresearch.ca/isis-leader-abu-bakr-al-baghdadi-trained-by-israeli-mossad-nsa-documents-
reveal/5391593 and https://www.globalresearch.ca/malaysian-airlines-mh17-another-false-flag-operation-by-
the-us-nato-israel-war-cabal/5392658 
110 https://newspunch.com/police-chief-in-charge-of-paris-attacks-commits-
suicide/?fbclid=IwAR1ENwLlTRH5F1HtHGGNXJteEoKh0QdtsG6Mb_7GiRv49BScij-jJJTyzW8 

https://rationalwiki.org/wiki/Globalresearch
https://www.globalresearch.ca/isis-leader-abu-bakr-al-baghdadi-trained-by-israeli-mossad-nsa-documents-reveal/5391593
https://www.globalresearch.ca/isis-leader-abu-bakr-al-baghdadi-trained-by-israeli-mossad-nsa-documents-reveal/5391593
http://david-collier.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/pearson1.jpg
http://david-collier.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/malsia.jpg
http://david-collier.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/yournewswire.jpg
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Here is Lenwell on another Elleanne Green post. This time under an article from 'Middle East 

Rising'. 

 

You cannot get away from it within the group. Wherever you are, whoever you post 

alongside. There is hard-core antisemitism. This a share from Jake Moose Turner: 

 

http://david-collier.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/eg2.jpg
http://david-collier.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/jmt1.jpg
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Since the Pittsburgh shooting, Smoloko (last image on previous page) *finally* seems to be 

offline. A favourite for a certain type of anti-Israel activist, it was described as a far-

right/Nazi apologist/neo-fascist/white nationalist/white supremacist/anti-Semitic' website.111  

Just to show the link to the Neo-Nazis is not accidental, here is another Moose Turner post to 

the Renegade Tribune:112 

 

Here is a recent picture of Lenwell with Jodie Evans, Medea Benjamin and Ariel Gold. All 

four are members of Palestine Live:113 

 

                                                           
111 See https://rationalwiki.org/wiki/Smoloko_News 
112 See article http://www.renegadetribune.com/desperate-measures-enforce-belief-holocaust-escalating-old-
ladies-get-jail-rapists-go-free for more on Renegade Tribune see 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Renegade_Tribune - it is described by wiki as an anti-Semitic, white separatist, 
holocaust denying, historical revisionist, white nationalist, and neo-Nazi website  
113 Part of the Codepink action https://www.codepink.org/women_s_march_on_the_pentagon 

http://www.renegadetribune.com/desperate-measures-enforce-belief-holocaust-escalating-old-ladies-get-jail-rapists-go-free
http://www.renegadetribune.com/desperate-measures-enforce-belief-holocaust-escalating-old-ladies-get-jail-rapists-go-free
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Renegade_Tribune
http://david-collier.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/jmt2.jpg
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In total, twenty-three activists are tagged into that action on the Pentagon: 

 

An astonishing eight, are members of Palestine Live: Josie Lenwell, Leslie Harris, Ann 

Wright, Medea Benjamin, Jody Evans, Tighe Barry, Ariel Gold, Paki Wieland. Eight 

activists. All members of an antisemitic swamp. Remember, not one of these people was ever 

seen confronting antisemitism in the group. Ariel Gold even responded to a post by someone 

who shares hard-core antisemitic ideology, with some watered down ‘clarification’ message. 

Here is Lenwell responding to a post by another Palestine Live member Carmen Harris: 

 

Harris likes her conspiracy theories. She shares posts blaming Israel for everything from 9/11 

to Princess Diana:114 

 

                                                           
114 12 Jan 2015 post is a Charlie Hebdo conspiracy post see - 
https://www.facebook.com/Asian.Shout.Out/videos/777292015658362/  The yournewswire site is a known 
clickbait fake news site (https://mediabiasfactcheck.com/your-news-wire/) the article is 9/11 conspiracy  that 
blames Israel for 9/11 - https://newspunch.com/banned-fox-news-footage-911-and-mossad  (website has 
changed name) The ‘old news’ video blames Mossad for Diana’s death 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pucWT_YKJgA and the ‘shock you’ post is just more Israel did 9/11 
nonsense https://veaterecosan.blogspot.com/2015/12/this-will-shock-you-to-your-core-911.html 
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Another Lenwell comment on a thread, this time on a post by Noorhei R Evonlady: 

 

Noorhei Evonlady doesn’t always share material about Jimmy Carter:  

 

Holocaust denial, Rothschild conspiracy and neo-Nazi websites. The article on the left 

blames everything on the Jews, suggesting ‘those most responsible for the deaths of Jews in 

WW II were in fact the Rothschild Zionists, the Ashkenazi fake Jews’.115 The article on the 

right is also Holocaust denial, this time from the defunct and virulently antisemitic ‘endzog’. 

Evonlady also shared material from the rabidly antisemitic website politicavelcraft.116 

 

                                                           
115 http://gmmuk.com/from-the-bolshevic-revolution-to-the-holocaust-who-would-believe-the-same-people-
were-responsible-for-both/? 
116 https://politicalvelcraft.org/2012/09/18/hijacked-name-of-jew-by-the-rothschild-khazar-banking-cartel/ 
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Amber Gilewski is also connected to Codepink.117 And a member of Palestine Live: 

 

You’ll note unlike most, she was not added to the group by Elleanne Green. Gilewski was 

added by Brian Edouard Curdy. 

There will be more of Curdy’s posts later, but to keep in with the current trend of these 

activists promoting neo-Nazi websites, Curdy posted this: 

 

It must be stressed that Curdy posted the above link with caveats, but it is difficult to 

understand exactly what those caveats are. Is the site reliable or not? What news does Curdy 

think is not being told by ‘public television’? 

The article, which clearly denies central elements of the Holocaust is offline, but available in 

the archive.118 The website itself suggests the Germans were the victims of WW2 and even 

that Hitler should have received a Nobel Peace prize.119  

In any event, Curdy, who felt the need to share this neo-Nazi website, added Gilewski to the 

group. 

                                                           
117 See page on Codepink website https://www.codepink.org/agilewski 
118 https://web.archive.org/web/20150715043736/http://justice4germans.com/2014/12/17/86-year-old-
german-woman-lays-charges-against-the-central-council-of-the-jews-in-germany/ 
119 https://justice4germans.wordpress.com/peace-prize/ 
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Here is Gilewski commenting on a post by Elleanne Green (on her personal FB page): 

 

In the thread is Amber Gilewski, telling Elleanne Green, an activist who has shared every 

conceivable type of antisemitic post, to 'give AIPAC hell'.  

Elleanne Green, Max Blumenthal, Robert Martin and Miko Peled are in the image (all 

Palestine Live members).  

Teaming up against AIPAC in the thread are Green, Steve Goossen, Maggie Roberts, Lorna 

Singh and Nes Lowe. Of those listed, only Maggie Roberts does not seem to have also been a 

member of Palestine Live: 

http://david-collier.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/gelewski2.jpg
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There is no need to add another Green post at this stage, so we can start with Steve Goosen: 

 

The above is a Facebook post from ‘If Americans Knew’. Hardly surprising seeing as Alison 

Weir is a member of the group. The post pushes 9/11 conspiracy and points the finger of 

blame towards Israel.120 

 

The video above is no longer on YouTube. Like many of the rancid conspiracy videos, it has 

been deleted or the account removed. There is no way to know exactly which one it was, but 

at the time, the ‘acronym’ ISIS as Israeli videos were popular.121 

                                                           
120 https://www.facebook.com/ifamericansknew/photos/a.10150277113639632/10153259879049632 the 
post leads to the home page for the Council for the National Interest. 
http://www.councilforthenationalinterest.org/new/ 
121 An example of the video – no idea if it is the exact one https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7OF5Gr086kw 

https://www.facebook.com/ifamericansknew/photos/a.10150277113639632/10153259879049632
http://david-collier.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/goossen1.jpg
http://david-collier.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/goossen2.jpg
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Back to the thread. Lorna Singh has tight privacy settings, but some of her comments leave 

little doubt about support for conspiracy theories.  

Check Singh's second one, that leaves American Jewish support for civil rights as part of a 

grand scheme to manipulate others into supporting Israel. There’s also ISIS as Israel 

conspiracy, Jews believing they should ‘own everything’ and a statement that ‘Zionists are 

responsible for all the wars in the world: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://david-collier.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/SINGH1.jpg
http://david-collier.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/SINGH2.jpg
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And finally, there is Nes Lowe, who gives a brief account of her understanding of Rothschild 

Conspiracy: 

 

At the end of her post, Nes Lowe credits ‘Nicky Nelson’. Nelson is a 9/11 truther, a member 

of Palestine Live and a commentator who appears on websites such as the ‘Liberty 

Beacon’.122 She is also an admin of the FB group ‘Truthers against Zionist lobbies’.123 Which 

Jewish person should be aligning with this crew to attack AIPAC?  

From the start (the person who added her to Palestine Live), through her interactions with 

Elleanne over AIPAC and the activity of almost everyone who was also in the thread – 

Gilewski was surrounded by antisemitism.  

                                                           
122 See Nicky Nelson author page on Liberty Beacon http://www.thelibertybeacon.com/?s=Nicky+Nelson see 
rating of Liberty Beacon as a far right biased conspiracy/pseudoscience website 
https://mediabiasfactcheck.com/the-liberty-beacon/ 
123 https://www.facebook.com/groups/167207317101782/members/ 

http://www.thelibertybeacon.com/?s=Nicky+Nelson
http://david-collier.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/LOE.jpg
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Tighe Barry is another Codepink activist who is a member of Palestine Live: 

 

This is a thread that Tighe Barry commented on. It was the share of an article in Russia 

Today by George Galloway.124 Russia Today is Russian funded and is a known distributor of 

propaganda.125 George Galloway is a UK political figure with a long history of support for 

regimes hostile to the west.126 

 

                                                           
124 https://www.rt.com/op-ed/427424-ken-livingstone-london-uk/? 
125 https://mediabiasfactcheck.com/rt-news/ 
126 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_Galloway 
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In this thread along with Tighe Barry are Green, Neil Lumby, Fred Wilkinson, Penny Carter, 

Vacy Vlazna and Elaine Watts. As no evidence of antisemitism (as defined by this research) 

was found against one of the contributors, their identity has been protected, 

The article was about the suspension and eventual resignation of Ken Livingstone from the 

British Labour Party. Livingstone had stated that ‘Hitler was supporting Zionism before he 

went mad and ended up killing six million Jews’.127 

Tighe Barry suggested Ken was a victim of the ‘world’s greatest propaganda machine’. That 

this is just a smear by ‘deniers of Palestinian holocaust’. So, who was he talking to? 

Examples of posts from Elleanne Green have already been highlighted in this report. This 

leaves Penny Carter, Neil Lumby, Fred Wilkinson, Vacy Vlazna and Elaine Watts. Let’s see 

who Tighe Barry is attacking British Jewry with.  

This is a RECENT Penny Carter post, spreading the conspiracy that Mossad agents were 

leading ISIS and behind 9/11:128 

 

 

                                                           
127 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ken_Livingstone#Suspension_from_the_Labour_Party 
128 The 9/11 video is by Chris Bollyn https://wikispooks.com/wiki/Christopher_Bollyn for video see 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VhfFaITcL9U 

https://wikispooks.com/wiki/Christopher_Bollyn
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Who else was Tighe Barry belittling antisemitism with – Neil Lumby: 

 

Both posts are Rothschild Conspiracy from the extreme racist website ‘Politicalvelcraft’.129 

Then there was Fred Wilkinson: 

 

The Dailycrusader website (Mossad false flag article on left) no longer exists (archive link 

provided). The article on the right is from a neo-Nazi website.130  

                                                           
129 https://politicalvelcraft.org/2013/08/28/hungary-kills-the-rothschild-imf-banks-ordered-to-vacate-country/ 
and https://politicalvelcraft.org/2011/05/08/greece-to-exit-from-rothschilds-european-union-banking-
scheme/? 
130 Dailycrusader was a rabid conspiracy website. See archive 
https://web.archive.org/web/20190107044335/https://www.dailycrusader.com/ link to article on neo-Nazi 
website https://20thcenturytruth.wordpress.com/the-jewish-plan-of-wwii-for-all-the-benefits-it-would-bring-
international-jewry/ 

https://politicalvelcraft.org/2013/08/28/hungary-kills-the-rothschild-imf-banks-ordered-to-vacate-country/
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The next person in the thread with Barry was Vacy Vlazna. Vlazna is the ‘coordinator’ of 

‘Palestine Matters’ a non-profit organization based in Sydney, Australia.131 Vacy shared this 

post inside at least fifteen Facebook groups: 

 

The article blames the Jews for everything. It creates a history in which the Jews provoked a 

reluctant Hitler into placing them into camps. The Holocaust is a made-up story.132 The 

article was written by Holocaust denier Brandon Martinez.133 Which just leaves Elaine Watts: 

 

The article on the left is not accessible because the vile website ‘endzog’ no longer exists and 

it is not clear which article from the site was being shared. It is yet another example of a 

white-supremacist, neo-Nazi website being promoted in Palestine Live.134 The video on the 

right is a talk by Holocaust Denier Eustace Mullins.135 

It is difficult to understand how Tighe Barry can possibly justify belittling antisemitism in a 

secret group, alongside people who share such vile anti-Jewish ideology. 

                                                           
131 See https://www.facebook.com/JusticeForPalestineMatters/ or http://www.palestinematters.com 
132 The website no longer exists. The article is archived 
https://web.archive.org/web/20170307120634/http://www.intifada-palestine.com/2014/04/century-deceit-
iraq-world-wars-holocaust-mythology-zionist-militarism/ 
133 See https://twitter.com/ADL/status/439038504556048384 
134 The site is down, but it is still possible to view links into the website that indicate how bad it was – see 
https://joeeigo.wordpress.com/2016/02/24/how-the-jews-are-destroying-us-endzog/ 
135 See video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e2_oVexQk7I&fbclid or Wiki page about Mullins 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eustace_Mullins 

https://www.facebook.com/JusticeForPalestineMatters/
https://web.archive.org/web/20170307120634/http:/www.intifada-palestine.com/2014/04/century-deceit-iraq-world-wars-holocaust-mythology-zionist-militarism/
https://web.archive.org/web/20170307120634/http:/www.intifada-palestine.com/2014/04/century-deceit-iraq-world-wars-holocaust-mythology-zionist-militarism/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e2_oVexQk7I&fbclid
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Codepink activists are all over Palestine Live. Anna Kaminski is a member but does not seem 

to have done any more than like a few Elleanne Green posts.136 

 

Leslie Harris another part of the Codepink / Palestine Live alliance: 

 

Harris also seems to have done little more than post in the group once or twice: 

 

Leslie Harris is also part of Veterans for Peace, who seem to work hand in hand with 

Codepink (David ross and Dan Shea from Veterans for Peace are also members of Palestine 

Live).137 Khan Usman Wpip is listed as an ‘advisor’ at Codepink, and he has been tagged into 

several of their posts.138 

 

                                                           
136 See reference to Kaminski on Codepink’s website 
https://www.codepink.org/peace_activists_protest_aipacs_bellicose_policies_re_iran_and_palestine_during_
aipac_summit 
137 For example a Codepink workshop at a recent Veterans for Peace conference 
https://www.codepink.org/tectonicajosh/camp_codepink_skillsharing_and_training_at_the_veterans_for_pea
ce_conference_in_asheville_nc for evidence of Harris’s connection with VfP see 
https://www.veteransforpeace.org/pressroom/news/2016/04/01/veterans-and-activists-arrested-protesting-
drone-terror-cree 
138 See https://www.facebook.com/codepinkalert/posts/10154034064444695 or 
https://www.facebook.com/codepinkalert/posts/10156792261424695 

https://www.codepink.org/tectonicajosh/camp_codepink_skillsharing_and_training_at_the_veterans_for_peace_conference_in_asheville_nc
https://www.codepink.org/tectonicajosh/camp_codepink_skillsharing_and_training_at_the_veterans_for_peace_conference_in_asheville_nc
https://www.facebook.com/codepinkalert/posts/10154034064444695
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He is also a long standing and highly active member of Palestine Live: 

 

Like Leslie Harris, Khan Usman seems tied to several organisations. The ‘WPIP’ in his 

Facebook name stands for a ‘foundation’ he co-founded called ‘World Peace is Possible’.139 

Usman made 100s of comments or posts in Palestine Live. Usman has of course responded to 

posts from the key players of the group. 

 

Both Gratrex and Green have shared endless material from racist or antisemitic conspiracy-

based websites. Here’s another example containing both:140 

 

On the next page is another thread in which Usman commented. There were dozens of 

examples to choose from, but I did not want to use one with names I have presented before. 

Part of this exercise is to emphasise just how all-encompassing is the level of participation 

from people who share antisemitic ideology. Every thread one posts on is tainted by someone 

who shares racist material.  

                                                           
139 This seems to be the Facebook group associated with WPIP 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/WorldPeaceIsPossibleOfficial/about/  
140 The video is another hate video from ‘Brother Nathaniel’ 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4bG3Q3bkH_0 this one about the Jews being behind 9/11.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4bG3Q3bkH_0
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Remember, Palestine Live is a secret environment. People choose to be active inside, posting 

and commenting is voluntary, and membership is by invitation only. This isn’t a public forum 

and therefore the existence on every post, in every thread, of people who share Holocaust 

denial and / or Rothschild conspiracy is a clear indictment of the problematic membership of 

the group. 

 

Elleanne Green shares the Aljazeera article. Three new names can be seen in the thread; Mari 

Zadeh, Diana Beamish and Neal Bradley: 
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Much of Beamish’s Facebook activity is behind privacy barriers, but her posting inside 

Palestine Live is ample evidence: 

 

Another two comments from Beamish: 

 

 

These from Mari Zadeh: 

 

Both websites peddle Holocaust denial. The article on the left promotes the Khazar myth. It 

proposes that 80% of Israelis are from ‘Khazaria’ and therefore ‘are void of Hebrew blood & 

so have no ancestral rights whatsoever to any land in the Middle East’.141 The article on the 

right uses two sources to promote both Rothschild Conspiracy and Holocaust denial.142 

                                                           
141 See article http://gmmuk.com/the-truth-about-israel-zionists-the-khazarian-rothschild-banking-dynasty The 
site seems to be the mouthpiece for antisemitic conspiracy theorist Michael Aydinian http://gmmuk.com/ and 
engages in Holocaust denial http://gmmuk.com/the-zionist-assault-on-freedom-of-speech-their-role-in-9-11-
pedophilia-the-idf-the-financing-of-adolf-hitler/ 
142 The post quotes from John Coleman’s ‘The Rothschild Dynasty’ https://www.amazon.co.uk/gp/offer-
listing/9333313427 before providing a link to a video of Benjamin H. Freedman see 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Benjamin_H._Freedman and the video, which blames the Jews for the Holocaust 
(which he argues never happened anyway) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y44lS_sOtaY  

http://gmmuk.com/the-truth-about-israel-zionists-the-khazarian-rothschild-banking-dynasty
http://gmmuk.com/
https://www.amazon.co.uk/gp/offer-listing/9333313427
https://www.amazon.co.uk/gp/offer-listing/9333313427
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Benjamin_H._Freedman
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One of Neil Bradley’s antisemitic rants inside Palestine Live can be posted without need for 

further comment:  

 

Which means everyone engaged with that thread shares hard-core antisemitic ideology. Yet 

Khan Usman, like so many of the Codepink activists, is an active member of this group *and 

has never* challenged any antisemitic comment inside it.  

Elleanne Green has travelled to the United States to engage with Codepink activists several 

times in the last few years. Normally this coincides with the AIPAC conference in March:143 

 

 

                                                           
143 All Green’s visits align with AIPAC dates. 2015 from March 1-3 https://www.bethjacob.org/aipac-policy-
conference-2015.html  2016 from March 20-22 https://www.jewishboston.com/events/join-us-for-the-aipac-
policy-conference-2016-march-20-22-in-washington-d-c/ 2017 from March 26-28 
https://www.americanguesthouse.com/blog/2017/01/aipac-policy-conference-2017.html and 2018 from 
March 4-6 https://jewishphilly.org/event/aipac-policy-conference-2018/ 

https://www.bethjacob.org/aipac-policy-conference-2015.html
https://www.bethjacob.org/aipac-policy-conference-2015.html
https://www.jewishboston.com/events/join-us-for-the-aipac-policy-conference-2016-march-20-22-in-washington-d-c/
https://www.jewishboston.com/events/join-us-for-the-aipac-policy-conference-2016-march-20-22-in-washington-d-c/
https://www.americanguesthouse.com/blog/2017/01/aipac-policy-conference-2017.html
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Elleanne Green did not go alone in 2017. She seems to have been accompanied by Carmen 

Lopez-Martin: 

 

Carmen is active in the UK. She has been picked up in my research before. Here is Carmen 

sharing a rabidly antisemitic video that quotes from the Protocols of the Elders of Zion:144 

 

Also tagged into that image are Palestine Live members Elleanne Green, Greta Berlin, Mary 

Hughes Thompson and Cathy Castro: 

                                                           
144 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rLJU4ZOfTl0 
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Mary Hughes Thompson was co-founder of the Free Gaza Movement.145 This is her tweet 

after the Charlie Hebdo attack: 

 

Another post by Mary Hughes Thomson, this time on 9/11:146 

 

                                                           
145 See Richard Silverstein for conformation of ‘co-founder’ 
https://www.richardsilverstein.com/2010/06/03/mary-hughes-thompson-free-gaza-co-founder-flotilla-
update-from-cyprus/ 
146 The 9/11 video can be seen here https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3aKj6uJ5Mt4&fbclid 
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Cathy Castro was part of the Codepink demonstration to ‘shut down AIPAC’: 

 

Some of Castro’s shares: 

 

 

Both these websites push Holocaust denial. The link on the right is part of the Israel as ISIS 

conspiracy.147 The article on the left may suggest it is talking about ‘Israeli’ false flags in the 

title, but the article is all about Jews. It does start by blaming Islamic attacks in London and 

9/11 on Israel, but swiftly moves back to blame Jews for killing Jesus, causing the Pogroms, 

WW1 and WW2.148  

                                                           
147 The Website ‘Tomatobubble’ no longer exists. The article is archive here –
https://web.archive.org/web/20170307114428/http://tomatobubble.com/id661.html For the Holocaust 
denial that turns the Jews into the bad guys intent on war with a peaceful Hitler – see 
https://web.archive.org/web/20170307112717/http://www.tomatobubble.com/worldwarii.htmlhttps://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=w2uK6fs2KmI 
148 See http://www.ascertainthetruth.com/att/index.php/911-a-false-flag-operations/false-flag-operations/82-
a-historical-look-at-israeli-false-flag-operations 
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Just to show this is a pattern, here is Castro sharing material from Smoloko.com, yet another 

rabidly antisemitic website that spewed Holocaust denial. 

 

 

Castro is part of the official Codepink team.149 For those who are not already aware of these 

partnerships, this image is shocking. It has four members of Palestine Live, most of whom 

share hard-core antisemitic material, standing alongside the Neturei Karta. Protesting together 

against the Jewish state of Israel.150 

 

 

                                                           
149 See profile https://www.codepink.org/digilantejane 
150 The Neturei Karta are a fringe group of ultra-orthodox Jews who see nothing wrong in aligning with Iran & 
Hezbollah in their fight against the Jewish State. They even participated in a Holocaust event in Tehran. 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neturei_Karta 
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Wherever you look on Codepink’s timeline, it is always just a bunch of Palestine Live 

members acting out: 

 

Blocking the door to AIPAC - Gilewski, Gold and Susan Abulhawa.151 Abulhawa is a writer, 

activist and founded an NGO ‘Playgrounds for Palestine.152 Susan Abulhawa has been a 

member of Palestine Live since the day of its inception: 

 

On 13th November 2015, coordinated terrorist attacks in Paris killed 130 people, 90 of them 

at the Bataclan theatre.153 Palestine Live member Michael Lynch shared this post in the 

group: 

 

                                                           
151 See original post with names of all three 
https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=10204307259121509&id=1829912564 
152 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Susan_Abulhawa 
153 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/November_2015_Paris_attacks 
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The article was from Fox News.154 Lynch makes a reference to the passport that was found. 

This is a key message in many of the conspiracy theories, that passports are found is 

somehow evidence they have been planted by western intelligence organisations trying to 

cover up the ‘false flag’.  

The post and comment section were full of conspiracy talk.  

Unsurprisingly, the person who uploaded the article into the group, shares material that 

blames Israel for 9/11 and ISIS:155 

 

 

 

These were the first two comments in the thread: 

 

Abulhawa did choose to comment on the thread, bringing her own cynicism and suspicion to 

the party: 

 

 

 

                                                           
154 See https://www.facebook.com/FoxNews/videos/10153835216366336/ 
155 See https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LbkQddEDPs0&fbclid for 9/11 video. The ISIS video has been 
removed from YouTube. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LbkQddEDPs0&fbclid
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There is no need in this instance to go post by post on those that commented in this message 

stream. Who would choose to engage it in the first place? As is normal in Palestine Live, not 

one of the sixty comments in the thread went solidly against the ‘false flag’ and ‘conspiracy’. 

Here is an Abulhawa comment in another Palestine Live thread: 
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The post was written by Felicity Arbuthnot. A prolific contributor to the globalresearch.ca 

conspiracy website.156. In the comment thread are four people other than Abulhawa. Patricia 

Sheerin-Richman, Michael Sumner (who was also one of the first two to comment in the 

passport thread), Dave Carter and David Reilly  

We can start with Michael Sumner. If anyone wants to debate the ‘Holocaust’, Michael 

Sumner is always eager to do so.157  

 

 

Then there is Patricia Sheerin-Richman:158 

 

                                                           
156 For Arbuthnot contributions on globalresearch see https://www.globalresearch.ca/author/felicity-
arbuthnot Rational Wiki points out the websites antisemitism and suggests it is the ‘moonbat equivalent to 
Infowars’ https://rationalwiki.org/wiki/Globalresearch 
157 Sumner absurdly considers himself some sort of intellectual. There is a video of him sticking up for Irving 
and other ‘revisionists’ here https://www.qallout.com/debate/3180-there-is-no-such-thing-as-a-serious-
holocaust-denier Sumner is clearly proud that he met Holocaust Denier David Irving 
https://www.theguardian.com/guardianweekly/story/0,,1715580,00.html 
158 The Mossad’s fingerprints video is another antisemitic attack by Brother Nathanael 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JTcidJRv7kQ  

https://www.globalresearch.ca/author/felicity-arbuthnot
https://www.globalresearch.ca/author/felicity-arbuthnot
https://www.qallout.com/debate/3180-there-is-no-such-thing-as-a-serious-holocaust-denier
https://www.qallout.com/debate/3180-there-is-no-such-thing-as-a-serious-holocaust-denier
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Dave Carter: I highlight Carter for a different reason. Carter is British and a supporter of 

Jeremy Corbyn. He writes a blog and pushes back against accusations of antisemitism. This is 

what he wrote recently:159 

 

Given he is mixing with Holocaust deniers in Palestine Live, one wonders what ‘circle’ he is 

referring to. To nail that down for him even further, we can have a look at the next person in 

that comment stream, David Reilly: 

 

 

Both posts are from rabidly racist website ‘politicalvelcraft’.160 In the article on the left, 

notice the earrings of Queen Elizabeth.161  

At every turn, Codepink activists and those that stand with them align with those spreading 

hard-core antisemitism, Rothschild conspiracy and Holocaust denial. Some of them share this 

material themselves. All of them members of Palestine Live. Not a single comment of protest 

was found. 

 

 

 

                                                           
159 https://dave1meec.wordpress.com/2016/03/23/anti-zionism-is-not-anti-semitic/ 
160 For a reminder of the racism of the politicalvelcraft website https://rationalwiki.org/wiki/Political_Vel_Craft 
161 QE2 article, https://politicalvelcraft.org/2012/06/21/iceland-revolution-continues-9-rothschildrockefeller-
self-proclaimed-global-elites-arrested-for-icelands-financial-collapse-of-2008 Rolling Stone article 
https://politicalvelcraft.org/2013/05/10/rolling-stone-rothschild-corruption-goes-mainstream 

https://politicalvelcraft.org/2012/06/21/iceland-revolution-continues-9-rothschildrockefeller-self-proclaimed-global-elites-arrested-for-icelands-financial-collapse-of-2008
https://politicalvelcraft.org/2012/06/21/iceland-revolution-continues-9-rothschildrockefeller-self-proclaimed-global-elites-arrested-for-icelands-financial-collapse-of-2008
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AIPAC AND THE HOLOCAUST MUSEUM PROTEST 

Which brings us to this image, taken outside the Holocaust Memorial Museum in Washington 

DC during the AIPAC conference in 2017. It was a small crowd and does not seem to have 

numbered more than twenty:  

 

 

 

Elleanne Green is in the image. Four other people are tagged. Ty Ebright, Jamy Jamel, Erika 

Reif and Rich Siegel. I do not need to stress the inappropriateness of such a demonstration at 

the Holocaust Museum, even without the added element of antisemitism. 

http://david-collier.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/holocaust1.jpg
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Rich Siegel is not visible in the image above but was at the demonstration.162 All those 

tagged are active members of Palestine Live: 

 

Another photo with tags: 

 

Carmen tags seven people. Three of those, Elleanne Green, Rich Siegel and Ty Ebright were 

tagged in the first image. To the original list we can add another four names. Carmen herself, 

Mary Ellen Bennett, Suhair Nafal and Emman Kidd. That’s nine attendees in total. All 

members of Palestine Live.  

 

                                                           
162 Carmen Lopez-Martin uploaded a video on  

http://david-collier.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/erika2.jpg
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Another photo. Two more names can be added to the list, Gracie Falastina and Christie Brink 

Gracie is a member of Palestine Live: 

 

Christie was a member: 

 

Another image, another name. Gerald Bowen was also tagged: 
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And is a member of Palestine Live: 

 

Twelve in total and 100% of those identified are (or have been) members of Palestine Live. 

Ty Ebright, Carmen Lopez-Martin, Elleanne Green, Erika Reif, Gracie Falestina, Suhair 

Nafal, Christie Brink, Mary Ellen Bennet, Rich Seigel, Emman Kidd, Gerald Bowen and 

Jamy Jamel. 

What sort of person takes part in an anti-Israel demonstration outside a Holocaust Memorial 

Museum? Ty Ebright does: 

 

The article on the left is from Gilad Atzmon, someone the left-wing peace activists shunned 

years ago because of his obsession with Jewish power.163 The article on the right is part of 

the Rothschild Conspiracy network, and this one comes from Rhemat1, a website which 

links back to neo-Nazi sources.164  

                                                           
163 Atzmon article can be found at https://www.gilad.co.uk/writings/2018/2/2/holocaust-laws-backfire? 
Information about Atzmon can be seen here https://www.haaretz.com/opinion/why-are-leftists-promoting-
an-anti-semitic-holocaust-denier-1.5461152 
164 See https://rehmat1.com/2013/12/31/federal-reserve-century-of-zionist-control-of-us-dollar/? For links to 
websites such as Rense.com see the rehmat1 about us page - https://rehmat1.com/about/ 

https://www.gilad.co.uk/writings/2018/2/2/holocaust-laws-backfire
https://rehmat1.com/2013/12/31/federal-reserve-century-of-zionist-control-of-us-dollar/
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Carmen Lopez Martin:165 

 

Elleanne Green. Green has posted every sort of conspiracy, so it becomes an exercise in 

avoiding repetition. Here is a Charlie Hebdo conspiracy post I haven’t used before:  

 

Erika Reif. Posts 9/11 conspiracy, Mossad as ISIS and some Rothschild Conspiracy. Here is 

one of her ‘Mossad killed JFK’ posts: 

 

                                                           
165 Carmen’s post is explicitly antisemitic Rothschild Conspiracy. This strand focuses on turning the Jews into 
the aggressors of WW1 and WW2, leaving those poor Germans as unwilling participants in a devilish scheme 
by ‘Zionists’. 
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More of Erika’s posts: 

 

David Icke (left) is a well-known British conspiracy theorist who seems to believe that 

Rothschild Zionists, who are some type of lizard, rule the world.166 The article on the right is 

9/11 conspiracy.167  

Suhair Nafal started this thread: 

 

Nafal doesn’t seem to believe the information we have been fed, especially the ‘6 million 

Jews part’: 

 

                                                           
166 See article at https://www.facebook.com/davidicke/photos/a.164527493841/10152404450758842/ for 
more on Icke see http://david-collier.com/evening-david-icke/ 
167 See video at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xv5s_VEmZd0&sns= 

https://www.facebook.com/davidicke/photos/a.164527493841/10152404450758842/
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And then she ‘liked’ this ‘no gas chambers’ comment: 

 

This is not just about those who share antisemitic ideologies. It is about the blindness and 

tolerance of those around them. Everyone present is a member of Palestine Live.  

Gracie Falestina: 
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That one is quite clear cut. Gracie posts an image and video of Brother Nathanael. He is 

virulently antisemitic. He isn’t a ‘truther’ at all, but someone who views Jews as ‘Satanic’. 

Falestina responds that she ‘loves’ him, going on to tell someone to check out his YouTube 

channel.168 ADL has described him as ‘rabidly antisemitic’.169 

Rich Siegel has been a member of the group at least twice. Although his profile suggests he 

joined in March 2017, here is a post from 2013 on which he commented: 

 

                                                           
168 Nathanael Kapner is Brother Nathanael – see https://rationalwiki.org/wiki/Nathanael_Kapner - his YouTube 
channel can be seen here https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCtBqVgzL_cDv_t9o2hFiXXg - this is his most 
popular video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yle_qeeOIMA&bpctr=1549791800 that deals with the way 
Jews mock Christ. His politics is very far from ‘left-wing’ and if he was to talk about any other minority group, 
the way he talks of Jewish people – nobody would go near him. He blames everything – 9/11, Charlie Hebdo, 
ISIS and all the troubles of the world – on the Jews. 
169 https://www.adl.org/news/article/rense-web-site-promotes-anti-semitic-view 

https://rationalwiki.org/wiki/Nathanael_Kapner
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCtBqVgzL_cDv_t9o2hFiXXg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yle_qeeOIMA&bpctr=1549791800
http://david-collier.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/siegel2.jpg
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To reinforce the understanding that the level of antisemitism in this group is so overpowering 

I will show some examples from the names visible in that thread. Fadi G Aslan, Pam Arnold, 

Elleanne Green and the two visible likes, Seymour Alexander and Derek Andrew Hands. 

Elleanne Green (founder and admin) and Derek Andrew Hands:170 

 

  

 

The interesting thing about the Elleanne Green post is the link itself. 'Radicalpress.com'was 

the website of Arthur Topham, who was charged and convicted of 'promoting hatred against 

Jews on website'.171  

                                                           
170 The Ugly Truth article suggests Israel needs the false flags to keep Americans scared see 
https://theuglytruth.wordpress.com/2015/12/28/israels-next-false-flag/ 
171 See article in archive 
https://web.archive.org/web/20140716084232/http://www.radicalpress.com/?p=2013 

https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/british-columbia/topham-anti-semitism-jewish-hatred-1.3317052
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/british-columbia/topham-anti-semitism-jewish-hatred-1.3317052
http://david-collier.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/dah3.jpg
http://david-collier.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/new-link-to-elders-website.jpg
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This is what the article and website looked like, at the time Green shared it: 

 

Mein Kampf? Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion?  

Here is Seymour Alexander, blaming the 'Mossad' for the ISIS terror attacks in Europe: 

 

http://david-collier.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/2014-1.jpg
http://david-collier.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/seymour.jpg
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Which leaves just Fadi Aslan: 

 

 

Back to the original demonstrators. Those standing outside the Holocaust Museum. In 

2013, during the early struggle between the people who wanted to try to maintain some level 

of decency and those who thought posting Protocols was acceptable, someone published a 

post calling for less 'generalisation' (read racism). Siegal called it 'bullshit' and 'censorship' - 

and then posted this: 

 

Which argues that they need to permit discussion of Jews, because they (Jewish Zionists) 

manipulated Christians, vet every politician of note in the US and control or own all the 

media. There is little he doesn't say. In another post he suggests "Judaism is a pernicious cult 

infected with a narcissistic tribal self-worship sickness. They are guilty, as a group, of 

committing ethnic cleansing in Palestine. They are guilty, as a group, of influencing 

governments to support the Zionist agenda." He is wordier than I am (which is something), so 

I show simply this part of a post as evidence: 

http://david-collier.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/aslan1.jpg
http://david-collier.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/aslan2.jpg
http://david-collier.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/siegel4.jpg
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Just what is a Jewish 'poster boy' doing inside a thread with so many people who clearly have 

a thing about Jews? He is siding with them. Rich quotes from both Paul Eisen and Gilad 

Atzmon on his page. 

 

 Here is Rich with Elleanne (although given the posts above I hardly think this is a surprise): 

 

Some of those not yet mentioned have their profiles hidden behind privacy walls. Even so, 

comments like this one from Emman Kidd can still be found: 

http://david-collier.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/cult2.jpg
http://david-collier.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/siegel6.jpg
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This post suggests that France, the UK and Belgium have been victims of ISIS attacks 

because they took an action in support of Palestine. ISIS = Israel in this theory of course. 

Here is Kidd pushing the white-separatist website, ‘renegadetribune’:172 

 

                                                           
172 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Renegade_Tribune for article see http://www.renegadetribune.com/jewish-
supremacist-boasts-on-israeli-tv-aipac-rules-america/ 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Renegade_Tribune
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Finally, Gerald Bowen. Here he is on Twitter, responding to an article reporting the 

cancellation of a contract with an Israeli company for the 2016 Brazil Olympics:173 

 

 

And on Zionist control of banks, government and media:174 

 

 

Which means that many of those that participated in the demonstration outside the 

Holocaust Museum share Holocaust denial, Rothschild conspiracy, antisemitic tropes and 

link to neo-Nazi websites. 

The demonstration outside the Museum, was part of a wider protest against AIPAC. We can 

now turn our attention to that. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
173 See article https://electronicintifada.net/blogs/charlotte-silver/brazil-cancels-2-billion-contract-israeli-
security-firm-2016-olympics 
174 https://twitter.com/srt126/status/592656008171954176 
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AIPAC- case study 

When I began this research, I was not aware of the size of the American contingent inside 

Palestine Live. It was the anti AIPAC demonstrations that changed that. On top of twelve 

already mentioned outside of the Museum, scores of Palestine Live Members were in 

Washington to protest against AIPAC. 

Several Code Pink activists have already been counted. Alison Weir, Greta Berlin, Max 

Blumenthal and Miko Peled are four others. In total, around SIXTY Palestine Live members 

took part in the protests or anti-AIPAC conference that took place in Washington DC in 

March 2017.  

The following is a list of those members. Whilst it may contain one or two errors (not 

everyone who says they were there, or were tagged ,actually attended). But there is more 

than enough evidence to show that the vast majority of these people were in Washington at 

that time. 

Alia Ameiche, Alice Bach, Alison Weir, Amar Al Masri, Ann Wright and Ariel Gold: 

 

Alice Bach taught religious studies at both Stanford University and Case Western Reserve 

University. She has also blogged for Electronic Intifada.175  

Rather than come at this from a peace-loving, humanitarian angle, Bach’s comments have a 

distinct vengeful tone attached to them. This is what she said about Zionists:176 

 

 

                                                           
175 https://electronicintifada.net/people/alice-bach 
176 Under a post about Israel discussing introduction of death penalty. 
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This is what Bach posted under an article about the Netanyahu’s visit to the British Library 

whilst on a trip to London: 

 

And on a post about Tony Blair: 

 

And under an article about aims to clamp down on BDS activity: 

 

 

Important to add that all those responses came under posts shared by Elleanne Green, Tony 

Gratrex and Anna Ruiz, people who all share hard-core antisemitic messages. 

Alison Weir is the founder of ‘If Americans Knew (IAK)’ and president of the ‘Council for the 

National Interest (CNI)’.177 Weir’s’ associations with white-supremacists led to Jewish Voice 

for Peace cutting ties.178  

Both Ann Wright and Ariel Gold were mentioned in an earlier section of this report. Ann 

Wright is Codepink staff, a retired United States Army colonel and has participated in the 

‘Free Gaza Movement’ alongside Greta Berlin.179 Ariel Gold is a key activist for Codepink. 

                                                           
177 https://www.adl.org/resources/profiles/alison-weir 
178 https://jewishvoiceforpeace.org/jewish-voice-for-peace-statement-on-our-relationship-with-alison-weir/ 
also https://mondoweiss.net/2015/08/roundtable-palestinian-solidarity/ 
179 https://mondoweiss.net/2012/10/free-gazas-col-ann-wright-disinvited-from-swedish-boat-to-gaza/ 

https://jewishvoiceforpeace.org/jewish-voice-for-peace-statement-on-our-relationship-with-alison-weir/
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Ashley Abboushi, Ayman Nijim, Betty Molchany, Billy Sample, Carmen Lopez-Martin and 

Catherine Strout. 

 

Like most hard-core anti-Israel activists that have been trapped in an ever-shrinking virtual 

bubble, Betty Molchany cannot recognise fact from absurd fiction:180 

 

And pushes conspiracy theory that prefers Russian or Iranian news reports to anything mainstream 

in the west: 

 

                                                           
180 For original Globalresearch article https://www.globalresearch.ca/sarkozy-accused-of-working-for-israeli-
intelligence/7245 
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An ‘all powerful lobby’, sharing David Icke and tales of Jewish involvement in 9/11. 

 

 

Billy Sample is apparently an ex professional baseball player. Here is Rothschild conspiracy 

and Holocaust denial:181

 

 

                                                           
181 The video on ‘archive’org’ is available here: https://archive.org/details/HolohoaxSurvivorsWhoTellTheTruth 
It is described on the site as ‘A segment taken from the documentary "The last Days of the Big Lie" available at 
HolocaustDenier.com’ 

https://archive.org/details/HolohoaxSurvivorsWhoTellTheTruth
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Examples of shares from Carmen Lopez-Martin were shown earlier.  Here is one more: 

 

Carmen advises readers to ‘listen’ to the video. I did. More than half the video is of the rabid 

antisemite Brother Nathanael, who explains in detail how ‘Jews own the media’, and David 

Icke who delivers his message about ‘Rothschild Zionism’.182 No surprise that Brother 

Nathanael was also at the anti AIPAC demonstration. 

Catherine Strout is another of those activists who proudly supports Codepink petitions.183 

This article is full-blown Rothschild conspiracy, with an article that originated at Rense.com 

and a video that includes Holocaust Denial and blames the Jews for everything.184  

 

                                                           
182 See https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vp_mDy_t5Fg 
183 Having been researching this connection between hard-core antisemitism and the visible face of anti-Israel 
activism for years, it is clear to me that without the support of these antisemites, these NGOs would not 
function. 
184 See https://rense.com/general88/hist.htm for Rense article. Shared article is here http://gmmuk.com/the-
history-of-the-house-of-rothschild the original video is here 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y8wr2ZVWBVo  

https://rense.com/general88/hist.htm
http://gmmuk.com/the-history-of-the-house-of-rothschild
http://gmmuk.com/the-history-of-the-house-of-rothschild
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Two more from Catherine Strout:185 

 

Cathy Castro, Debbie Kennedy, Dee Zined, Denny Cormier, Diane Dillon and Donna Nassor. 

 

Some examples of Cathy Castro’s shares were shown in the section on Codepink. Here is 

another one - Castro sharing the white supremacist, neo-Nazi website, ‘dailystormer’.186 

 

                                                           
185 The video links back to David Icke’s Rothschild Zionism video – see https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uo-
UXZ-1ups The ‘condition red’ article is from the antisemitic website ‘theuglytruth’. It suggests that because 
Germany may have taken an action against Israel’s wishes, it is likely to be the target of an attack.See 
https://theuglytruth.wordpress.com/2016/04/19/germany-rejects-netanyahus-vow-to-keep-the-golan-heights  
186 For article see https://dailystormer.name/general-pattons-warning-about-the-jews-and-their-treacherous-
allies/ for wiki on the dailystormer see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Daily_Stormer 

https://dailystormer.name/general-pattons-warning-about-the-jews-and-their-treacherous-allies/
https://dailystormer.name/general-pattons-warning-about-the-jews-and-their-treacherous-allies/
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Debbie Kennedy is yet another anti-Israel activist with a fetish for anti-Jewish conspiracy 

theory.187 

 

Dee Zined provides a different sort of evidence: 

 

This is meant to be a ‘peaceful’, humanitarian movement. But as Sandra Watfa agrees that 

the coming of an ‘Arab majority’ and the collapse of Zionism will leave Jews a ‘persecuted’ 

or ‘slaughtered’ minority. Dee Zined prays that this will come to pass sooner than expected. 

                                                           
187 The shared post on the left states ISIS is run by Israel and Israel it is the Zionists slaughtering people in 
Europe rather that radical Islamists. Two videos -Israel did 9/11 (Iranian TV) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zxJm9z8UwFc and Ken O’Keefe talking about global Zionist control 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=whOWWWaDGTg 
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Watfa is the spokesperson for the UK based Islamist group ‘Inminds’.188 Just to show there 

was no mistake in the association with violence: 

 

Watfa sings her praises to the leader of the radical Islamic movement Hezbollah. Dee Zined 

reinforces the praise. Watfa of course spreads antisemitism and Holocaust denial:189 

 

                                                           
188 See http://david-collier.com/hate-inminds-little-social-restaurant/ 
189 See article denying the Holocaust https://whatsupic.com/news-politics-usa/1404057999.html 
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Donna Nassor also shares antisemitic conspiracy theories. The article on the left is one of 

the vilest antisemitic diatribes in circulation.190  

 

Donna Ross, Elleanne Green, Emman Kidd, Erika Reif, Gerald Bowen and Gracie Falestina. 

 

 

                                                           
190 The video of Benjamin Freedman’s talk can be seen here 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HhFRGDyX48c This is Khazar and Rothschild Conspiracy and Holocaust 
denial all wrapped into one in a speech that blames the Jews for all and any suffering caused. There is a 
transcript that is worth reading to understand the full force of the anti-Jewish hatred contained within 
http://www.sweetliberty.org/issues/israel/freedman.htm The written post on the right is 9/11 conspiracy and 
blames the Jews by suggesting Israel was behind 9/11 because it needed to ‘drag’ the US into ‘proxy wars’. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HhFRGDyX48c
http://www.sweetliberty.org/issues/israel/freedman.htm
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Donna Ross is the person Jafar Ramini personally thanks for bringing the Benjamin 

Freedman speech to his attention.191 Ross had scores of qualifying posts, here are just two. 

The first was about Zionist control of the government and media, reinforced with an image 

from the Nazi apologist, white supremacist, hate website Smoloko.com. 192  

This recurring theme of self-titled ‘left wing progressives’ consistently flirting with neo-Nazi 

white-supremacist material has to pose serious questions for any anti-racist campaigner 

willing to associate with these groups.  

It cannot be put down to a coincidence that dailystormer.com, whiteresister.com, 

smoloko.com, renegadetribune.com and other neo-Nazi websites of this type are shared by 

so many of these activists. The other noticeable trend is that they are shared without 

meeting much, if any, resistance at all from friends or group members. 

The post on the right, is part of the conspiracy that suggests Zionists are ‘Talmudic Jews’ and 

are ‘satanic’, whilst the ultra-orthodox anti-Zionist Jewish group are true ‘Torah’ Jews. It 

forms the basis for Rothschild conspiracy. 

 

 

                                                           
191 If you check the Donna Nassor video post on the last page, you will see Ramini, who shared the speech 
personally thanks Donna Ross for helping him find the video.  
192 See https://rationalwiki.org/wiki/Smoloko_News 
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Through my research I have made public over 150 screenshots of antisemitic posts Elleanne 

Green has shared. Dozens included already in this report. Here is one more, where she 

responds to the Holocaust denier, Paul Eisen:193 

 

Emman Kidd continues the trend of sharing white-separatist material under the umbrella of 

anti-Israel activism. The post on the left is from the neo-Nazi website ‘Renegadetribune’.194  

The image on the right is typical of the distortion and misrepresentation these activists 

engage in over the Talmud.  The question to ask would be, what has any of this got to do 

with Palestinians?195 

 

                                                           
193 See Eisen’s own writing on the subject https://www.righteousjews.org/article27a.html 
194 See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Renegade_Tribune for original article see 
http://www.renegadetribune.com/jewish-supremacist-boasts-on-israeli-tv-aipac-rules-america/ 
195 The Talmud is the source from which the code of Jewish Law is derived. It discusses every aspect of Jewish 
life (pleasant and unpleasant) and in this section was not promoting sex with young children but dealing with 
rules surrounding dowries and virginity. The fixation with the Jewish religion, as if it were somehow ‘evil’ is 
clearly the issue here. For Talmud see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Talmud for explanation of this discussion 
see http://talmud.faithweb.com/articles/three.html 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Renegade_Tribune
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Talmud
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There were some examples of antisemitic posts from Erika Reif on pages 108-109. Here are 

two more:196 

 

Gerald Bowen. David Icke, fake new sites and a serious case of Holocaust ‘revision’.197 

 

                                                           
196 Both Rothschild conspiracy. The article on the left is from junk news site ‘yournewswire.com’ (now 
‘newspunch’). For ‘yournewswire’  see  https://mediabiasfactcheck.com/your-news-wire/ site also appears as 
fake news site on factcheck.org https://www.factcheck.org/2017/07/websites-post-fake-satirical-stories/ 
Actual Bolivia article is here  https://newspunch.com/bolivias-independence-rothschild/  The original 
‘Rothschild Zionist Empire’ post can be seen here 
https://www.facebook.com/RothschildZionism/photos/a.364238560311246/496179723783795/ 
197 The Holocaust comment was made above a Haaretz article. The article doesn’t suggest was Bowen says it 
does and highlights how these people misread the articles they reference 
https://www.haaretz.com/jewish/nazis-killed-fewer-than-1-million-jews-ny-rabbi-says-1.5384577 The defence 
and misrepresentation of Holocaust denial is troubling. For David Icke see 
https://www.davidicke.com/article/247917/zionist-israel-an-international-pariah  The fake news site 
‘Bosnianews.info’ no longer exists. The date places the article at the time of the Nov 15 Paris attacks. It is 
possible to see how absurd the site was by looking at the archive from Dec 
2015https://web.archive.org/web/20151221022344/http://www.bosniapress.info/ Global Research is a well- 
known junk news website. Seehttps://rationalwiki.org/wiki/Globalresearch for article see 
https://www.globalresearch.ca/hillary-clintons-emails-and-the-syrian-shoah-greater-israel-and-the-yinon-
plan/5515398 

https://mediabiasfactcheck.com/your-news-wire/
https://www.factcheck.org/2017/07/websites-post-fake-satirical-stories/
https://newspunch.com/bolivias-independence-rothschild/
https://www.haaretz.com/jewish/nazis-killed-fewer-than-1-million-jews-ny-rabbi-says-1.5384577
https://www.davidicke.com/article/247917/zionist-israel-an-international-pariah
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Greta Berlin, Ilan Binyamin (Pappe), Iyad Burnat, Jamy Jamel, Joe Catron and Lora Lucero. 

 

Greta Berlin already featured on page 59, where she had shared a post from a rabidly racist 

website. Here is another example, where she responds to a video by David Duke:198 

 

Notice that the issue for Greta Berlin is not David Duke, but the comment made by someone 

who protested the appearance of Duke. Elleanne Green also has no problem with the Duke 

video.  

                                                           
198 See original video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=noln8nx43Sk 
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Leila Sansour, Mark Roberts, Mary Ellen Bennett, Mary Hughes Thompson, Max Blumenthal, 

Medea Benjamin. 

 

Zionist control of governments and the media is a theme Mark Roberts has been selling for 

years: 
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Mary Ellen Bennett, sharing articles from the ‘neo-Nazi’, ‘white-separatist’ Renegade 

Tribune:199 

 

Mary Hughes Thompson shares conspiracy theory on Twitter:200 

 

 

                                                           
199 First article see http://www.renegadetribune.com/facebook-israel-officially-announce-collaboration-
censor-social-media-content The second article can be seen here http://www.renegadetribune.com/israel-
has-twitter-facebook-command-center-to-monitor-all-posts-for-anti-semitism-report-to-police The second 
article is penned by Kyle Hunt, the person who set up the website. See 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Renegade_Tribune 
200 Israel guilt is implied in Charlie Hebdo, 9/11 and Brussels. For 9/11 articles see 
https://www.whatreallyhappened.com/WRHARTICLES/ICTS.html and http://www.middleeastrising.com/911-
truth-poses-existential-threat-israel-analyst/ 

http://www.renegadetribune.com/facebook-israel-officially-announce-collaboration-censor-social-media-content
http://www.renegadetribune.com/facebook-israel-officially-announce-collaboration-censor-social-media-content
http://www.renegadetribune.com/israel-has-twitter-facebook-command-center-to-monitor-all-posts-for-anti-semitism-report-to-police
http://www.renegadetribune.com/israel-has-twitter-facebook-command-center-to-monitor-all-posts-for-anti-semitism-report-to-police
https://www.whatreallyhappened.com/WRHARTICLES/ICTS.html
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Miko Peled, Nadia Mansour, Paki Wieland, Pam Bailey, Paul Ballard and Peter Cohen. 

 

Philip Giraldi, Rich Siegel, Robert Inlakesh, Robert Martin, Sam Smith and Siobhan O’Cuinn. 

 

There are not many Palestine Live members with a Wiki page that is dedicated almost 

entirely to the person’s anti-Jewish remarks. Even in this group, Philip Giraldi is an 

exception.201 

 

                                                           
201 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Philip_Giraldi For article above see 
http://www.unz.com/pgiraldi/understanding-jewish-power/ 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Philip_Giraldi
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Some more examples:202 

 

Rich Siegel is a Jewish antisemite. Far too many of his posts are laden with a loathing for 

Jewish people that only a psychologist would be fit to address. He spends a lot of time 

writing about his distaste for all things Jewish, to a crowd that loves him for it. 

 

                                                           
202 See articles http://www.unz.com/pgiraldi/americas-jews-are-driving-americas-wars/ and 
http://www.unz.com/pgiraldi/how-i-got-fired/? 

http://www.unz.com/pgiraldi/americas-jews-are-driving-americas-wars/
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Robert Inlakesh is another anti-Israel activist who focuses on all things Jewish, real and 

imaginary:203 

 

Sam Smith shares Holocaust denial, Rothschild Conspiracy and all manner of Israeli false flag 

allegations. Here is a small sample:204 

 

                                                           
203 The video on the Holodomor has been removed at it is impossible to tell which one it was. See 
https://rationalwiki.org/wiki/Holodomor especially the final section on antisemitism to understand where the 
video was going to take you.  
204 The video on the left can be viewed here 
https://www.facebook.com/wethepeoplereport/videos/431944897010643 The other video no longer exists, 
and beyond the clear reference to Holocaust denial, I am unsure which specific video it was. 

https://rationalwiki.org/wiki/Holodomor
https://www.facebook.com/wethepeoplereport/videos/431944897010643
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Steve Goossen, Suhair Nafal, Teresa Rossomando, Tom Hayes, Ty Ebright and Tzvia Thier. 

 

Steve Goossen appears to be a Christian Supercessionist.205 Unsurprisingly, Stephen Sizer is 

a Facebook Friend (and a fellow member of Palestine Live).206 Goossen dabbles in 

conspiracy theory, but his attitude towards Jewish people becomes clear when talking about 

the Russian Revolution. Goossen shares blatant neo-Nazi propaganda. 207 

 

                                                           
205 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Supersessionism 
206 https://honestreporting.com/an-abc-platform-for-a-well-known-antisemitic-crank-stephen-sizer/ 
207 For article on left see https://mysteryworshipers.wordpress.com/ Article seems to be from Lasha Darkmoon 
and website is virulently antisemitic. See esp. Hitler apologist video on right 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b4R2ENPEa-k&sn 

https://mysteryworshipers.wordpress.com/
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Suhair Nafal identifies as a Palestinian American. If Palestinians in the west promote 

antisemitism, they tend to lean towards Israel as the global Jew (Mossad type conspiracy) 

rather than Rothschild conspiracy, but Suhair seems to dabble in both:208 

 

 

 

                                                           
208 Top left is a comment made on top of a meme suggesting ‘the ISIS leader was trained by Mossad’. The 14 
November ISIS post is a clear reference to the attacks in Paris in Nov 2015 with the suggestion Israel was 
behind all of them to deflect criticism from its own actions. The Leaked cable post alleges Israel and Saudi 
Arabia colluded together to carry out 9/11. The Rothschild connection video is no longer available (always a 
bad sign), but in truth, it could possibly have been a legitimate video about Rothschild and Balfour. What is 
true, is that underneath the video was a stream of highly antisemitic comments, many of which Suhair ‘liked’. 
As an example of one of these, Robert Rope made a comment which linked to the antisemitic Benjamin 
Freedman speech in 1961. Freedman was an apostate Jew, an antisemite and a Holocaust denier. See 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Benjamin_H._Freedman for video see 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HhFRGDyX48c   

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Benjamin_H._Freedman
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HhFRGDyX48c
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Some of Ty Ebright’s posts were highlighted in the section about the Holocaust Museum 

protest. Here is a more detailed analysis of one of them: 

 

The key issue here is the website Ebright has shared and the quote he has used. To start 

with Rehmat1 is a Holocaust denying, antisemitic sewer. Ebright has quoted from the 

seventh paragraph, so he has clearly read the article. These are the second and third 

paragraphs:209 

“Strangely, the event was almost ignored by the Jewish-controlled mainstream media. 

Instead the media has been quite excited with Barack Obama’s choice of Stanley Fischer, 

former Governor of the Central Bank of Israel, as vice-Chairman of the Federal Reserve. 

Fischer is US-Israel dual citizen and Jewish Lobby man. He has been an ardent campaigner 

for continued $billions USAID to the Zionist entity. 

Between Janet Yellen, the Jewish Chairwoman of the Federal Reserve and Stanely Fischer, 

the FED is totally Israelized and will become a powerful new anti-Iran Jewish front.” 

In fact, Ebright butchered the seventh paragraph, only using the bits that were presentable 

publicly. This is the opening part of the seventh paragraph, Ebright chose to remove: 

“The Federal Reserve is a consortium of nine Jewish-owned and associated banking 

institutions with the Jewish Rothschild family at the head. Even the name “Federal 

Reserve” was coined by German-born American Jewish banker Paul Warburg (died 1932), 

an employee of the Rothschilds.” 

Which means Ebright must have known he was sharing a deeply antisemitic document. Yet 

he led with the words “I am sure you all knew this. Right?” 

                                                           
209 See article https://rehmat1.com/2013/12/31/federal-reserve-century-of-zionist-control-of-us-dollar/ Here 
is an example of Holocaust denial from the site https://rehmat1.com/2015/08/06/uks-royal-mail-to-honor-an-
holohoaxer/ 

https://rehmat1.com/2013/12/31/federal-reserve-century-of-zionist-control-of-us-dollar/
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Vickie MansourHasan and Zaina Masri.  

 

Vickie Mansour-Hasan identifies as a Palestinian, at the time of writing, she appears to have 

deactivated her Facebook account or changed her profile name. She has not been counted 

in the statistical analysis. 

There were also attendees at the AIPAC events who were members of Palestine Live but 

have left the group. Like Christie Brink: 

 

Devon Nola was also a member of Palestine Live. Nola has presented herself as an agent for 

Gilad Atzmon.210 Nola has written for Atzmon’s blog. This is a piece she wrote on the AIPAC 

demonstration that is the focus of this research:211 

 

                                                           
210 In an exchange where Devon tried to arrange a debate for Atzmon, she suggested she handles “some of his 
bookings in North America” – see comment stream underneath the blog at http://david-collier.com/gilad-
atzmon-solidarity-reading/ Here is also a petition to support Gilad Atzmon, a petition Nola organized 
https://www.change.org/p/devon-nola-gmail-com-hands-off-gilad-atzmon 
211 See https://www.gilad.co.uk/writings/2017/3/27/fighting-aipac-we-dont-plan-to-fail-we-fail-to-plan 
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Here are some other examples of Nola’s posts:212 

 

 

 

 

And finally, Harry Clark: 

 

 

In total, the research found 58 people who are or have been members of Palestine Live 

(having discounted Mansour-Hasan) who attended the anti AIPAC events. These events 

against AIPAC are rooted in the idea of an imbalance of Jewish power. The list of attendees 

contains ghouls from every extremity of the political spectrum.  

                                                           
212 The ‘fightingforliberty’ website no longer exists. The archive of that article can be seen here 
http://web.archive.org/web/20160414112642/http://fightingforliberty.ning.com/profiles/blogs/rothschild-
family-indicted-mainstream-media-silent although the video has also been removed. The website is clearly a 
hardcore- conspiracy site. The Icke video can be seen here https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0xe5cQDIbMs 
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QUANTUM 

These events allow for an exercise of quantification. The attendees are all members of the 

same Facebook Group and all chose to attend the anti-AIPAC events.  

Having sorted through these posts, I split the members into five groups. Members could 

only be placed in one group regardless of how many they qualified for. For the purpose of 

categorisation, this was the hierarchy that I used: 

• Identify as Jewish 

• Posted white supremacist / neo-Nazi websites 

• Shared Holocaust denial 

• Shared other antisemitic material 

• Neither Jewish, nor were found sharing antisemitic material   

One important note. I have included all accounts identified. Some of these accounts have 

content well-hidden behind privacy settings. This means the results are a conservative 

estimate of the total: 

 

 

Which means 59% of attendees are either Jewish or sharing antisemitic material. 

14%

21%

3%

21%

41%

TOTAL 58 ATTENDEES

Jewish White superamacist Holocaust Denial Antisemitic Other
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I took it one step further. I added a new category, for the Palestinians. 

• Identify as Jewish / Palestinian 

• Posted white supremacist / neo-Nazi websites 

• Shared Holocaust denial 

• Shared other antisemitic material 

• Neither Jewish, nor were found sharing antisemitic material   

 

 

The shocking figure, that 21% of this crowd, share neo-Nazi or white-supremacist material 

should make everyone sit up and notice. When you add those sharing Holocaust denial to 

the mix (remember, this is a hierarchy so many of those sharing white supremacy 

material, would also have been sharing Holocaust denial), the figure rises to 24%. This is 

generous, considering much of Rothschild conspiracy also revolves around the historical 

revision of WW2. 

But another statistic begins to take shape. What happens if we remove the Jewish and 

Palestinian contingent from the equation completely? 

 

 

14%

15%

21%

3%

21%

26%

TOTAL 58 ATTENDEES

Jewish Palestinian White superamacist Holocaust Denial Antisemitic Other
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The Jewish and Palestinian contingent have been removed. Four categories remain. 

• Posted white supremacist / neo-Nazi websites 

• Shared Holocaust denial 

• Shared other antisemitic material 

• Neither Jewish, Palestinian, nor were found sharing antisemitic material   

 

 

This chart is brutal. Once the Jewish and Palestinian participants are removed, 63% of those 

remaining, share antisemitic material. 34% share extreme white supremacist, Holocaust 

denial or neo-Nazi material. It must be remembered that this is a *conservative* estimate 

as some of the profiles of the remaining 37% are hidden and *may* also contain antisemitic 

content or may be either Jewish or Palestinian. 

These figures refine the findings from the first Palestine Live report. Those who display 

hard-core anti-Zionist tendency, and are neither Jewish, nor Palestinian, are more than 

likely to be sharing hard-core antisemitic ideology. This is what demonstrates outside 

AIPAC. An alignment of hard-core antisemites, holding hands with the anti-Zionist Jews as 

they combine forces to attack the Jewish state. 

We will now take a closer look at some of those inexcusably holding the hands of these 

extremists inside Palestine Live.  

29%

5%

29%

37%

TOTAL 41 ATTENDEES

White superamacist Holocaust Denial Antisemitic Other
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Jewish Voice for Peace 

As soon as the concentration levels of antisemites, especially those spreading white 

supremacist material, becomes evident, it becomes clear there is a deep sickness in anti-Israel 

activism. We turn our attention back now to groups who align with these extremists. 

 Jewish Voice for Peace have just publicly renounced Zionism.213 This seem little more than a 

publicity stunt for an organisation that has been visibly anti-Zionist for years.214 

In public they do try to keep up appearances. In 2012, Jewish Voice for Peace (JVP) 

distanced itself from Greta Berlin and the free Gaza Movement because of antisemitic Tweets 

that Berlin had made from the account:215 

 

Rebecca Vilkomerson, the Executive Director of JVP is clearly aware she needs to distance 

herself and JVP in public from these antisemitic ideologies.216  

Here is Vilkomerson publicly rejecting Miko Peled: 

 

And JVP publicly rejected Alison Weir in an online post in 2015.217  

So why on earth is Vilkomerson an active member of Palestine Live? 

 

                                                           
213 See JVP statement https://jewishvoiceforpeace.org/zionism/ 
214 See ADL report https://www.adl.org/resources/backgrounders/jewish-voice-for-peace 
215 https://mondoweiss.net/2012/10/free-gaza-movement-twitter-controversy-leads-jewish-voice-for-peace-
to-distance-itself-from-group/ 
216 See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jewish_Voice_for_Peace 
217 See https://jewishvoiceforpeace.org/jewish-voice-for-peace-statement-on-our-relationship-with-alison-
weir/ 

http://david-collier.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/fgm1.jpg
http://david-collier.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/vilk2.jpg
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It is not as if Vilkomerson does not know who these Palestine Live members are: 

 

 

 

Beyond these three well-known activists, the relationship between JVP and hard-core 

antisemites is a constant theme wherever one scratches the surface. In 2018, Vilkomerson 

organised an open letter from forty ‘Jewish groups’ rejecting the IHRA definition of 

antisemitism. It was an impressive sounding list and these actions, which legitimise real 

antisemitism are always widely spread globally. The article in the Independent was shared 

over sixty-two thousand times.218 This doesn’t count the shares of the original JVP 

statement.219  

Even a basic search of the ‘forty groups’ mentioned in the list highlighted that many, if not 

most of these ‘groups’, were one-or-two activists with an ‘organisational’ name.220  

The letter was published and is frequently used by enemies of Jewish people in order to 

suggest antisemitism is a ‘ploy’ used by Jews to stifle criticism of Israel. 221 

 

                                                           
218 https://www.independent.co.uk/voices/antisemitisim-jews-israel-labour-party-bds-jewish-coalition-
palestine-a8458601.html 
219 https://jewishvoiceforpeace.org/first-ever-40-jewish-groups-worldwide-oppose-equating-antisemitism-
with-criticism-of-israel/ 
220 See http://david-collier.com/jvp-aligns-holocaust-deniers/ 
221 Stephen Sizer and Jenny Tonge are two high profile UK individuals who have both been reprimanded and 
suspended over antisemitic comments they have made. See 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stephen_Sizer#Allegations_of_antisemitism_and_misconduct_(2012) and 
https://www.thejc.com/news/uk-news/jenny-tonge-removed-from-medical-panel-discussion-after-
allegations-of-antisemitic-sentiment-1.471451 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stephen_Sizer#Allegations_of_antisemitism_and_misconduct_(2012)
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The visible face of ‘Scottish Jews against Zionism’ is Yolanta Hadzic, who seems to have 

‘adopted’ a Jewish identity solely to attack Israel:222 These are some posts from the public 

face of ‘Scottish Jews against Zionism’, one of the organisations that signed that JVP 

letter:223 These are the people JVP align with to protect antisemitism: 

 

 

One of the groups in the open letter didn’t really exist. It was an ‘unofficial’ JVP Branch in 

the UK, that apparently was formed by UK based ‘members of JVP’- specifically in order to 

sign the letter.  

 

                                                           
222 http://david-collier.com/bbc-antisemites/ 
223 The video on the left can be seen here https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GK4QeY3BNDw it suggests the 
6 million figure is made up. The article on the right relies on fake / misrepresented documents. See 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Criticism_of_Holocaust_denial#International_Committee_of_the_Red_Cross 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GK4QeY3BNDw
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Jewish Voice for Peace UK eventually had an ‘opening event’ on September 2nd, 2018.224 

The person who organised the event and led it during the evening, was David Cannon. These 

are some of his posts:225 

 

In 2017 and 2018, Tom Suarez was sponsored by JVP to tour and speak in the United 

States:226 

 

Suarez spoke about a book he wrote called ‘State of Terror’. Both myself and fellow 

researcher Jonathan Hoffman followed in Suarez’s footsteps through the National Archives to 

check the sources that he used. Suarez demonises early Zionists by fabricating quotes, 

misrepresenting documents and cherry-picking sentences from data that entirely disagrees 

with the points he is desperate to make. A large and well-researched report was produced that 

entirely discredited the work as an antisemitic piece of fiction.227  

                                                           
224 See https://www.facebook.com/events/621040054949210/ 
225 For ‘complete lists of banks’ article see http://humansarefree.com/2013/11/complete-list-of-banks-
ownedcontrolled.html The site pushes Rothschild conspiracy, the Khazar myth and all manner of antisemitic 
conspiracy. It blames the Jews for the Holocaust and links to the most racist sites on the internet. The YouTube 
NWO video is no longer available. 
226 As a point of note, the group where Tom Suarez shared his ‘regret’ post is called ‘Labour Against the 
Witchhunt’. It is a secret Facebook group for people who have been suspended or expelled from the Labour 
Party for antisemitism. 
227 http://david-collier.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/09/170904_V10_FINAL_Analysis-of-State-of-Terror-by-
Thomas-Suarez.pdf 

http://humansarefree.com/2013/11/complete-list-of-banks-ownedcontrolled.html
http://humansarefree.com/2013/11/complete-list-of-banks-ownedcontrolled.html
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Not surprisingly, Suarez was - until recently- a member of Palestine Live: 

 

In sponsoring Suarez, JVP are not walking with peacemakers, they are funding those who are 

rewriting the tragic history of the Jewish people during the 1930s and legitimizing antisemitic 

lies. They then spread this antisemitic poison amongst Jewish people in the United States. 

Vilkomerson was active in Palestine Live. This is Vilkomerson hanging out with people who 

share Holocaust Denial material and all manner of hard-core antisemitic ideologies: 

 

 

 

It is important to remember that Elleanne is not just 'anybody', it is her group, and created in 

her image. That is Rebecca thanking someone who has shared 100s of antisemitic posts. For 

Vilkomerson, Green is the ally and I am the enemy. 

http://david-collier.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/vilk1.jpg
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Vilkomerson is not the only JVP member in Palestine Live. Rabbi David Mivasair has been 

an active member of the group for four years. Mivasair is part of Independent Jewish Voices 

Canada.228 He is also part of the JVP Rabbinical Council.229  

 

Mivasair posted frequently in Palestine Live, asking the antisemitic group for advice and 

information: 

 

He is talking here to Elleanne Green and Penny Carter. Green we know, this is Carter: 

 

                                                           
228 https://www.thestar.com/vancouver/2018/05/21/jewish-grassroots-group-prays-in-vancouver-to-protest-
israels-actions-in-gaza.html 
229 https://www.kairosresponse.org/jvp_rabbinical_council.html 

http://david-collier.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/dm1.jpg
http://david-collier.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/dm3.jpg
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More from Penny Carter on Israel as ISIS and 9/11 ‘truth’:230 

 

 

Everywhere that Rabbi David Mivasair stepped in Palestine Live, he was surrounded by 

antisemites. 

Look at this tweet of his from October 2018: 

 

 

'False charges'? Are Elleanne Green and Tony Gratrex not problematic enough? On the next 

page it becomes even more cynical.  

                                                           
230 The article on the left, from ‘Truthandshadows.com’ is from the website of conspiracy theorist Craig McKee. 
The article is available here http://truthandshadows.com/2018/07/14/no-evidence-bin-laden-did-9-11/ 

http://david-collier.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/RDM1.jpg
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This is a Rabbi, inside Palestine Live, mobilising antisemites on the issue of antisemitism: 

 

The (approx.) 70% levels of people who support antisemitic ideology are almost constant in 

Palestine Live. This turns Mivasair's activity in the group (which never ONCE extended to 

fighting an antisemite) into a truly sickening spectacle. Here is a thread where he mocks 

Canada's battle against antisemitism: 

 

http://david-collier.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/org1.jpg
http://david-collier.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/miv1-1.jpg
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In the image, three people join him in making comment. Elleanne Green, Hamdi Abu-Zalaf 

and William Pleasant. What follows are examples of shares from the three: 

 

 

 

Sharing neo-Nazi Politicalvelcraft?231Icke's ‘Rothschild Zionism’?232 People who think the 

Holocaust was engineered by Hollywood and Ken O'Keefe fans sharing an interview on the 

‘Crane Report’.233 Just with whom is 'the good Rabbi' joking about antisemitism? 

                                                           
231 The NOW petrodollar article is here https://politicalvelcraft.org/2014/01/04/the-collapse-of-the-kissinger-
rothschild-1971-nwo-petrodollar-their-end-game-plan-is-here/ it opens with a video from Brother Nathanael. 
See https://rationalwiki.org/wiki/Nathanael_Kapner and https://politicalvelcraft.org/ 
232 See https://www.davidicke.com/article/158472/41910-they-dare-not-speak-its-name-rothschild-zionism 
233 For video see https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fPUoLFpQomg See also 
https://rationalwiki.org/wiki/Ian_R._Crane 

https://politicalvelcraft.org/2014/01/04/the-collapse-of-the-kissinger-rothschild-1971-nwo-petrodollar-their-end-game-plan-is-here/
https://politicalvelcraft.org/2014/01/04/the-collapse-of-the-kissinger-rothschild-1971-nwo-petrodollar-their-end-game-plan-is-here/
https://rationalwiki.org/wiki/Nathanael_Kapner
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fPUoLFpQomg
http://david-collier.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/green1.jpg
http://david-collier.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/hamdi3.jpg
http://david-collier.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/hamdi5.jpg
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In the UK, it is always these blind-to-antisemitism Jewish people who are the most active. 

This seems to apply outside the UK as well.  

Currently, Mivasair is behind a petition to remove charity status of the JNF in Canada:234 

 

And of course, Mivasair went prowling for signatures in Palestine Live: 

 

 

On the following page is another example of a thread to which, Rabbi Mivasair contributed 

inside Palestine Live. 

                                                           
234 Petition can be accessed here: https://petitions.ourcommons.ca/en/Petition/Details?Petition=e-1999 
Article from Rabble CA is here http://rabble.ca/podcasts/shows/rabble-radio/2019/02/petition-campaign-
calls-federal-government-revoke-charitable 

https://petitions.ourcommons.ca/en/Petition/Details?Petition=e-1999
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This has been edited only to remove duplicate posters (Leisa posted four times, Joanna Town 

posted twice). No posters have been excluded. 

 

Fake news sites often do not last long, so there is no way of knowing what the original 

deleted post was. In any event, this is irrelevant. The exercise is to highlight just how these 

Jewish anti-Zionists, freely swim in a forum with a high concentration level of rabid 

antisemites. The people in the thread with Mivasair are Elleanne Green, Lara Dale, Joanne 

Town, Leisa Irwin, Ciara Maire Ni Heachain, William Matthews and Susan DePace Shaikh. 
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Before we address those posting in the thread, a reminder. This is a Rabbi who actively 

downplays antisemitism and frequently uses his identity and his position publicly to 

suggest that he knows what antisemitism is, and it is nowhere near him. Some of his posts on 

the subject: 

 

So, who was in that thread? Elleanne Green we know. Next was Lara Dale:235 

 

                                                           
235 Both of these articles are from Rense.com, a website that pushes racist, neo-Nazi ideology. See Jeff Rense 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jeff_Rense for articles see https://rense.com/general82/nzzi.htm and 
https://rense.com/general63/alie.htm Here is one of many articles denying the Holocaust on that website 
https://rense.com/general62/meth.htm 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jeff_Rense
https://rense.com/general82/nzzi.htm
https://rense.com/general63/alie.htm
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More from Lara Dale:236 

 

Joanne Town:237 

 

                                                           
236 Mossad conspiracy theory regarding JFK assassination was taken from Iranian TV. I was unable to find 
original article, but found this report https://www.tabletmag.com/scroll/154145/irans-press-tv-israel-killed-jfk 
Icke Rothschild Zionism see https://www.youtube.com/watch?t=371&v=msasgIBOTPc Israel as ISIS, archived 
website see https://web.archive.org/web/20160514084635/http://www.makewarshistory.co.uk/?p=1801 
237 I was unable to locate that article from the archives of the ‘iamthewitness’ website. However, it is possible 
to view it here https://issuu.com/facxnews/docs/timelineoftherothschildfamily. The ‘witness’ website 
contained little but brutal antisemitism, ranging from Protocols, to Holocaust denial. It is worth looking at the 
site as it looked in January 2012, to realise what a cesspit it was – see 
https://web.archive.org/web/20120120005321/http://www.iamthewitness.com/ 

https://www.tabletmag.com/scroll/154145/irans-press-tv-israel-killed-jfk
https://issuu.com/facxnews/docs/timelineoftherothschildfamily
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It is always worth remembering that for the most part, these are not anonymous fringe 

activists. Here is Joanne Town acting as the coordinator for a planned Iyad Burnat’s UK 

tour:238 

 

 

Some more from Joanne Town:239 

 

                                                           
238 The tour was eventually cancelled as Burnat was denied a visa. He blamed the ‘Zionist lobby’ for the 
cancellation see https://jewishnews.timesofisrael.com/exclusive-palestinian-activist-blames-zionist-lobby-for-
refused-entry-to-uk/ 
239 The globalresearch.ca greater Israel article is here https://www.globalresearch.ca/greater-israel-the-zionist-
plan-for-the-middle-east/5324815? Town used the Globalresearch.ca source several times as well as 
yournewswire. For globalresearch see for yournewswire see https://rationalwiki.org/wiki/Globalresearch and 
https://rationalwiki.org/wiki/YourNewsWire For NSA ISIS document https://www.infowars.com/nsa-doc-
reveals-isis-leader-al-baghdadi-is-u-s-british-and-israeli-intelligence-asset The use of both your news wire and 
Infowars is further evidence there is no ‘political spectrum’ for these people. 

https://www.globalresearch.ca/greater-israel-the-zionist-plan-for-the-middle-east/5324815
https://www.globalresearch.ca/greater-israel-the-zionist-plan-for-the-middle-east/5324815
https://rationalwiki.org/wiki/Globalresearch
https://rationalwiki.org/wiki/YourNewsWire
https://www.infowars.com/nsa-doc-reveals-isis-leader-al-baghdadi-is-u-s-british-and-israeli-intelligence-asset
https://www.infowars.com/nsa-doc-reveals-isis-leader-al-baghdadi-is-u-s-british-and-israeli-intelligence-asset
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Next in the thread was Leisa Irwin:240 

 

Next in the thread with Mivasair was Ciara Maire Ni Heachain:241 

 

                                                           
240 Eisen’s blog is hidden behind a privacy barrier, but it is still possible to access the archive 
https://web.archive.org/web/20140709141716/http://pauleisen.blogspot.co.uk/2014/04/belsen.html The link 
to the David Duke post is here http://davidduke.com/hear-dr-david-duke-shlomo-sands-new-
book/?fbclid=IwAR1U4RbJ0LuVJA2KUNiq0hJPDK9KLl2Nztny16bWwIVvvaEl0wWvB-iMFiY 
241 The Khazarian ‘lizard people’ article everyone ‘must read’ was on a website long deleted, but the archive of 
the article is still available 
https://web.archive.org/web/20151119083341/http://www.zengardner.com/ukraine-return-khazarian-
serpent-people/  The Paris attackers post is from conspiracy website activistpost and can be seen here 
https://www.activistpost.com/2015/11/paris-attackers-fought-in-syria-trained-in-israel-report.html see also 
https://mediabiasfactcheck.com/activist-post/ 

https://web.archive.org/web/20140709141716/http:/pauleisen.blogspot.co.uk/2014/04/belsen.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20151119083341/http:/www.zengardner.com/ukraine-return-khazarian-serpent-people/
https://web.archive.org/web/20151119083341/http:/www.zengardner.com/ukraine-return-khazarian-serpent-people/
https://www.activistpost.com/2015/11/paris-attackers-fought-in-syria-trained-in-israel-report.html
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More from Caira:242 

 

The Realist Report is a neo-Nazi white supremacist website. A quote from the article: 

“The traditional Western concept of free speech has been utterly transformed with the 

imposition of a Jewish-administered tyranny in Canada, the U.S., Europe, and Australia, a 

tyranny which came into full fruition following the fratricidal Jewish instigated war of 

survival commonly known as World War II.” 

Next in the thread was William Matthews:243 

 

                                                           
242 The realistreport.com article is here 
https://web.archive.org/web/20150519230636/http://therealistreport.com/2015/05/canadian-football-star-
fined-for.html The website is a white-supremacist site that also engages in Holocaust denial. 
243 Matthews shared neo-Nazi websites ‘dailystormer’ and ‘Politcalvelcraft’ alongside vile Holocaust denial and 
other such antisemitism. Archive of Holocaust ‘hoax’ see 
https://web.archive.org/web/20131018004424/https://exposing-the-holocaust-hoax-
archive.blogspot.com/2009/09/jews-alleged-holocaust-of-6-million.html The Jewish Rabbi video is no longer 
available. Hungary Rothschilds see https://politicalvelcraft.org/2013/08/28/hungary-kills-the-rothschild-imf-
banks-ordered-to-vacate-country/ dailystormer David Duke article see https://dailystormer.name/david-
dukes-youtube-channel-being-shut-down 

https://web.archive.org/web/20150519230636/http:/therealistreport.com/2015/05/canadian-football-star-fined-for.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20150519230636/http:/therealistreport.com/2015/05/canadian-football-star-fined-for.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20131018004424/https:/exposing-the-holocaust-hoax-archive.blogspot.com/2009/09/jews-alleged-holocaust-of-6-million.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20131018004424/https:/exposing-the-holocaust-hoax-archive.blogspot.com/2009/09/jews-alleged-holocaust-of-6-million.html
https://politicalvelcraft.org/2013/08/28/hungary-kills-the-rothschild-imf-banks-ordered-to-vacate-country/
https://politicalvelcraft.org/2013/08/28/hungary-kills-the-rothschild-imf-banks-ordered-to-vacate-country/
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Which just leaves Susan DePace Shaikh. Susan’s profile is hidden behind privacy settings so 

access to her posts is limited. Still, some evidence was available:244 

 

This is what Rabbi David Mivasair hangs around with, as he works to fight against the Jewish 

state. Remember, Mivasair is part of the JVP Rabbinical Council. Everyone on the thread 

spreads antisemitic ideology, with six of the seven having shared Holocaust denial and/or 

material from neo-Nazi white-supremacist websites. 

 Shared Mossad/ 
Rothschild 
conspiracy 

Shared Holocaust 
denial / websites 

Shared Neo-Nazi / 
white supremacist 
websites 

Elleanne Green    
Lara Dale    
Joanne Town    

Leisa Irwin    
Ciara Maire Ni Heachain    
Matthew Williams    
Susan DePace Shaikh    

                                                           
244 The RT article on the MH17 is here https://www.rt.com/news/310039-mh17-israeli-missile-version/ The 
article DePace ‘liked’ on ‘who controls Hollywood’ is available here https://thezog.wordpress.com/who-
controls-hollywood/ The other images are just random Mossad conspiracy comments Susan made on various 
relevant posts.  

https://www.rt.com/news/310039-mh17-israeli-missile-version/
https://thezog.wordpress.com/who-controls-hollywood/
https://thezog.wordpress.com/who-controls-hollywood/
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It makes the above tweet difficult to swallow. ‘oppose antisemitism 100%’ – he is playing 

everyone for a fool. Mivasair isn’t the only member of the JVP Rabbinical Council who swims 

in this antisemitic sewer. Lynn Gottlieb was a member for a while as well: 

 

Given the date, Lynn was one of the first members of the group. This is Gottlieb on another 

post, this time with Elleanne Green, also from 2013: 

 

The article is no longer available and is not even in the archives, which tends to suggest this 

was a ‘false report’ quickly removed. Maggie Janes Facebook history is not publicly 

accessible.245 Lynn Gottlieb was not as active as Mivasair in the group, and there is no way 

of knowing how long she was a member for. 

                                                           
245 The original article was here https://www.miamiherald.com/2013/10/02/3665018/troops-deploy-near-
restive-west.html 
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Eran Efrati still is a member of Palestine Live. Efrati is listed on the Board of Trustees at 

Jewish Voice for Peace.246 

 

Here is an Elleanne Green thread with Efrati inside Palestine Live: 

 

Efrati and Green exchanged pleasantries several times in the group. In this thread, only one 

other member is visible – Hamdi Abu Zalaf: 

                                                           
246 https://jewishvoiceforpeace.org/jewish-voice-for-peace-board-of-trustees-responds-to-attacks-on-jeremy-
corbyn-labour-party/  

https://jewishvoiceforpeace.org/jewish-voice-for-peace-board-of-trustees-responds-to-attacks-on-jeremy-corbyn-labour-party/
https://jewishvoiceforpeace.org/jewish-voice-for-peace-board-of-trustees-responds-to-attacks-on-jeremy-corbyn-labour-party/
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The last share is from politcavelcraft.org is described as ‘ragingly racist’ promoting ‘bigotry 

of all kinds, including homophobia, Islamophobia and anti-Semitism.’ This means both the 

people on this thread with Efrati have shared material from the site. 247 

Everywhere Efrati appears, he is giving support to those that hate Jews:248 

 

This is who Efrati was telling to ‘keep up the good fight’, Noohrie Evonlady: 

 

 

                                                           
247 Link to politicalvelcraft article https://politicalvelcraft.org/2014/01/04/the-collapse-of-the-kissinger-
rothschild-1971-nwo-petrodollar-their-end-game-plan-is-here/ 
248 Endzog was a vile antisemitic website. The article promotes Holocaust denial. See archive 
https://web.archive.org/web/20160305020545/https://endzog.wordpress.com/2015/05/29/german-
television-exposes-holohoax-lies-historic-broadcast-shocks-germany/ 
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Here is Efrati making plans with Elleanne Green: 

 

28th March to 2nd April 2017: Anti-Zionist Jews and those who promote antisemitic 

ideologies, aligning to fight AIPAC. 

Others listed on the JVP Board of Trustees are also in the group. Phyllis Bennis is another 

long-time member of the group (although not visibly active). 

 

Bennis has a lot of nasty antisemites (and fellow Palestine Live members) in her Facebook 

friends list. Another JVP Trustee in the group is Beth Harris: 

 

Harris turns to this group of antisemites for support. Once again, we have evidence of JVP- 

and other ‘Jewish’ organisations seeking to make their voice louder than it is, by relying on 

the motivation levels of those who hate Jews: 
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JVP’s Seth Morrison is another JVP Trustee and extremely active. According to his profile, 

he manages JVP Las-Vegas: 

 

It would take an entire report to list the antisemites around who Seth Morrison seems 

comfortable. He has made a dozen posts in just the last few weeks. Four examples: 

 

Some of his activity is disturbing. Take this comment from October 2018: 
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Putting aside the vile Amira Haas article.249 Morrison seems to call for American Jewish 

leaders to stand trial in an international war crimes forum for their support of Israel. Note he 

does not refer to all Americans that have supported Israel, just the Jewish ones. 

We have seen Morrison with Green, here he is with Tony Gratrex. The conspiracy theorist, 

with a ‘9/11 truth’ profile picture, needs help in an email campaign, Morrison steps up:250 

 

Like Elleanne Green, Gratrex has shared hundreds of posts that push international conspiracy 

theories involving ‘Zionists’.251 A reminder of Tony Gratrex shares:252 

 

                                                           
249 https://www.haaretz.com/israel-news/.premium-israel-s-holocaust-credit-line-running-out-1.6280267 
250 Link to petition 
http://salsa3.salsalabs.com/o/51044/p/dia/action4/common/public/?action_KEY=22199&fbclid=IwAR0quU4-
Z34CeyTOxpZlbI1YI9kepV9f40XxTL6MtdLduLCmBRrFua7EiXo 
251 Gratrex has been well known in the UK for almost a decade over antisemitic posts. See 
https://www.thejc.com/news/uk-news/labour-start-disciplinary-action-over-antisemitic-posts-on-secret-
facebook-group-joined-by-corbyn-1.460197?highlight=facebook or 
http://hurryupharry.org/2011/06/23/reading-psc-christ-church-virginia-water-stephen-sizer-and-tony-gratrex/ 
252 Rothschild conspiracy and Holocaust denial see 
https://web.archive.org/web/20170228064122/http://mycatbirdseat.com:80/2014/04/a-century-of-deceit-
iraq-the-world-wars-holocaust-and-zionist-militarism/ for 9/11 truth see http://www.con-
tru.com/spotlight/analyst-says-911-truth-is-one-of-the-greatest-threats-to-the-zionist-state-of-israel 
 

https://www.thejc.com/news/uk-news/labour-start-disciplinary-action-over-antisemitic-posts-on-secret-facebook-group-joined-by-corbyn-1.460197?highlight=facebook
https://www.thejc.com/news/uk-news/labour-start-disciplinary-action-over-antisemitic-posts-on-secret-facebook-group-joined-by-corbyn-1.460197?highlight=facebook
https://web.archive.org/web/20170228064122/http:/mycatbirdseat.com:80/2014/04/a-century-of-deceit-iraq-the-world-wars-holocaust-and-zionist-militarism/
https://web.archive.org/web/20170228064122/http:/mycatbirdseat.com:80/2014/04/a-century-of-deceit-iraq-the-world-wars-holocaust-and-zionist-militarism/
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It must be remembered that Seth Morrison constantly uses his Jewish identity, the ‘as a Jew’ 

to fight against accusations of antisemitism. He waves the JVP badge protecting those that 

stand alongside him. 

 

To understand how truly sickening these statements are, let us look at who Seth Morrison is 

helping, assisting and supporting: 
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Here is Morrison celebrating with Alexander Ajay: 

 

This is another article Ajay shared: 

 

The link is to Holocaust Denier David Irving’s website.253  

Here is a Morrison comment under an Alec Tredwell thread: 

 

                                                           
253 For website http://www.fpp.co.uk/ for article with Irving commentary 
http://www.fpp.co.uk/online/03/11/Oligarchs071103.html? 

http://www.fpp.co.uk/
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Here is Tredwell sharing a link to the Rehmat1 website:254 

 

Here is an exchange that took place under a Roy Smart thread: 

 

                                                           
254 https://rehmat1.com/2017/08/18/mossad-behind-barcelona-van-attack/ Rehmat1 is brutally antisemitic 

https://rehmat1.com/2017/08/18/mossad-behind-barcelona-van-attack/
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Who was Morrison helping to ‘boycott Israel’? These are a couple of Roy Smart’s shares: 

 

The first article is a link to a website explicitly set up to deny the Holocaust.255 The next 

article is to a website that no longer exists. The deeply antisemitic article was a retelling of 

Rothschild conspiracy that blamed the Jews for the Holocaust and all that is wrong in the 

world. It is still possible to view the article via an archive.256   

These are two more examples. Morrison responding to two posts, one from Joneve 

McCormick and one from Robert Inlakesh. 

 

                                                           
255 https://holocaustdeprogrammingcourse.com/ 
256 https://web.archive.org/web/20150522033410/http://realitieswatch.com/the-history-of-the-house-of-
rothschild-1743-2006/ 
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Joneve McCormick had posted about Jewish organisations condemning BDS. These are some 

of her other posts: 

 

This is more blatant Jew hating, neo-Nazi, white supremacist propaganda.257 Morrison had 

commented that ‘they can’t bear the truth’. Should he be asked which truth can’t they bear? 

How can it be that time after time, Morrison is ganging up against Israel with these people? 

What you are seeing is the real face of JVP. Another one. Inlakesh had posted about CNN 

firing Marc Lamont Hill.258 Who was Morrison instructing to complain to CNN? 

 

                                                           
257 See Toxic media article https://johnkaminski.org/index.php/john-kaminski-american-writer-and-critic-
2/192-toxic-media 
258 See original article https://mobile.almasdarnews.com/article/cnn-fire-marc-lamont-hill-after-slamming-
israeli-policies-in-un-speech 
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These are just *some* of the occasions Morrison has commented directly on the post of 

someone who personally shares Neo Nazi material, Rothschild Conspiracy theories or 

Holocaust denial. This doesn’t count dozens of other occasions that Morrison has commented 

within a thread, where hard-core antisemites can also be found inside.  

Here is one more example, where Morrison has commented explicitly beneath an article 

shared from ‘theuglytruth.com’, another antisemitic conspiracy site that spreads Holocaust 

denial.259 

 

As always, Morrison is surrounded by those who share far-right material. Elleanne Green 

needs no further introduction. You can see examples of Susan DePace comments and ‘likes’ 

earlier in the report. Morrison actively protects those accused of antisemitism – yet we can 

see that he appears unable to recognise neo-Nazis even when he is surrounded by them in an 

internet Facebook group. Instead he holds their hands and helps them to attack Israel. 

                                                           
259 Article https://theuglytruth.wordpress.com/2018/04/25/netherlands-dutch-newspaper-slammed-for-anti-
semitic-cartoon-on-gaza-protests/ (note tag that runs ‘antisemitism for thinking gentiles’) see 
https://theuglytruth.wordpress.com/?s=holohoax for articles using tagged with the term ‘Holohoax’. 

https://theuglytruth.wordpress.com/2018/04/25/netherlands-dutch-newspaper-slammed-for-anti-semitic-cartoon-on-gaza-protests/
https://theuglytruth.wordpress.com/2018/04/25/netherlands-dutch-newspaper-slammed-for-anti-semitic-cartoon-on-gaza-protests/
https://theuglytruth.wordpress.com/?s=holohoax
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Mark Levine is part of JVP’s ‘academic council’.260 

 

And a member of Palestine Live: 

 

Elleanne Green met LeVine at the Trinity College Dublin event:261 These gatherings are 

created to legitimise anti-Israel attacks with an academic façade, they provide a good 

opportunity for people with anti-Jewish feelings to network and receive training into how to 

disguise their racism.262 

 

Here is LeVine inside Palestine Live, responding to a Tony Gratrex thread: 

 

                                                           
260 Part of a JVL post in 2016 calling for Carlos Santana not to play in Israel, see link to article 
http://www.alternet.org/grayzone-project/open-letter-carlos-santana-dont-play-israel-july 
261 https://academicfreedomconference.wordpress.com/ 
262 I have been to several of these ‘academic conferences. Here is a report from one I attended in Cork 
https://www.thejc.com/comment/comment/these-hatreds-must-not-be-allowed-out-of-the-shadows-
1.435884 
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This is another: 

 

The thread above is a good example of the make-up of Palestine Live and indeed much of 

hard-core anti-Israel activity. It is a mix of antisemites and the fringe elements of anti-Zionist 

Jewry. Gratrex the hard-core conspiracy theorist shares an article from Mondoweiss, a media 

outlet created by anti-Zionist Jews. Four people respond, antisemitism is clearly on display 

and everyone involved is either an anti-Zionist Jew or someone who shares antisemitic 

material.   
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Gratrex, Penny Carter, Tresa Archer and Kerry Oldfield join LeVine in this thread: 

The 9/11 truth image has been Tony’s profile picture for years and it would have been in 

place when LeVine chose to respond to both of his articles. 

 

Earlier I highlighted Penny Carter’s Rothschild conspiracy and Israel as ISIS posts. This is 

how she responded when in the middle of an exchange under a post about ‘Jewish-Zionist’ 

media indoctrination, someone linked her to a video called ‘a 6000 Year History of the Jew 

World Order’.263 

 

Tresa Archer’s ‘smart’ comment in the original Tony Gratrex thread is a bit of a giveaway. 

Here is one other comment for any doubters: 

 

Kerry Oldfield leads with the Khazar Myth. Let’s add Holocaust Denial to that: 

 

                                                           
263 See video at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hfk2bAMiQZU 
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Jews Step Forward 

JVP have distanced themselves in public from Alison Weir.264 The concern was Weir's 

relationship with white supremacists. Yet Alison is another member of Palestine Live. Alison 

is highly revered in the group and was added as a member on the very first day: 

 

 

 

This is a thread that includes a comment from Weir. It occurs on a post Elleanne Green 

published on 9th March 2018. It is an image of Green in the States, with Haaretz's Gideon 

Levy and American Palestinian journalist, Ali Abunimah.265 

 

On the next page is the comment thread that was underneath the photo: 

                                                           
264 See https://jewishvoiceforpeace.org/jewish-voice-for-peace-statement-on-our-relationship-with-alison-
weir/ 
265 For Levy see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gideon_Levy for Abunimah see 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ali_Abunimah 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gideon_Levy
http://david-collier.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/aw3.jpg
http://david-collier.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/eg1-1.jpg
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http://david-collier.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/a0002.jpg
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We can see comments from those already mentioned, Greta Berlin, Alison Weir and Elleanne 

Green. The other three comments in the thread are from Rich Forer, Marlene Newesri and 

Anna Ruiz. 

Rich Forer is an 'activist and author' and apparently an American Jew. He featured in an 

award-winning documentary called ‘Jews Step Forward’.266 Marlene Newesri has been active 

for many years and also identifies as an American Jew.267 Which just leaves Anna Ruiz: 

 

I have no idea why Anna thinks Jewish folks want to 'cash in', nor why she believes we are 

'pathetically insecure'. Perhaps it is because she relies on rabidly antisemitic conspiracy 

websites for news. Such as ‘World Truth TV:268 

 

                                                           
266 See http://www.jewsstepforward.com/cast.html 
267 See https://jfpror.wordpress.com/2013/04/17/jews-for-palestinian-right-of-return-updated-list-295-
signers-419-allies/ 
268 See https://mediabiasfactcheck.com/world-truth-tv/ for article see https://worldtruth.tv/russia-issues-
international-arrest-warrant-for-rothschild-soros 

https://mediabiasfactcheck.com/world-truth-tv/
http://david-collier.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/ruiz3.jpg
http://david-collier.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/AR1.jpg
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Or perhaps because the Holocaust denying, white supremacist, neo-Nazi website 'Renegade 

Tribune' is also a source of news for Ruiz?269 

 

In a list of six people posting in a thread, four flirt with hard-core antisemitism, white 

supremacy, neo-Nazi material or Holocaust Denial. So how can it be that the other two in the 

thread are anti-Zionist Jews? As was shown with the research into UK anti-Zionist Jews, 

these people are either blind or simply do not seem to care. 

In the list of American Jews who participated in the documentary 'Jews Step Forward' are 

several Palestine Live members. Rae Abileah was *recently* made a member again (she was 

a member a few years ago, left and seems to have rejoined): 

 

Abileah is a former Director of Codepink (see part one of this report).270 Abileah's Facebook 

friends list includes people like Elleanne Green, the antisemitic Director of the Palestine 

Solidarity Campaign, Tapash Abu Shaim and Anna Elliott.271 

                                                           
269 See article http://www.renegadetribune.com/51-years-ago-the-us-covered-up-an-israeli-false-flag-attack-
that-killed-34-americans-wounded-173 for Wiki see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Renegade_Tribune 
270 See https://www.ngo-monitor.org/ngos/codepink/ 
271 For Tapash See https://order-order.com/people/tapash-abu-shaim/ and 
https://beta.companieshouse.gov.uk/company/05213508/officers 

http://www.renegadetribune.com/51-years-ago-the-us-covered-up-an-israeli-false-flag-attack-that-killed-34-americans-wounded-173
http://www.renegadetribune.com/51-years-ago-the-us-covered-up-an-israeli-false-flag-attack-that-killed-34-americans-wounded-173
https://order-order.com/people/tapash-abu-shaim/
http://david-collier.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/renegade.jpg
http://david-collier.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/rae1.jpg
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Here is Elliott sharing David Duke and Dailystormer:272 

 

And here she is sharing a link from 'The Mouse House':273 

 

The link above blames the Jews for everything, including Kristallnacht. These people are not 

just dormant friends - Abileah likes and comments on their pages. Nobody is suggesting she 

likes or shares these antisemitic posts - but what are Jewish people doing hugging those who 

share David Duke posts at all? 

Abileah may be a second time member to Palestine Live, but other participants of the 'Jews 

Step Forward' documentary are veterans. Alice Rothchild has been a member for years. 

 

                                                           
272 For David Duke article see http://davidduke.com/israeli-secret-service-named-international-phone-hacker 
For Dailystormer article see https://dailystormer.name/jews-cry-6-million-tears-after-british-parliament-
recognizes-palestinian-state/ for Wiki see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Daily_Stormer 
273 See the shared link at 
https://www.facebook.com/194923397266073/photos/a.454845377940539/773087606116313/?type=3&the
ater 

https://dailystormer.name/jews-cry-6-million-tears-after-british-parliament-recognizes-palestinian-state/
https://dailystormer.name/jews-cry-6-million-tears-after-british-parliament-recognizes-palestinian-state/
http://david-collier.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/dd1.jpg
http://david-collier.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/anna1.jpg
http://david-collier.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/ar11.jpg
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Rothchild also appears to be a dormant member.  The same cannot be said for Jeff Blankfort, 

who was added on the second day of the group's existence: 

 

Blankfort is a radio producer.274 Blankfort uses Nazi analogies himself: 

 

And seems to refer to the BBC as the ‘Zionist Broadcasting Co’:275 

 

And makes comments such as this: 

 

Blankfort has been highly active in Palestine Live. I wish to draw on a thread from the early 

days of the group's existence. A poster called Nahida Exiled had been banned, because she 

was considered obsessively antisemitic. These were crossroad days for the soul of the group, 

and it wouldn't be long before Elleanne Green came down on the side of the antisemites.  

 

                                                           
274 See https://www.sourcewatch.org/index.php/Jeffrey_Blankfort 
275 Blankforts comment linked to an Algemeiner article, the only video within was a BBC interview with Corbyn 
– see https://www.algemeiner.com/2018/09/23/corbyn-denounces-former-uk-chief-rabbi-as-poll-shows-
antisemitism-eroding-his-support/ 

http://david-collier.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/jb1-1.jpg
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A thread was opened questioning Nahida's expulsion. The Original poster (Marianne Torres), 

Elleanne Green and Pam Arnold had made comments.276 Then came this section 

 

                                                           
276 See video of Pam Arnold https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=skghB8dIbaI and some of her posts 
https://twitter.com/GnasherJew/status/993025796573839361  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=skghB8dIbaI
http://david-collier.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/dah2.jpg
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This is clearly a Nahida fan club and everyone is on board about how Palestinians should be 

allowed to be antisemitic. Worthwhile pointing out too that Blankfort's 'most Jews are not 

Semites’ comment is the type of ignorant rhetoric we hear from hard-core haters. From those 

commenting in the thread we have already been introduced to Greta Berlin, Blankfort and 

Newesri. Three others appear here - Andy Hopkins, Harry Clark and Derek Andrew Hands: 

Andy Hopkins: 

 

We again can see this link with white supremacist, racist material.277 

These next posts came from Derek Andrew Hands:278  

 

 

                                                           
277 The link to the Holocaust Deprogramming course – see https://holocaustdeprogrammingcourse.com/ For 
David Duke see https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sc6qJ0TRp0M 
278 Both posts concern Israeli false flags, with the second explicitly linking Israel to Charlie Hebdo. The 
‘uglytruth’ article can be seen here https://theuglytruth.wordpress.com/2015/12/28/israels-next-false-flag/ 

https://holocaustdeprogrammingcourse.com/
http://david-collier.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/dah4.jpg
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Harry Clark rounds this section off:279 

 

The next Clark example came underneath a post about Holocaust denial. Notice there is no 

outrage at the antisemitism, merely exasperation at the false logic and waste of resources. 

 

Harry Clark left Palestine Live, not over the antisemitism in the group, but over Nahida’s 

expulsion. Nahida was kicked out for a string of twisted, hard-core antisemitic comments in 

tandem with what even Green described as ‘racist and hate filled private messages’. 

 

Look at Blankfort's contribution in the thread again. It was to dismiss and excuse the 

allegations of antisemitism. All whilst surrounded by those like Elleanne Green, Pam Arnold, 

Greta Berlin and Andy Hopkins. 

Perhaps it is time to mention again that that Cynthia McKinney is also an active member of 

the Group: 

 

                                                           
279 This is the Fox news video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wlH53_8ieE0 The link to the book is here 
http://www.antiwar.com/blog/2003/11/17/justin-raimondos-the-terror-enigma-now-available 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wlH53_8ieE0
http://david-collier.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/hc1.jpg
http://david-collier.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/hc2.jpg
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McKinney is described as a conspiracy theorist.280 

 

                                                           
280 https://rationalwiki.org/wiki/Cynthia_McKinney 
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This is an image Cynthia shared on her own FB page in March 2017:281 

 

And like most in Palestine Live, McKinney seems to like to blame the Zionists for 

everything:282 

 

                                                           
281 The article comes from https://www.globalresearch.ca/the-federal-reserve-cartel-the-eight-
families/25080? A reverse image search first places the image on https://rense.com/general95/ameld.htm in 
2014. Dees is an antisemitic illustrator https://rationalwiki.org/wiki/David_Dees 
282 Link to original tweet https://twitter.com/cynthiamckinney/status/757062738929528832 The Tweet linked 
to a YouTube video that like so many junk conspiracy videos, no longer exists. The video was based on the 
article from ‘veteranstoday’ – see https://www.veteranstoday.com/2016/07/22/nice-munich/ The website has 
a fetish for conspiracies involving Israel https://mediabiasfactcheck.com/veterans-today/ 

https://www.globalresearch.ca/the-federal-reserve-cartel-the-eight-families/25080
https://www.globalresearch.ca/the-federal-reserve-cartel-the-eight-families/25080
https://rense.com/general95/ameld.htm%20in%202014
https://rense.com/general95/ameld.htm%20in%202014
https://www.veteranstoday.com/2016/07/22/nice-munich/
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Mark Braverman was also in Jews Step Forward. Braverman is Jewish, he is also a leader 

of Kairos USA.283 Mark joined Palestine Live in 2014. 

This is his first post in the group, in a thread in which Elleanne announced his arrival: 

 

Elleanne we have met. The two other people in this image are Jumah Abdel All and Tony 

Gratrex:284 

 

                                                           
283 See https://kairosusa.org/ 
284 The Holocaust Denial post was probably the most popular post the Renegade Tribunal ever published. See 
http://www.renegadetribune.com/international-red-cross-report-confirms-holocaust-six-million-jews-hoax/ 
For the Rothschild Conspiracy post see http://humansarefree.com/2013/11/complete-list-of-banks-
ownedcontrolled.html? 

http://www.renegadetribune.com/international-red-cross-report-confirms-holocaust-six-million-jews-hoax/
http://david-collier.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/mb2.jpg
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Tony Gratrex is known to all those who regularly follow antisemitism in the UK. A hard-core 

antisemitism conspiracy theorist.285 He was for several years admin of the Facebook Group 

Palestine Live. He has made 100s of unacceptable posts:286 

 

Gilad Atzmon and Paul Eisen? Gratrex has linked to every crackpot racist website on the 

planet. Whether he is aware of it or not, Mark Braverman is commenting on 'how good it is to 

be connected' to a bunch of antisemites, but the real damage is in posts such as this: 

 

An article about how BDS is not antisemitic, written by Braverman. Given he in inside 

Palestine Live commenting on how good it is to connect with people, how is Braverman 

qualified to even discuss what antisemitism is and what it is not? And yet here he is 

supplying antisemites with the weapons they need to attack Israel. 

                                                           
285 See https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-4253926/Jeremy-Corbyn-NEW-anti-Semitism-row.html 
286 See Atzmon article https://www.gilad.co.uk/writings/2016/5/1/the-protocols-of-the-elders-of-labour-1 
Eisen’s blog is private. For more on Atzmon see - https://www.haaretz.com/opinion/why-are-leftists-
promoting-an-anti-semitic-holocaust-denier-1.5461152 for more on Eisen see https://mystical-
politics.blogspot.com/p/paul-eisen-stephen-sizer.html 

https://www.gilad.co.uk/writings/2016/5/1/the-protocols-of-the-elders-of-labour-1
https://www.haaretz.com/opinion/why-are-leftists-promoting-an-anti-semitic-holocaust-denier-1.5461152
https://www.haaretz.com/opinion/why-are-leftists-promoting-an-anti-semitic-holocaust-denier-1.5461152
http://david-collier.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/olig3.jpg
http://david-collier.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/tg1.jpg
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Unlike many of the other members, Braverman was not added to the group by Elleanne 

Green. Braverman was added by someone named Catherine Strout.   

 

Strout was already a FB friend, at the time, in May 2014, Green was not: 

 

It seems as if Strout was already a friend. This are some of Strout’s shares: 

 

Above we have a share from ‘Infowars’.287 Horseshoe theory doesn’t cover it. If they ever 

held any accuracy is debatable, but today ‘left’ ‘right’ designations are archaic, dangerous 

and need to be removed from our daily conversation. How many times do we have to see 

these activists share sites such as ‘renegadetribune’, ‘whiteresister’, ‘stormfront’ or ‘rense’ to 

learn this lesson?288  

                                                           
287 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/InfoWars for article see https://www.infowars.com/un-finds-credible-ties-
between-isis-and-israeli-defense-forces/ 
288 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Horseshoe_theory 
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This is another Strout share: 

 

GMMUK is written by Michael Aydinian, who seems to be British.289 This is how the article 

looks:290 

 

The conspiracy is based on the findings of ‘rense.com’. At every turn, neo-Nazi ideology is 

starting us in the face.291 

Mark Braverman joined a group full of people who share dark Nazi-style websites and 

antisemitic conspiracy theory. What did he do there? He legitimizes them by providing an 

‘asajew’ defence to help them attack Israel. 

                                                           
289 http://gmmuk.com/ 
290 http://gmmuk.com/the-history-of-the-house-of-rothschild/? 
291 https://rationalwiki.org/wiki/Jeff_Rense 
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Amnesty International inside Palestine Live 

Alli McCracken from Codepink met Raed Jarrar from Amnesty international at an event. Alli 

became McCracken-Jarrar and they now both work for Amnesty International.292 Raed 

Jarrar is Amnesty International USA’s Middle East and North Africa Advocacy Director.293 Alli 

describes herself as Amnesty’s ‘North America Campaigner’. 

McCracken-Jarrar was a member of Palestine Live at the time I published the report in 

March 2018, whilst already wearing her ‘Amnesty’ hat: She left the group soon afterwards. 

 

Alex Neve, Secretary General of Amnesty Canada, was a member at the time and left the 

group in 2018.   

 

This post was proudly shared by Alli Jarrar inside Palestine Live: 

 

What is interesting about this Codepink action is that Ariel Gold is standing alongside Farrah 

Shields: 

                                                           
292 https://www.nytimes.com/2018/04/28/fashion/weddings/love-not-war-resonates-for-two-activists.html 
293 https://www.amnesty.org.uk/press-releases/israel-denies-entry-amnesty-staff-member 
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Who is standing with Ariel Gold helping her to boycott the Jewish state? This is Farrah 

Shields sharing Icke’s Rothschild Zionism:294 

 

And here she is posting conspiracy about the Mossad, Lockerbie and the horrific London 7/7 

bombings:295  

 

The website, ‘uprootedpalestinians’ is an antisemitic website, which posts anti-Jewish hate, 

including Holocaust denial.296 This is Shields sharing a white-separatist, neo-Nazi website:297 

 

                                                           
294 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HTwaIy5E7OU 
295 https://uprootedpalestinians.wordpress.com/2014/08/26/a-slip-of-the-tongue-by-a-former-mossad-agent-
about-the-london-bombings/ 
296 See https://uprootedpalestinians.wordpress.com/2017/05/18/propaganda-war-on-syria-continues-
saidnaya-crematorium-lies-are-as-fraudulent-as-the-holocaust-story-itself/ for example of Holocaust denial. 
And with reference to the discussion on ‘Nahida Exiled’ on the Jeff Blankfort thread – this is an article of hers 
on the site about the Talmud and Pedophilia 
https://uprootedpalestinians.wordpress.com/2015/01/09/talmud-where-paedophilia-is-the-law/ 
297 The article is here http://www.renegadetribune.com/facebook-israel-officially-announce-collaboration-
censor-social-media-content/ 

https://uprootedpalestinians.wordpress.com/2017/05/18/propaganda-war-on-syria-continues-saidnaya-crematorium-lies-are-as-fraudulent-as-the-holocaust-story-itself/
https://uprootedpalestinians.wordpress.com/2017/05/18/propaganda-war-on-syria-continues-saidnaya-crematorium-lies-are-as-fraudulent-as-the-holocaust-story-itself/
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These blind, foolish and naïve Jewish anti-Zionists are never more than half-a-banner away 

from hard-core antisemitism at every action they take. Jarrar made several posts inside 

Palestine Live. Ever wondered where the Airbnb campaign gathered momentum? In sewers 

like Palestine Live: 

 

This isn’t an afterthought. The Airbnb post was shared onto Codepink’s timeline at 17:43 on 

20th January 2016.298 Jarrar shared it onto her own timeline at 17:45.299 The post was shared 

into Palestine Live at 17:48: 

 

This element of anti-Israel activism is never fully understood. When projects need 
momentum, when petitions need signatures, when any action needs support – groups like 
Palestine Live are used as launch pads. Trust the rabid antisemites to put a few hundred 
signatures onto a letter. Once that faux air of legitimacy has been provided, the more 
neutral activists, convinced the activity looks well supported, add their names. Jewish anti-
Zionists get nowhere without the antisemites. 

As Alli McCracken, Jarrar posted in Palestine Live for a period of three years. Every time she 
posted, those that responded share antisemitic material. This doesn’t mean Jarrar shared it 
herself, but if these people really cared about anti-Jewish racism, then how can they exist in 
such a group, for such a long time? 

                                                           
298 https://www.facebook.com/codepinkalert/photos/a.192092444694/10153878135279695 
299 https://www.facebook.com/allimccrack/posts/10205470892506869 
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More to the point, if Amnesty is ‘impartial’, why is it recruiting hard-core anti-Israel 
activists?300 Whilst there is no evidence that Jarrar or Neve ever posted as Amnesty 
employees, this cannot be said for Edith Garwood:301 Garwood has been the ‘Country 
Specialist’ for Amnesty for over 30 years. She also manages an Amnesty Facebook Page.302

 

Garwood was invited into Palestine Live on 7 January 2014, as news broke that the Rolling 
Stones were planning to play that summer in Israel: 

 

Within a few days she was active in the group: 

 

Much of Amnesty’s core Statute, references the notion of impartiality.303  

 

                                                           
300 https://www.ngo-monitor.org/amnesty-usas-newest-anti-israel-hires/ 
301 https://www.linkedin.com/in/edith-garwood-9a187b2b 
302 https://www.facebook.com/AmnestyUSAMENA/ 
303 See https://www.amnesty.org/download/Documents/POL2072982017ENGLISH.PDF and 
https://www.amnesty.org.uk/frequently-asked-questions 

https://www.amnesty.org/download/Documents/POL2072982017ENGLISH.PDF
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It claims impartiality, yet here are several employees who are all clearly anti-Israel activists 
engaged with a deeply antisemitic Facebook group. How is it that Edith Garwood, a ‘Country 
Specialist’ is inside a group like this? For how long? Five years and counting: 

 

Like everyone else in Palestine Live, Edith hangs out with those who share vile racist 
material: 

 

Samuel Short is another member of Palestine Live who shares material from openly neo-
Nazi websites:304 

 

                                                           
304 See http://www.renegadetribune.com/talmudic-jews-non-jews-are-beasts-to-serve-us-as-slaves/ and 
http://www.renegadetribune.com/this-is-what-treason-looks-like for information about the website see 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Renegade_Tribune 

http://www.renegadetribune.com/talmudic-jews-non-jews-are-beasts-to-serve-us-as-slaves/
http://www.renegadetribune.com/this-is-what-treason-looks-like
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An example thread with Edith Garwood activity: 

 

Here is a thread, in which the ‘impartial’ Edith Garwood responds to a post by Alexander J 

Ajay. Contributing to the thread are Ajay, Barbara Corr, Scott Rickard and Anna Ruiz. 

Garwood complaining that the US shares too much information with Israel, which it 

considers as ‘one of our greatest spy threats’. Let us see with whom Amnesty International 

is spending its time?   
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Alexander Ajay:305 

 

 

Barbara Corr is the least problematic of those in the thread. This is an assumption because 

much of Corr’s activity is behind privacy settings. Even so, some of her visible comments toy 

with 9/11, Israel conspiracy with ISIS, Israel buying off European capitals and the ‘Greater 

Israel’ myth: 

 

                                                           
305 Both Rense.com and David Irving’s website (FPP) are shared by Ajay. The FPP article is here 
http://www.fpp.co.uk/online/03/11/Oligarchs071103.html the JFK conspiracy, rense article is here 
https://rense.com/general42/enemies.htm? For rense see https://rationalwiki.org/wiki/Jeff_Rense for 
Holocaust Denier Irving see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/David_Irving#Movement_towards_Holocaust_denial 

http://www.fpp.co.uk/online/03/11/Oligarchs071103.html
https://rense.com/general42/enemies.htm
https://rationalwiki.org/wiki/Jeff_Rense
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Next in the thread was Scott Rickard:306 

 

The last name in the thread was Anna Ruiz:307 

 

What we see here is Amnesty USA’s ‘Country Specialist’ on Israel, spending her time 

attacking the Jewish state, inside a secret Facebook group, alongside people who share the 

Daily Stormer, Renegade Tribune, Rense and other vile antisemitic websites and ideologies.   

                                                           
306 A persistent trend, sharing websites such as Rense.com. More on rense here 
https://www.splcenter.org/hatewatch/2015/04/26/jeff-rense-his-own-words the article is here 
https://rense.com/general96/saving.html? The YouTube video is to the vile antisemitic speech by Benjamin 
Freedman, another favourite of this crowd. See https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ry37mKMh04U 
307 The article on Jewish (and Zionist) influence at the BBC is from the Daily Stormer. The article is here 
https://www.dailystormer.com/jewish-and-zionist-influence-at-the-bbc/ The Daily Stormer is a white 
supremacist, neo-Nazi website. See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Daily_Stormer 

https://www.splcenter.org/hatewatch/2015/04/26/jeff-rense-his-own-words
https://rense.com/general96/saving.html
https://www.dailystormer.com/jewish-and-zionist-influence-at-the-bbc/
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Of course, whilst Garwood shares space with those who share neo-Nazi material, Garwood 

also pushes the JVL line, denying that antisemitism is a serious problem. 

 

Here is another comment, this time under a post of Lara Dale: 

 

 

Some of Lara Dale’s posts were presented earlier, in the section on JVP. Here is another 

one:308 

 

                                                           
308 The article is from David Icke, the website is Rense.com. A highly toxic combination. 
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Another Garwood comment, this time under an article posted by Marguerite Elia: 

 

 

Some other posts by Marguerite Elia:309 

 

 

                                                           
309 The Benjamin Freedman video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HhFRGDyX48c&feature=share The 
9/11 video is no longer available, but the webpage is still accessible 
https://www.liveleak.com/view?i=6bd_1319669582 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HhFRGDyX48c&feature=share
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There is little point in dragging this out.310 Garwood commented under a post by Palestine 

Live member, Jim Hyder.  

 

These are some examples of the type of conspiracy theories Jim Hyder shares:311 

 

Three logical alternative conclusions. 

• Either Garwood is statistically unfortunate, and it is a complete coincidence that so 

many people she posts alongside, share neo-Nazi material. 

• Or Garwood is aware these people share this type of ideology 

• Or Garwood (along with those like JVP) are completely wrong and the concentration 

levels of antisemitism within anti-Israel activism is extraordinarily high.  

Whatever the case, Amnesty International needs to look long and hard at all the material 

this particular ‘specialist’ has provided. Amnesty should also explain why they employ anti-

Israel activists and how they can possibly claim to be impartial. 

                                                           
310 Screenshots of all these posts have been taken and can be provided if necessary. 
311 There is no suggestion Garwood commented under one of these posts. Israel did 9/11 post see 
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10152694064701162 Israel could be behind Paris Nov 2015 
attacks see https://windowintopalestine.blogspot.com/2015/11/stephen-lendman-asks-legitimate.html? 
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ICHAD, ISRAELI COMMITTEE AGAINST HOUSE DEMOLITIONS 

 

ICHAD, the Israeli Committee against House Demolitions is an NGO that was founded in 

1997. The Israeli part of the operation was closed in 2015 to comply with a court order. 

Today it has branches in Europe and the US.312  

Jeff Halper is co-founder and former director of ICAHD. He has been hosted by Liberal 

Judaism in the UK.313 He is a member of Palestine Live: 

 

In August of 2018, ICAHD released a statement that spoke of ‘the fallacy of conflating 

criticism of Israel with antisemitism’, suggesting this is all about ‘silencing the Palestinian 

voice’. There’s no antisemitism then? Here is Halper responding to a Brian Curdy post: 

 

                                                           
312 https://www.ngo-monitor.org/ngos/israel_committee_against_house_demolitions_icahd_/ 
313 https://www.thejc.com/news/uk-news/liberal-judaism-criticised-for-boycotter-talk-1.14760 
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Here are some other examples of Brian Curdy posts: 

 

The above article comes from globalresearch.ca, an antisemitic conspiracy website that 

seems to believe that if something bad happens in the world, the Jews did it.314  

 

The video above promotes Rothschild conspiracy315 

 

Both the sites above are conspiracy websites.316 4th media seems to operate out of China. 

                                                           
314 https://rationalwiki.org/wiki/Globalresearch 
315 The video link has been removed, but this is the same video uploaded elsewhere 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HKv3kdTU_UA 
316 The true news website is no longer active, the article is available in the archive 
https://web.archive.org/web/20160421191023/http://thetruenews.info/2015/02/20/isis-a-cia-and-mossad-
creation/ The 4th media article http://www.4thmedia.org/2014/07/was-mh17-sabotaged-by-an-israeli-
security-team-at-amsterdam-schiphol-airport/ 

https://web.archive.org/web/20160421191023/http:/thetruenews.info/2015/02/20/isis-a-cia-and-mossad-creation/
https://web.archive.org/web/20160421191023/http:/thetruenews.info/2015/02/20/isis-a-cia-and-mossad-creation/
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Here is Jeff responding to another ‘pro-Palestinian’ activist: 

 

Here is Eric Paul Hus sharing a post from Rense.com:317 

 

The next one is an exercise in ignorance, antisemitism and irony: 

 

In an attack on Jewish remembrance of the Holocaust (and German reparations) Hus 

references Stalin’s Cheka. The antisemitism is clear. Just because some Jewish people may 

have been part of the Soviet Secret Police is not a ‘Jewish crime’ for which all Jews are 

responsible.318 The true irony here is that these Jews would have been anti-Zionists and 

their direct ideological descendants are more akin to the Marxist Jews of the far-left, than 

anything to do with Israel.319    

                                                           
317 See https://rense.com/general77/norm.htm 
318 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Genrikh_Yagoda 
319 For antisemitic activity of Jewish anti-Zionists, see http://david-collier.com/jewish-voice-labour-yevsektsiya/ 
for link to Ynet article see https://www.ynetnews.com/articles/0,7340,L-
3342999,00.html?fb_action_ids=1609543432629898 

http://david-collier.com/jewish-voice-labour-yevsektsiya/
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Jeff’s spouse Shoshana Halper has been more active in the group: 

 

 

There is no need to repost Elleanne to highlight antisemitism. The other visible contributor 

in the thread is Jimmy Blansett: 

 

This post plays on the ISIS = Israel conspiracy. The website Zerohedge.com was shown to be 

an East European conspiracy website. Its content has been classified as ‘alt-right’ and it 
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pushes a ‘Vladimir Putin=greatest leader in the history of statecraft’ message.320 The next 

Blansett post is straightforward 9/11 conspiracy:321 

 

And another Israel = ISIS post: 

 

The next example is interesting. Green shared this video:322 

 

 

The video discusses an extremist group of Muslims and focuses on two converts, both of 

whom were born Jewish. This type of video is popular amongst conspiracy theorists. 

                                                           
320 See https://mediabiasfactcheck.com/zero-hedge/ for article see https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2017-
10-13/israeli-tv-shows-footage-isis-training-camp-israels-border 
321 See video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FILBXO9Uujk 
322 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KpPC7TWBGO4 

https://mediabiasfactcheck.com/zero-hedge/
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However, the video presents blatant hard-core antisemitism. Not only does it claim Israel is 

behind 9/11, but plays this quote from Bobby Fischer: 

‘Jews are antisocial, destructive, intolerant, mean-spirited, deceitful etcetera.’  

As is normally the case in Palestine Live when blatant antisemitism is presented, many 

people (sixteen in this case) commented – but not one referenced the antisemitism. That 

includes two Jewish posters: 

 

 

Several of those in the thread have been shown to share hard-core antisemitism material. 

Four share Holocaust denial. Two Jewish people are present. One just points out the content 

of the article as a matter of fact, the other joins in with the conspiracy. Larry Saltzman. 

 

  

He claims to be Jewish and American but appears unaligned. The ‘blindness’ of these people 

is beyond understanding. He responded to this post about ‘Zionist control’ without blinking: 
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Perhaps it is unsurprising that someone who passes over that and Bobbi Fischer’s 

antisemitism without comment, doesn’t seem to see it anywhere. 

 

Here is Shoshanna with Elleanne Green and Anna Ruiz: 

 

A reminder: 
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Jennifer Loewenstein is a member of the USA board of the Israeli Committee Against House 

Demolitions and founder of the Madison-Rafah Sister City Project.323 She was also another 

of those who joined the group the day it was created: 

 

Lowenstein was instrumental in the attempt to ‘twin’ Rafah in Gaza, with Madison, 

Wisconsin.324 During the Democrats’ nomination process before the last American election, 

a post with a picture of Hilary Clinton standing next to Netanyahu was shared with Palestine 

Live: 

 

Here is the comment thread: 

 

                                                           
323 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jennifer_Loewenstein 
324 http://www.jcpa.org/phas/phas-fishman-f04.htm 
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In the thread we can see comments by Farley, Lumby and Cheyne. Loewenstein follows with 

agreement. You cannot escape antisemitism inside Palestine Live: 

Farley posts everything from Israel as ISIS, Mossad 9/11 and Rothschild Conspiracy:325 

 

Lumby likes his Rothschild Conspiracy:326 

 

Cheyne prefers to discuss power, ‘Jewish greed’ and the Jewish Lobby in his own words: 

 

                                                           
325 See https://politicalvelcraft.org/2015/05/23/iraq-must-stay-divided-isolated-from-its-regional-
environment-israeli-minister-of-internal-security-shin-bet-aka-isis/ and https://www.globalresearch.ca/isis-
leader-abu-bakr-al-baghdadi-trained-by-israeli-mossad-nsa-documents-reveal/5391593, the Mossad / Paris 
YouTube video is no longer available 
326 See https://politicalvelcraft.org/2013/08/28/hungary-kills-the-rothschild-imf-banks-ordered-to-vacate-
country/ and http://politicalandsciencerhymes.blogspot.com/2013/09/wtc911israel-gives-lord-jacob.html? 

https://politicalvelcraft.org/2015/05/23/iraq-must-stay-divided-isolated-from-its-regional-environment-israeli-minister-of-internal-security-shin-bet-aka-isis/
https://politicalvelcraft.org/2015/05/23/iraq-must-stay-divided-isolated-from-its-regional-environment-israeli-minister-of-internal-security-shin-bet-aka-isis/
https://www.globalresearch.ca/isis-leader-abu-bakr-al-baghdadi-trained-by-israeli-mossad-nsa-documents-reveal/5391593
https://www.globalresearch.ca/isis-leader-abu-bakr-al-baghdadi-trained-by-israeli-mossad-nsa-documents-reveal/5391593
https://politicalvelcraft.org/2013/08/28/hungary-kills-the-rothschild-imf-banks-ordered-to-vacate-country/
https://politicalvelcraft.org/2013/08/28/hungary-kills-the-rothschild-imf-banks-ordered-to-vacate-country/
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Loewenstein responds to both Elleanne Green and Tony Gratrex. Here is Loewenstein on a 

Gratrex thread. The article was a share from ‘mycatbirdseat.com’:327   

 

Here is Tony pushing antisemitism and Holocaust denial from the same website:328 

 

This is an example of a Gratrex share, posting an article from ‘Veteranstoday’:329 

 

                                                           
327 See archived page at  
https://web.archive.org/web/20140625044226/http://mycatbirdseat.com/2014/06/ramallah-raid-on-rts-
office-why-the-idf-story-doesnt-add-up/ scroll down to the right to see a list of contributors, it highlights just 
how rancid the website was.. 
328 See archive https://web.archive.org/web/20140409120716/http://mycatbirdseat.com/2014/04/a-century-
of-deceit-iraq-the-world-wars-holocaust-and-zionist-militarism/ 
329 See article at https://www.veteranstodayarchives.com/2011/08/21/how-did-americans-get-so-utterly-
clueless-about-world-events-hint-it-was-no-accident/ worth looking at the website search results for 
Holocaust https://www.veteranstodayarchives.com/?s=holocaust 

https://web.archive.org/web/20140625044226/http:/mycatbirdseat.com/2014/06/ramallah-raid-on-rts-office-why-the-idf-story-doesnt-add-up/
https://web.archive.org/web/20140625044226/http:/mycatbirdseat.com/2014/06/ramallah-raid-on-rts-office-why-the-idf-story-doesnt-add-up/
https://www.veteranstodayarchives.com/2011/08/21/how-did-americans-get-so-utterly-clueless-about-world-events-hint-it-was-no-accident/
https://www.veteranstodayarchives.com/2011/08/21/how-did-americans-get-so-utterly-clueless-about-world-events-hint-it-was-no-accident/
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IFNOTNOW 

Ifnotnow claims to be a group of ‘young’ Jews angered by ‘hawkish American Jewish 

organisations’ and who want to ‘end the occupation’.330 In theory these Jews are Zionists, 

however the ‘about us’ page indicates they accept non-Zionists and anti-Zionists into the 

mix.331 Like similar groups in the UK, this has resulted in some truly sickening episodes, such 

as saying Kaddish for Hamas terrorists who died whilst they were trying to hurt or kill 

Israelis. 332 

I do not have the names of ‘ifnotnow’ activists to work with, although it is unlikely many of 

the key people would be in Palestine Live.  

Opposition to Israeli policies is legitimate, but Zionism acts as a protective layer around 

the Jews inside Israel. Once you remove it as a central requirement, by not caring if 

members support BDS or Israel’s core right to exist, you will inevitably dance with the 

devil. 

I came across this group because of the research into the AIPAC demonstrations of 2017.333 

‘ifnotnow’ were there and they uploaded a video. The video they present has only a few 

people interviewed. Most did not give their full name. This is one of the very few that did: 

 

The image is of Tzvia Thier. She is a member of Palestine Live: 

 

                                                           
330 http://ifnotnowmovement.org/about-us/ and http://ifnotnowmovement.org/about-us/our-principles/ 
331 Editors note: It never ceases to amaze me how young relatively affluent students in the west can suggest to 
those living 1000s of miles away that all they need to do is ‘end the occupation’. How exactly? It is naïve 
beyond measure and ‘entitled’ beyond description. 
332 For an example of ifnotnow Kaddish see 
https://www.facebook.com/IfNotNowOrg/videos/1741193885967572/ for similar event in UK see 
http://david-collier.com/yachad-kaddish-terrorists/ 
333 The video is here https://www.facebook.com/IfNotNowOrg/videos/1319229271497371/. The timestamp 
for Tzvia is 1:31:30 

http://ifnotnowmovement.org/about-us/
https://www.facebook.com/IfNotNowOrg/videos/1741193885967572/
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Tzvia is an anti-Zionist Jew. She seems to have ‘turned’ after the tragedy of losing her 

brother in Lebanon in 1983.334 This is an exchange that took place inside Palestine Live, 

when Tzvia’s Mondoweiss article was shared: 

 

Chaz Labrock asks a question, Elleanne Green tags Tzvia, and the Jewish anti-Zionist 

‘dutifully’ appears to answer. Meet Chaz Labrock:335

 

                                                           
334 https://mondoweiss.net/2014/11/israel-thiers-story/ 
335 Neo-Nazi websites, clear-hard core antisemitism and Holocaust denial. See 
https://politicalvelcraft.org/2013/11/26/911-world-momentum-italy-supreme-court-submits-zionist-911-
crimes-against-humanity-to-international-criminal-tribunal/ and https://rense.com/general76/france.htm? 
And https://rense.com//general96/starofevil.html and 
http://www.israelshamir.net/Contributors/Contributor24.htm 

https://politicalvelcraft.org/2013/11/26/911-world-momentum-italy-supreme-court-submits-zionist-911-crimes-against-humanity-to-international-criminal-tribunal/
https://politicalvelcraft.org/2013/11/26/911-world-momentum-italy-supreme-court-submits-zionist-911-crimes-against-humanity-to-international-criminal-tribunal/
https://rense.com/general76/france.htm
https://rense.com/general96/starofevil.html
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As we have already seen, Elleanne Green has also shared neo-Nazi and Holocaust denial 

websites. We keep seeing this image, an anti-Zionist Jew helping people who have shared 

white supremacist, neo-Nazi material to attack Israel. What’s worse, is that both Chaz and 

Elleanne can now say - ‘some of our best friends are Jews’.  

I did not choose to put Tzvia in the video, the video editors at ‘ifnotnow’ did. They too are 

blissfully unaware of the level of hate against Israel driven by hard-core antisemites. When 

they take actions, whether they know it or not, these are the people they align with. 

This is another image from a video which ‘ifnotnow’ uploaded of the anti-AIPAC 

demonstration:336  

 

A screenshot was also shared here: 

 

There are immediate issues with this that will be covered on the next page. 

                                                           
336 Video timestamp 13 seconds https://www.facebook.com/IfNotNowOrg/videos/1319692804784351/ 
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The video does not seem to show ‘Jewish resistance’ but rather a few Jewish youths, putting 

on a show for others. If they are there, the students are barely visible. The front row places 

are taken by activists such as Mary Ellen, Ty Ebright and Gracie Falestina.337 The Gracie 

Falestina who ‘loves’ Brother Nathanael and promotes his YouTube channel. This is who 

they stand alongside? 

 

                                                           
337 In the second image, Ty Ebright is clearly implying that we can see them in the image and that Gracie shot 
the video – therefore these people were all at the front. This is confirmed by the Falestina footage which will 
be referenced shortly. 
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It is worthwhile viewing the Gracie Falestina footage.338 It shows the twisted relationship 

between these different groups of people. Two naïve Jewish students lead a chant, in which 

those standing in the front row, sharers of rabid antisemitic material, are driven into ecstasy 

by their performing Jewish ‘monkeys’. The Jewish students clearly revel in the ‘adoration’. It 

would be a curiosity, if there were not a truly sinister element to it. 

Ty Ebright was in the front row. A reminder of the vile antisemitic content Ty shares: 

 

This is what someone responded to him when he posted it: 

 

For whatever reason, Ebright felt no need to comment. Ebright has also shared 

Rense.com:339 

 

                                                           
338 https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=410518682639783&id=100010449636855 see 
especially from timestamp 3:10 
339 The Rense article is here https://rense.com/general36/colb.htm A reminder about the neo-Nazi tendency of 
the website https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jeff_Rense  and https://rationalwiki.org/wiki/Jeff_Rense 

https://rense.com/general36/colb.htm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jeff_Rense
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Here is Ty with ‘ifnotnow’. He knows their names and they probably think they are all on the 

same side. 

 

 

Mary Ellen Bennett was also in the front row. Another reminder of the neo-Nazi websites 

she shares: 

 

The section on the anti-AIPAC demonstration clearly highlighted how dozens of those in this 

crowd share white supremacist and neo-Nazi material, more still engage in other classic 

antisemitic messaging.  There is no need to list all their names again. These are the people, 

intended or not, for whom ‘ifnotnow’ perform and legitimise.  
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They even performed for Elleanne Green: 

 

There is one more example to show. 

 

Front row seats again for the Palestine Live members. The ‘ifnotnow’ activist, who seems to 

be the same one as was shown in the first video, is now performing for people like Carmen 

Lopez-Martin. A reminder of antisemitic shares from Carmen Lopez-Martin:340 

 

                                                           
340 See https://www.facebook.com/Visiondepalestina/photos/a.420625724742358/502408486564081/ 
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The reason for highlighting this example was an exchange that took place underneath: 

 

Pam Arnold is a rabid antisemite and well known in UK activism.341  

 

Arnold’s clearly offensive comment is met by a ‘calm down – these good Jews work with us’ 

response by Lopez-Martin. These young naïve Jews are holding hands with this type of anti-

Jewish hate, as they all work together to weaken Israel. If groups like ‘ifnotnow’ cannot see 

the antisemitism standing alongside them, there can be little expectation they can 

understand that it exists in Gaza or Ramallah. 

The situation is absurd. These Jews believe Israel is paranoid and peace is achievable. Then 

they stand in Washington leading a sing-along with those who share neo-Nazi material. And 

they think Israel is the problem? 

                                                           
341 See https://www.israellycool.com/2015/09/10/antisemite-of-the-day-pamela-hardyment/ 
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TIKKUN OLAM 

Richard Silverstein runs the ‘Tikun Olam’ blog.342 He has been an activist for many years and 

the blog has its own Wiki page.343 

Silverstein’s Facebook friends list presents a partial ‘who’s who’ of antisemites in anti-Israel 

activism. *There are dozens who have shared white supremacist, neo-Nazi material and 

Holocaust denial.*. Several names are instantly recognisable although it is beyond the 

scope of this research to highlight each of them. Just a few examples 

Lloyd Kennedy:344 

 

Eric Paul Huus:345 

 

                                                           
342 https://www.richardsilverstein.com 
343 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tikun_Olam_(blog) 
344 Kennedy shares the white supremacist website Renegadetribune along with Greater Israel and 9/11 
conspiracy see http://renegadetribune.com/the-banned-fox-news-report-from-2001-connecting-israel-to-911 
and http://www.inspiretochangeworld.com/2015/09/isis-is-working-on-mossadcia-plan-to-create-greater-
israel 
345 Both examples are connected to Jeff Rense. See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jeff_Rense for articles see 
https://rense.com/general77/norm.htm for video - original channel deleted but still available – see  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=thyKkEZyejM 

http://renegadetribune.com/the-banned-fox-news-report-from-2001-connecting-israel-to-911
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jeff_Rense
https://rense.com/general77/norm.htm
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Anna Elliott:346 

 

Abdul Hakim:347 

 

Neville Thomas:348 

 

These are just a few examples. I have not included others such as Elleanne Green. Silverstein 

is also friends with Tony Gratrex and numerous other accounts who have ‘9/11 truth’ as a 

profile picture. I also only presented white-supremacist, neo-Nazi examples and not any of 

the other hard-core antisemitic websites. It would be possible to fill this entire report with 

examples. 

                                                           
346 Whiteresister. See article at (website name has changed but white supremacist element has not) 
https://dailyarchives.org/index.php/archive/1758-king-edward-viii-wanted-to-ally-with-hitler-and-blamed-
jews-and-reds-for-wwii? 
347 Renegade Tribune’s ‘old faithful’ – see http://www.renegadetribune.com/international-red-cross-report-
confirms-holocaust-six-million-jews-hoax/ 
348 Jeff Rense Link https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NZ_mikSsrQM the second video is no longer available  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NZ_mikSsrQM
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Nobody is responsible for the activity of their friends, but Richard Silverstein is a vocal 

activist when it comes to a denial of antisemitism. He downplays it, yet he is surrounded by 

it. Silverstein has been an active member of Palestine Live for years: 

 

Silverstein often talks down antisemitism: 

 

 

 

It would be an interesting exercise to see if Silverstein can recognise antisemitism at all. We 

can start and end here: 

 

That post, suggesting Elleanne is ‘fighting the good fight’ was made five months after a 

report highlighted Elleanne Green has shared hundreds of antisemitic comments and 

articles, included several from neo-Nazi and white supremacist websites. What has 

Silverstein got to say to her? That it is all a witch hunt. 
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An example thread from Palestine Live: 

 

The direct participants in the thread are Elleanne Green, Arnie Hindhaugh, Clea McIlraith, 

Erika Reif and Richard Silverstein. One person’s name was redacted. As a point of fact, the 

person behind the redacted account was reported to the British Labour Party for 

antisemitism. However, the activity did not meet the threshold for this report (many 

examples of antisemitism are wrongly discounted by this research to negate the deflection 

that this is about silencing criticism of Israel).  
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So, who is Richard Silverstein attacking Israel alongside? 

Arnie Hindhaugh:349 

 

Clea McIlraith:350 

 

                                                           
349 The letter to Stephen Spielberg is a clear case of Holocaust denial. https://www.facebook.com/notes/bob-
smith/finally-putting-the-holocaust-to-bed/994688420578381/ The neo-Nazi Renegade Tribune article is here 
http://www.renegadetribune.com/facebook-israel-officially-announce-collaboration-censor-social-media-
content/ 
350 The ISIS Greater Israel article is virulently antisemitic, containing videos of people like Brother Nathanael. 
See http://www.inspiretochangeworld.com/2015/09/isis-is-working-on-mossadcia-plan-to-create-greater-
israel The other article is from the deeply antisemitic website ‘theuglytruth’. 
https://theuglytruth.wordpress.com/2013/05/03/jews-furious-over-scottish-church-saying-jews-have-no-
claim-to-holy-land 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/bob-smith/finally-putting-the-holocaust-to-bed/994688420578381/
https://www.facebook.com/notes/bob-smith/finally-putting-the-holocaust-to-bed/994688420578381/
http://www.inspiretochangeworld.com/2015/09/isis-is-working-on-mossadcia-plan-to-create-greater-israel
http://www.inspiretochangeworld.com/2015/09/isis-is-working-on-mossadcia-plan-to-create-greater-israel
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A reminder of the type of people Elleanne Green promotes:351 

 

 

 

                                                           
351 See https://rationalwiki.org/wiki/Henry_Makow The article is here 
https://www.henrymakow.com/2015/02/christians-have-been-duped-by-zionists.html The politicalvelcraft 
article describes a twisted antisemitic history that sets WW2 up as a Rothschild attempt at a new world order. 
The article is here https://politicalvelcraft.org/2014/08/05/rothschilds-state-of-israel-the-midnight-cowboy/ 
The website is described as ‘ragingly racist and promotes bigotry of all kinds, including homophobia, 
Islamophobia and antisemitism’. The video is of O’Keefe. Green ‘likes him’ (no surprise he is a member of 
Palestine Live’. The video is here https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fPUoLFpQomg The YouTube channel is 
Ian Crane’s, see https://rationalwiki.org/wiki/Ian_R._Crane 

https://rationalwiki.org/wiki/Henry_Makow
https://www.henrymakow.com/2015/02/christians-have-been-duped-by-zionists.html
https://politicalvelcraft.org/2014/08/05/rothschilds-state-of-israel-the-midnight-cowboy/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fPUoLFpQomg
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Erika Reif:352 

 

Those who post white supremacist material, Holocaust denial, Rothschild conspiracy and 

Mossad conspiracy. This is who Richard Silverstein plays with in the dark. Posting with them 

in secret Facebook groups, conspiring with them to weaken Israel. All whilst saying claims of 

antisemitism are a ‘hoax’.  

 

 

 

                                                           
352 Yournewswire has been rebranded as ‘newspunch’ see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NewsPunch 
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Mondoweiss 

Mondoweiss is a news website co-edited by journalists Philip Weiss and Adam Horowitz.353 

They are virulently anti-Israel in their outlook.  The Algemeiner called them a ‘purveyor of 

antisemitic material’.354 The Tablet has described one of the co-founders, Philip Weiss, as a 

‘Jew-baiter’.355  

Mondoweiss often provides a ‘Jewish’ defence for those accused of antisemitism. When my 

first report highlighted hard-core antisemitism in the Palestine Solidarity Campaign, 

Mondoweiss ran an article attacking it:356 

 

 

When alongside Jonathan Hoffman, I wrote a report fisking the Tom Suarez book ‘State of 

Terror’, Mondoweiss gave the author a platform to ridicule the report:357 

 

 

 

When I wrote about Jewish people in London saying Kaddish for Hamas terrorists, 

Mondoweiss wrote an article attacking me again. 358 

                                                           
353 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mondoweiss 
354 http://www.algemeiner.com/2012/07/23/salon-com-partners-with-purveyor-of-anti-semitic-material-
mondoweiss/ 
355 https://www.tabletmag.com/jewish-news-and-politics/40762/playing-with-fire 
356 https://mondoweiss.net/2017/03/terrorist-movement-exposing/ 
357 https://mondoweiss.net/2017/10/campaign-defused-suarez/ 
358 See https://mondoweiss.net/2018/05/prayed-mourners-zionism/ 
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After I had published the Palestine Live report, Peter Cohen wrote an article defending the 

group. Somehow Mondoweiss turned a report exposing high concentration levels of hard-

core antisemitism in anti-Israel activism, into an article attacking Zionist racism:359 

 

Peter Cohen, Tom Suarez and Jonathan Ofir, are, or have been members of Palestine 

Live.360 In fact Mondoweiss do little but argue that the antisemitism issues in Europe and 

the US are mainly contrived:361 

 

                                                           
359 https://mondoweiss.net/2018/08/zionisms-racism-problem/ 
360 Cohen and Ofir are still members, Suarez left after I published the Palestine Live report. It is odd that 
someone who publicly states the antisemitism accusation is a smear would leave the group. If I am wrong – 
why leave? Despite his protestations it is almost a silent signal he accepts the problem is real.  
361 See search results https://mondoweiss.net/?s=antisemitism and See search results 
https://mondoweiss.net/?s=anti-semitism 

https://mondoweiss.net/?s=antisemitism
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There seem to be hundreds of articles on Mondoweiss downplaying antisemitism. These 

articles are then used globally by non-Jewish activists, who feel reinforced with ‘Jewish 

legitimacy’. Do their writers know what antisemitism is? 

Jonathan Ofir is currently one of the most prolific writers on Mondoweiss. If not *the* most 

prolific. He was also the author of the article in 2017, that ridiculed my research. And here 

we run into trouble. Ofir combed that report to criticise it. From his own article:362 

“I have downloaded the 79-page report, read it in detail over many hours, all 79 pages.”  

He must have known that Elleanne Green and Tony Gratrex, two of Palestine Live’s admin, 

were extensively covered within it.363 Two people who have both shared hundreds of vile 

posts. So how is he still a member today?   

 

Why in August 2018, is Ofir still following the recommendations of someone who he knows, 

he knows, has posted vile antisemitic articles? 

  

                                                           
362 https://mondoweiss.net/2017/03/terrorist-movement-exposing/ 
363 See http://david-collier.com/wp-
content/uploads/2017/02/170222_palestine_solidarity_campaign_report.pdf for Green see pp40-41 for 
Gratrex see pp51-53.  

http://david-collier.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/02/170222_palestine_solidarity_campaign_report.pdf
http://david-collier.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/02/170222_palestine_solidarity_campaign_report.pdf
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There is no ‘public sign’ of the ‘recommendation’, so it appears that it took place in a private 

message. But by August 2018 Ofir must know Elleanne Green has shared material from 

white supremacist, neo-Nazi websites. Not to mention 100s of other antisemitic posts. 

Private messages? Following recommendations? Still posting in Palestine Live? 

 

Here he is again. The link has gone, but the topic was antisemitism. So here is Ofir in 2016, 

discussing antisemitism alongside Green and Philomena Hearn. This is Philomena Hearn: 
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Over the past 200 pages or so, that image has become a constant drumbeat. Jewish people 

belittling antisemitism alongside those who share antisemitic material. 

Here is Ofir with Sandra Watfa: 

 

Here is Watfa sharing the neo-Nazi, white supremacist website, Renegade Tribune:364 

 

                                                           
364 See http://renegadetribune.com/talmudic-jews-non-jews-are-beasts-to-serve-us-as-slaves Wikipedia 
describes the website as an ‘anti-Semitic, white separatist, holocaust denying, historical revisionist, white 
nationalist, and neo-Nazi website’. See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Renegade_Tribune 

http://renegadetribune.com/talmudic-jews-non-jews-are-beasts-to-serve-us-as-slaves
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Here is Ofir with Nahida Izzat (Exiled Palestinian): 

 

Pay attention to the third and fourth post, they both link to Nahida’s blog and deal with 

‘ugly’ Judaism.365 

                                                           
365 See first link https://nahidaexiledpalestinian.wordpress.com/2014/12/07/is-torah-jewish-or-is-it-zionist/ 
And second link https://nahidaexiledpalestinian.wordpress.com/2012/08/14/talmudic-law-put-into-
practice/?fbclid=IwAR2MwElSe1AQvROMHbi_9k4KXA6GJb3-nbe1xaaa4CBGUK6esobk28smkgg 

https://nahidaexiledpalestinian.wordpress.com/2014/12/07/is-torah-jewish-or-is-it-zionist/
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That is an outrageous post on so many levels. Ofir seems to bypass the antisemitic shares, 

choosing only to concentrate on Nahida’s ‘acceptance’ that she would ‘allow’ him to stay in 

‘Palestine’. He does oppose it – but politely. Nahida was evicted from the antisemitic FB 

group Palestine Live for being obsessively antisemitic. 

Both of those links to ‘religious texts’ are brutally antisemitic. It is instantly clear what they 

are, yet Ofir chooses to ignore them. 

Racism aside, her political position is fundamentally vile. Her petition, which received over a 

thousand signatures contains clauses such as this one, conditioning the right of Jewish 

people to remain in a future ‘Palestine’.366 

“Palestinians include those who live in the occupied homeland, and include all refugees living 

abroad and their descendants, all those have unrestricted right to Palestinian citizenship. For 

former Jewish Israelis, plans should be set on course to grant or decline on an individual 

basis a right to remain, based on criteria defined by an Immigration and Integration Service.” 

Other clauses are equally problematic. Nahida is not a woman of peace at all. Instead she is 

a racist, an antisemite, who seeks to dispossess the Jews of their property, take all they 

have, force them to live a life of servitude to ‘pay reparations’ and expel all those she does 

not like. Given the links she provides, no sane person would suggest she sees Jews as equals.  

Yet Ofir talks to her politely and calls her offer ‘sweet’. 

The blind-to-antisemitism Jonathan Ofir is not the only Mondoweiss writer who has been a 

member of Palestine Live. Tom Suarez was a member, but left Palestine Live sometime after 

my initial report 

 

Tom Suarez has also written articles about the antisemitism ‘hoax’ for Mondoweiss.367  

 

                                                           
366 See petition https://nahidaexiledpalestinian.wordpress.com/2014/01/19/palestinian-declaration/ 
367 https://mondoweiss.net/2018/09/british-definition-semitism/ 
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Suarez wrote a book that contained every historical distortion imaginable. Beyond grabbing 

at archives, Suarez misrepresented files, distorted quotes and used sources that would 

agree with him, rather than those with superior historical credibility. The result was an 

antisemitic mess desperate to suggest Zionists are like the Nazis.368  

This was his response to the report on Palestine Live.369 

 

Suarez is based in the UK, rather than US, so will not be covered in this report. In any event, 

his own book comprehensively discredits Suarez as a commentator. As an active member of 

Palestine Live for several months, Suarez interacted happily with people who have shared 

hard-core antisemitic material, including from neo-Nazi or white supremacist websites. The 

easiest example to give is Elleanne Green: 

 

                                                           
368 http://david-collier.com/antisemitic-fraud-thomas-suarez/ 
369 One would have to question why he left the group soon after. 
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Other Palestine Live members have had articles published on Mondoweiss (only articles 

from the last five months were considered): 

 

Ariel Gold’s activity in Palestine Live was discussed earlier (in the sections on Codepink and 

Amnesty). Gold seems to deploy her identity as a weapon. These examples from Twitter are 

taken just from the last few months:370 

 

                                                           
370 See https://twitter.com/ArielElyseGold/status/1095025748426088448 

https://twitter.com/ArielElyseGold/status/1085227188415315970 

https://twitter.com/ArielElyseGold/status/1084558296835678210 

https://twitter.com/ArielElyseGold/status/1093129145985519616 

https://twitter.com/ArielElyseGold/status/1089866310236934150 

https://twitter.com/ArielElyseGold/status/1081541209175326720 

https://twitter.com/ArielElyseGold/status/1081539427313336320 

https://twitter.com/ArielElyseGold/status/1046528107925012480 

https://twitter.com/ArielElyseGold/status/1029046698981634048 

https://twitter.com/ArielElyseGold/status/1027528442533867521 

https://twitter.com/ArielElyseGold/status/1095025748426088448
https://twitter.com/ArielElyseGold/status/1085227188415315970
https://twitter.com/ArielElyseGold/status/1084558296835678210
https://twitter.com/ArielElyseGold/status/1093129145985519616
https://twitter.com/ArielElyseGold/status/1089866310236934150
https://twitter.com/ArielElyseGold/status/1081541209175326720
https://twitter.com/ArielElyseGold/status/1081539427313336320
https://twitter.com/ArielElyseGold/status/1046528107925012480
https://twitter.com/ArielElyseGold/status/1029046698981634048
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Is Ariel Gold trying to tell people something? It’s a vulgar habit. Either someone is right, or 

they are wrong, being Jewish doesn’t change that. To use identity in this fashion is a way to 

supress dissent. The premise is simple. If ‘as a Jew’ has relevance, then majority rules. Gold 

knows she is part of a fringe minority. That knowledge makes this disgusting ‘supremacist’ 

behaviour. 

Larry Derfner has also recently had articles published in Mondoweiss. He has been a 

member of Palestine Live for almost five years: 

 

The toxicity of Palestine Live and the high concentration levels of hard-core antisemites are 

proven, there is no need to bring more than examples. This is a comment made in the group 

by Larry Derfner 
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The original post was made by Margaret lynch. These are some of what she shares:371 

 

The same story. Anti-Israel activity and an alignment between those like Derfner and those 

who share white supremacist, neo-Nazi material. Another comment, this time under a post 

by Maxwell Ryder: 

 

                                                           
371 Neo-Nazi, white supremacist Renegade Tribune. The article, which claims the Holocaust was a fake and 
blames the wars on the Jews is available here http://www.renegadetribune.com/top-jewish-leader-claims-
entire-western-world-culpable-for-holocaust/ The Event Chronicle article is a presentation of the Khazar myth, 
suggesting Jews come from a “A land inhabited by an aggressive demented race of thieves, murderers, and 
highwaymen, who would prey on travelers, steal from them, murder them, and then assume their identity.” 
See http://www.theeventchronicle.com/study/israel-a-nation-founded-upon-a-monumental-lie/? 

http://www.renegadetribune.com/top-jewish-leader-claims-entire-western-world-culpable-for-holocaust/
http://www.renegadetribune.com/top-jewish-leader-claims-entire-western-world-culpable-for-holocaust/
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It must be remembered, Derfner is inside this secret anti-Zionist, antisemitic group and 

choosing to comment: This is some of what Maxwell Ryder shares:372 

 

It isn’t just promoting conspiracy, it is the source Ryder uses. Jeff Rense? Rense is a source 

for those seeking ‘white identity’ websites.373 Rense platforms people like David Duke, 

calling him a ‘good friend’.374 Once more we see Derfner aligning with those who share this 

type of material – all to demonise and fight against the Jewish state. 

Mondoweiss contributor Danielle Alma Ravitzki is also a member of Palestine Live: 

 

The ‘added by’ in 2018 is deceptive, Danielle seems to have become a member sometime in 

early 2016: 

 

Danielle also seems to have left the group in March 2018, shortly after my original report 

was published, re-joining three months later. Feel free to build you own conspiracy theory 

around that timeline. 

                                                           
372 https://rense.com//general96/25suspicious.html? and https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yWnlo-YhfRQ 
373 See https://www.whoiswhite.com/ 
374 https://www.splcenter.org/hatewatch/2015/04/26/jeff-rense-his-own-words 

https://rense.com/general96/25suspicious.html
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Danielle has been highly active in the group. In 2016 alone she uploaded more than fifty 

articles to Palestine Live (this does not count comments she would have made on other 

posts). 

Here is Danielle, posting her support for BDS amongst the other members of Palestine Live: 
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Who are her bedfellows here? Hamdi Abu-Zalaf, Wendy Forrest, Lara Dale and Anthony 

Pearsons. Let us look at those whom she is helping to attack Israel: 

Hamdi Abu Zalaf:375 

 

Wendy Forrest’s account is hidden behind privacy barriers. Even so, there are enough clues 

to reveal that she has been pushing Rothschild conspiracy and websites such as Rense for 

over a decade:376 

 

                                                           
375 Politicalvelcraft article leads with a video from Brother Nathanael before engaging in detailed antisemitic 
conspiracy theory https://politicalvelcraft.org/2014/01/04/the-collapse-of-the-kissinger-rothschild-1971-nwo-
petrodollar-their-end-game-plan-is-here The David Icke Rothschild Zionism video is here 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0xe5cQDIbMs and finally Rense, another favourite of the white 
supremacists https://rense.com//general59/ein.htm? 
376 Rense article https://rense.com/general82/we.htm 

https://politicalvelcraft.org/2014/01/04/the-collapse-of-the-kissinger-rothschild-1971-nwo-petrodollar-their-end-game-plan-is-here
https://politicalvelcraft.org/2014/01/04/the-collapse-of-the-kissinger-rothschild-1971-nwo-petrodollar-their-end-game-plan-is-here
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0xe5cQDIbMs
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Lara Dale:377 

 

Anthony Pearsons was the only contributor to the thread who does not appear to have 

shared articles from white supremacist supporting websites. It says a lot when just standard 

Israel as ISIS or Mossad false flag conspiracy articles, from a bog-standard antisemitic 

website, appears almost child’s play.378 

 

This is what Danielle Alma Ravitzki stands alongside when she promotes BDS. This is what 

she is helping and legitimising when she says ‘she is happy’ with the video she posted to the 

group.  

                                                           
377 The Rense article, on top of being deeply antisemitic, blames the Jews for the Holocaust. 
https://rense.com/general82/nzzi.htm? The blame for JFK was pushed by Iranian state television. For Icke’s 
video (Rothschild Zionism) see https://www.youtube.com/watch?t=371&v=msasgIBOTPc 
378 See https://www.globalresearch.ca/isis-leader-abu-bakr-al-baghdadi-trained-by-israeli-mossad-nsa-
documents-reveal/5391593 and https://www.globalresearch.ca/the-attacks-on-charlie-hebdo-and-the-kosher-
grocery-store-israels-mossad-to-the-rescue/5423715? The website is an anti-western, antisemitic conspiracy 
site – see https://rationalwiki.org/wiki/Globalresearch 

https://rense.com/general82/nzzi.htm
https://www.globalresearch.ca/isis-leader-abu-bakr-al-baghdadi-trained-by-israeli-mossad-nsa-documents-reveal/5391593
https://www.globalresearch.ca/isis-leader-abu-bakr-al-baghdadi-trained-by-israeli-mossad-nsa-documents-reveal/5391593
https://www.globalresearch.ca/the-attacks-on-charlie-hebdo-and-the-kosher-grocery-store-israels-mossad-to-the-rescue/5423715
https://www.globalresearch.ca/the-attacks-on-charlie-hebdo-and-the-kosher-grocery-store-israels-mossad-to-the-rescue/5423715
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Pam Bailey is another prolific contributor to Mondoweiss. According to Mondoweiss, Pam is 

founder of WeAreNotNumbers.org and international secretary for the Euro-Mediterranean 

Human Rights Monitor.379 Bailey has been denied entry into Israel.380 

 

In this thread Bailey comments on a post by Tom Lawrence: 

 

One person who commented has been removed. His profile is behind privacy barriers. 

                                                           
379 https://mondoweiss.net/author/pam/ 
380 http://www.hlrn.org/activitydetails.php?id=pWtpZw==#.XI5IsCj7QuU 
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Who is Bailey hanging out with in this secret group? Tom Lawrence:381 

 

Lisa Elkins Goodman:382 

 

                                                           
381 Lawrence likes a Rense post and says he is ‘eager to look at it’. See Rense article 
https://rense.com/general77/truman.htm? The Rothschild quote comes from a conspiracy book on WW1 
called ‘Hidden History: The Secret Origins of the First World War’ – see 
https://www.amazon.co.uk/gp/customer-
reviews/R3UDN1WJ62GJOK/ref=cm_cr_arp_d_rvw_ttl?ie=UTF8&ASIN=1780576307 Rothschild family wealth 
article see https://www.activistpost.com/2017/01/rothschild-family-wealth-five-times-worlds-top-8-
billionaires-combined.html? The Bibi war on terror doctrine see http://freedom-
articles.toolsforfreedom.com/war-on-terror-doctrine-netanyahu/ 
382 The ‘Lisaleaks’ site seems to be Goodman’s own. The Holocaust Denial article relies heavily on the ‘Journal 
for Historical review’ Article is available in the archive 
https://web.archive.org/web/20160306051842/http://lisaleaks.com/2015/05/04/what-is-holocaust-denial/ 
for Journal of historical review see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Journal_of_Historical_Review Goodman 
shared many Rense articles, the two above are just examples  

https://web.archive.org/web/20160306051842/http:/lisaleaks.com/2015/05/04/what-is-holocaust-denial/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Journal_of_Historical_Review
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Pattie O’Donnell:383 

 

Samuel Thadeus Short liked to share articles in Palestine Live from antisemitic conspiracy 

websites such as ‘neonnettle’ and ‘redressonline’:384 He also shared material from neo-Nazi, 

white supremacist websites such as Renegade Tribune and Darkmoon:385 

 

                                                           
383 Everywhere we look, neo-Nazi, white supremacist websites are promoted. Link to Renegade article 
http://renegadetribune.com/shut-it-down-as-jewish-media-lose-power-alternative-media-comes-under-
attack/ also link to Rothschild ‘Jewish mafia octopus’ see 
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10205317644482107 
384 https://mediabiasfactcheck.com/neon-nettle/ and https://www.thejc.com/news/uk-news/labour-activist-
leading-online-attacks-on-luciana-berger-has-links-to-neo-nazi-website-1.480081 
385 Renegade article – see http://www.renegadetribune.com/talmudic-jews-non-jews-are-beasts-to-serve-us-
as-slaves Darkmoon article https://www.darkmoon.me/2013/top-israeli-scientist-says-ashkenazi-jews-came-
from-khazaria-not-palestine/  

http://renegadetribune.com/shut-it-down-as-jewish-media-lose-power-alternative-media-comes-under-attack/
http://renegadetribune.com/shut-it-down-as-jewish-media-lose-power-alternative-media-comes-under-attack/
https://mediabiasfactcheck.com/neon-nettle/
https://www.darkmoon.me/2013/top-israeli-scientist-says-ashkenazi-jews-came-from-khazaria-not-palestine/
https://www.darkmoon.me/2013/top-israeli-scientist-says-ashkenazi-jews-came-from-khazaria-not-palestine/
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Some other recent Mondoweiss contributors are also members of Palestine Live, but have 

had little or no activity in the group. 

 

 

 

The same cannot be said of Ofer Neiman. Ofer is probably the most prolific contributor to 

Palestine Live who appears on Mondoweiss. He has shared 100s of posts to the group, 

feeding the antisemitic environment with pro-BDS material. Neiman even knows about the 

antisemitism, because last March, when asked to sign a letter of support for the group – he 

refused to do so: 

 

 

Ofer Neiman is partially right. The (faux) humanistic messages have outweighed the racist 

ones, but that isn’t the point at all. The point is that the racists vastly outweigh the 

humanitarians. Even the biggest racist in the word can have a normal conversation. 

Palestine Live is a cesspit of anti-Jewish racists.  

Ofer Neiman knows this but continues to feed them material to seek their assistance in 

attacking Israel. This means Neiman too, aligns with those sharing neo-Nazi, white 

supremacist material in their fight against the Jewish state. He sees these people as allies, 

and the Zionists as the enemy. 
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This is a thread with Ofer Neiman. It contains contributions from Elleanne Green, Tony 

Nash, Maxwell Ryder, Rob Fuoco and Edith Legrand: 

 

It is impossible to know what the original article was. In an age where ‘fake news’ websites 

come and go, groups like Palestine Live are full of broken links such as this.  

Elleanne Green and Maxwell Ryder have both posted material from racist websites and have 

already been discussed in this report. On the following pages will be examples of material 

shared by Tony Nash, Rob Fuoco and Edith Legrand. 
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Tony Nash:386 

 

Rob Fuoco.387 

 

                                                           
386 See http://www.renegadetribune.com/adolf-hitlers-warning-new-world-order/ also 
http://www.renegadetribune.com/talmudic-jews-non-jews-are-beasts-to-serve-us-as-slaves/ for Holocaust 
denial article see https://mynameisjoecortina.wordpress.com/2009/10/13/the-jew-holocaust-%E2%80%93-
historys-biggest-fraud-undeniable-proof-of-the-biggest-lie-of-the-century/ 
387 The politicalvelcraft article is here https://politicalvelcraft.org/2013/08/28/hungary-kills-the-rothschild-imf-
banks-ordered-to-vacate-country/ the rense article has been removed from the site. 

http://www.renegadetribune.com/adolf-hitlers-warning-new-world-order/
http://www.renegadetribune.com/talmudic-jews-non-jews-are-beasts-to-serve-us-as-slaves/
https://politicalvelcraft.org/2013/08/28/hungary-kills-the-rothschild-imf-banks-ordered-to-vacate-country/
https://politicalvelcraft.org/2013/08/28/hungary-kills-the-rothschild-imf-banks-ordered-to-vacate-country/
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Edith Legrand:388 

 

 

Ofer Neiman is one of the key figures of Boycott from Within.389 In this thread, every single 

one of his allies, has shared racist white supremacist / neo-Nazi websites. 

It would be possible to continue to match Mondoweiss contributors with the Palestine Live 

membership, but at this stage it is fair to say the point has been driven home.  

Mondoweiss are a central part of the ‘antisemitism denial industry’, they publish a stream 

of articles suggesting the accusations of antisemitism are all a smear or part a plot. Yet as 

we see, many of their contributors align with those that share neo-Nazi material in a joint 

battle to weaken the Jewish state. 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
388 Rense https://www.facebook.com/edith.legrand/posts/10206685039269125 Renegade 
http://www.renegadetribune.com/thought-crimes-questioning-zionism-communism-holocaust-founding-israel 
whiteresister see https://dailyarchives.org/index.php/stories/435-ultra-orthodox-new-york-rabbis-have-now-
infected-14-babies-with-herpes-after-sucking-their-penis 
389 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Boycott_from_Within 

https://www.facebook.com/edith.legrand/posts/10206685039269125
http://www.renegadetribune.com/thought-crimes-questioning-zionism-communism-holocaust-founding-israel
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A few other members 

Rabbi Lynn Gottlieb is also a member of the group. Elleanne added her on the day she 

founded the group which tends to imply they had already made contact. Lynn has not been 

active for several years, but is still a member and remains a Facebook friend of Green: 

 

 

Both Miko Peled and Max Blumenthal are (unsurprisingly)members of the group: 
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Rabbi Michael Lerner is also a member but appears inactive (he appears generally inactive 

on social media). 

 

Another high-profile member is Richard Falk: 

 

Falk did not post much in the group but did like several of Elleanne Green’s posts. 

Farther and son team Norman and Lucas Koerner.   

 

 

Koerner founded the Students for Justice in Palestine (SJP) chapter at Tufts University.390 

Norman has been active in the group, there was no sign Lucas has posted. 

 

 

 

                                                           
390 https://canarymission.org/individual/Lucas_Koerner 
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Ian Berman of Mintpressnews:391 Berman is highly active in the group. 

 

Some examples from the last few months: Responding to a post by Elleanne Green: 

 

Here he responds to a post by Bill Marquis: 

 

Bill Marquis has promoted both Renegade Tribune and Rense:392 

 

                                                           
391 See https://www.mintpressnews.com/author/ian-berman/ 
392 Renegade see http://www.renegadetribune.com/new-bbc-documentary-exposes-the-genocide-of-ethnic-
germans-after-world-war-2/ The issue on with the video on the right is obvious – this material is not of the 
‘humanitarian left’ at all, but of the racists, wherever on the spectrum they may be. Both Infowars and Rense 
are clearly linked.  

http://www.renegadetribune.com/new-bbc-documentary-exposes-the-genocide-of-ethnic-germans-after-world-war-2/
http://www.renegadetribune.com/new-bbc-documentary-exposes-the-genocide-of-ethnic-germans-after-world-war-2/
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Here is Berman talking about the Hypocrisy of the ‘antisemitism claim’ in response to a post 

by Miren Edurne: 

 

 

Here is Edurne sharing Rense, the greater Israel project (on a Holocaust denying website), 

9/11 conspiracy and an Oliver Stone quote supported by a comment complaining about the 

‘Zionist Jews’ control of the media, preventing ‘open discussion’ of the Holocaust:393 

 

 

                                                           
393 For Rense see https://rense.com/general18/bible.htm? For ISIS greater Israel see 
http://www.inspiretochangeworld.com/2015/09/isis-is-working-on-mossadcia-plan-to-create-greater-israel/ 
see also http://www.inspiretochangeworld.com/?s=holocaust and for 9/11 see 
https://www.voltairenet.org/article179295.html 

https://rense.com/general18/bible.htm
http://www.inspiretochangeworld.com/2015/09/isis-is-working-on-mossadcia-plan-to-create-greater-israel/
http://www.inspiretochangeworld.com/?s=holocaust
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Here is Berman responding to Tony Gratrex: 

 

For evidence of Tony Gratrex shares, see Palestine Live report part-one.394 

Here is Berman responding to Tom Lawrence (see examples of Lawrence shares in the 

Mondoweiss section). We can see again Berman discussing antisemitism with people who 

have shared hard-core antisemitic material. 

 

Those are just a few examples from the Palestine Live group over the last few months. 

Meanwhile Ian uses his own Jewish identity and the platform of ‘mintpressnews’ to suggest 

the antisemitism claims are false:395 

 

How can he do this as he allies himself with people who share neo-Nazi and white 

supremacist material, all in support of BDS and the fight against Zionism? 

                                                           
394 http://david-collier.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/180305_livereport_part1_FINAL.pdf 
395 https://www.mintpressnews.com/anti-semitism-as-a-sword-as-far-right-storm-clouds-gather-trivial-
charges-ignore-the-real-threat/250850/ 
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Aimee Shalan, the CEO of Medical Aid for Palestinians is a member of Palestine Live: 
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Myles Hoenig. Hoenig was a 2016 Green Party candidate who sought election to the U.S. 

House to represent the 7th Congressional District of Maryland:396 

 

Hoenig has also been active in the group for years: 

 

Once more we see someone using his Jewish identity, fighting *against* mainstream Jews, 

whilst standing alongside someone who has shared scores of unacceptable posts, including 

from neo-Nazi websites. Elleanne Green is Hoenig’s ally. The other racists in Palestine Live 

are his allies. ‘Campaign Against Antisemitism’ is his opposition. It is absurd. 

                                                           
396 https://ballotpedia.org/Myles_Hoenig 
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Carl J. Romanelli is another ‘Green’ in Palestine Live.397 

 

Romanelli was also highly active in the group, which means it would be possible to show 

numerous occasions where he has allied with those who share racist material. Romanelli 

even refers to Green as a ‘sister for justice and peace’: 

 

He even responds to articles by TUT (theuglytruth).398 

 

Carl personally shares the antisemitic conspiracy website Globalresearch.ca.399 

 

                                                           
397 https://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/Carl_Romanelli 
398 Examples of shares from Samuel Short are in the Mondoweiss section. Including from Renegade Tribune. 
The link to the Scottish Jews article is here https://theuglytruth.wordpress.com/2013/05/03/jews-furious-
over-scottish-church-saying-jews-have-no-claim-to-holy-land/?   
399 https://www.facebook.com/groups/578281488880847/permalink/945331188842540/ 
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Margaret Leicester from the University of New Mexico. 

 

Leicester is also apparently Jewish: 

 

This outrageously antisemitic comment is the first response she received: 

 

Here are four responses, under threads started by people who have been highlighted in this 

report for sharing white supremacist / Neo-Nazi websites: 
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Here is blind Margaret responding to Gratrex about antisemitism. This guy is a rabid 

antisemitic conspiracy theorist with a 9/11 truth profile. 

 

Here is a new one:400 

 

 

                                                           
400 On control of the BBC see http://semiticcontroversies.blogspot.com/2015/10/jewish-and-zionist-influence-
at-bbc.html on Control of universities see http://www.jewwatch.com/jew-
jewishsupremacyassociationsmovements-universities.html? 

http://semiticcontroversies.blogspot.com/2015/10/jewish-and-zionist-influence-at-bbc.html
http://semiticcontroversies.blogspot.com/2015/10/jewish-and-zionist-influence-at-bbc.html
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It would have been possible to continue for several pages. Margaret Leicester aligns herself 

with rabid antisemites in the battle against the Jewish state. The deployment of her Jewish 

identity gives them legitimacy and confidence.  

 

 

Why should this person not know he is an antisemite? Why is he given the legitimacy by 

anti-Zionist Jews? 
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Conclusion 

There is a persistent theme in anti-Zionist activism, namely, the high concentration level of 

antisemitism. Whether it is an activist stall in Manchester; a pro-BDS demonstration in 

London or an anti-AIPAC demonstration outside a Holocaust museum in Washington DC, 

everywhere anti-Zionist forces march, hard-core antisemitism is well-represented. 

The fallacy this is merely exaggerated criticism of Israel is firmly debunked by research such 

as this. It is clear that an adherence to antisemitic and racist ideology is a motivating factor 

in bringing people to stand in opposition to the Jewish state.  

Nor is this restricted to Rothschild conspiracy and the socialism of fools. Far too many 

people feel comfortable sharing neo-Nazi websites such as the Renegade Tribune, White 

Resister or Daily Stormer.   

The people highlighted in this research are not random. They are central figures in anti-

Israel activism. These people start the petitions, write the letters, man the stalls and 

organise the demos.  

Once both the Jews and Palestinians are discounted from the crowd, the majority of those 

remaining share hard-core antisemitic ideology. Worse still, more than half of them are 

sharing material from neo-Nazi or white supremacist websites.     

These people are not a threat to the Jewish state, but to the Jews in the Diaspora. The 

experience of the UK has taught us that the anti-Zionist fight, combined with BDS will do 

more damage to the resident Jewish communities than it ever will to Israel.  

Yet alongside the antisemites stand a fringe group of Jewish people. Why the anti-Zionist 

Jews have taken up arms alongside neo-Nazis and other rabid antisemites to fight against 

the Jewish state is outside the scope of this research. What is clear is that this is certainly 

happening.  

It is a symbiotic relationship. Without the antisemites, these Jews have no voice. Nobody 

will give them a platform and there is nobody to address their inner issues. Representing 

just a small percentage of Jewish thought, these people need allies.  

Similarly the anti-Zionist cause cannot move without the antisemite. There are no greater 

motivators than hate and fear, twisted emotions so capable of blinding people to truth and 

moderation. Anti-Zionism, a movement that sets out to demonise, weaken and then destroy 

the Jewish state, was virtually created as an ideological magnet for the antisemite. Yet these 

antisemites are in desperate need of a legitimate face. 

Together they make it work. Whether the Jews are blind to the antisemitism or have 

somehow rationalised it does not really matter - the evidence provided is too overwhelming 

and too concentrated for it to be ignored.  

The Jewish anti-Zionists have created an industry of antisemitism denial. They put ‘together 

against antisemitism’ on their profile pictures, just as they write long pieces about how 
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antisemitism is just a problem in the far-right. Then they pick up their Palestinian flags and 

hold hands with people who share articles from the Renegade Tribune or Rense. 

Outlets such as Mondoweiss are a central part of the antisemitism denial industry. They 

publish a stream of articles suggesting the accusations of antisemitism are all a smear or 

part of a plot. Yet as we see, many of their contributors align with those who share neo-Nazi 

material in a combined battle to weaken the Jewish state. 

Putting a tiny mask on such anti-Jewish hatred cannot provide a disguise and does not 

prevent inspection. Why do people, who openly admit to having seen earlier reports, 

continue to hold hands with those who have shared neo-Nazi material? How can a member 

of the JVP Rabbinical Council align themselves with people who share white supremacist 

material? How can he think they are allies? 

Within the Jewish community the great majority see beneath the mask, but some are 

fooled. A number of Jewish people, frustrated with some Israeli policies, flirt with BDS and 

anti-Zionism in the mistaken belief that those Jews at the top of the hill, such as JVP or 

Mondoweiss are telling them the truth. But they clearly are not. 

It is not important why JVP holds hands with those who share neo-Nazi material. Jewish 

anti-Zionists and the antisemites are now allies. They sign each other’s petitions. They co-

host events and support mutual BDS initiatives. They stand together outside AIPAC and 

bemoan ‘Jewish power’. These people work together to weaken the Jewish state. 

This message needs to be shared with the liberal elements of the Jewish community, with 

those who sit on the left of Zionist thought but are still within the ‘big tent’. 

Jewish communities need to unite and fight for the Diaspora. The difference between 

Zionism and anti-Zionism is far larger than the arguments over borders and settlements.  

Opposition to Israeli policies is legitimate, but Zionism acts as a protective layer around the 

Jews outside and inside Israel. Once you remove it as a central requirement, by not caring if 

members support either BDS or Israel’s core right to exist, you will inevitably dance with the 

devil. 

Just as JVP, Mondoweiss and others such as Codepink have already chosen to do.  

 

END 


